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SUMMARY 

SECTION 1. CORPS OF ENGINEERS ACQUISITION OF LANDSAT-D DATA PRODUCTS 

Provides an overview of the Landsat-D program, the Landsat-D Ground System, and 

a brief description of the complex geometric correction process f01: Thematic 

Mapper data. 

SECTION 2. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

Provides a brief overview of the Corps of Engineers projects to which Landsat 

data analysis may be applicable. It describes briefly how Landsat data may be 

used in the conduct of these projects, and indicates the type of information 

management and data processing required. 

SECTION 3. IMAGE ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES REQUIREMENTS 

This section provides a detailed overview of the analysis required to extract 

the desired information from Landsat data and provide suitable image displays 

and out put p-rodm:ts-. Techniques described range from simple data I/O 

manipulations, radiometric corrections and processing manipulations, to single 

band image analysis such as contrast enhancement and contrast stretching and 

complex multiband image analysis techniques of image classification using both 

simple (parallelepiped) and complex (Gaussian maximum likelihood) classifiers. 

Typical algorithms and analysis procedures for these techniques are described. 

SECTION 4. HARDWARE CAPABILITIES 

Provides a description of the state of the art in available hardware for the 

different functions of the system. Data I/O devices described include magnetic 
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tape devices, both CCT and high density (HDT) used by Landsat-D; optical disks, 

which use laser recording techniques; and film image scanners and film 

recorders. Data storage devices discussed are magnetic disk and, for online 

storage at an image display terminal, solid state refresh memory. Display 

devices for both image data and alphanumeric/graphics displays are introduced. 

For data processing, the discussion introduces the concept of the host 

processors as a general purpose computer, supplemented by special purpose 

hardware (such as tab.le lookup processing), and array processors are introduced 

as programmable, high speed arithmetic devices. A short discussion of human 

factor elements describes the operator's interface to the system through a 

keyboard, joystick, trackball and other devices. 

SECTION 5. SOFTWARE 

This section describes a typical software structure, based on that developed for 

an actual system delivered, for the required system and applications software. 

The purpose o! each o! the system modules is described, and the manner in which 

it is applied and operated is presented. 

SECTION 6. SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

This section describes three candidate system architectures: multiple 

independent systems; central processing system which collocated terminals; and a 

central processing· system with remotely distributed terminals. A description of 

a typical interactive terminal design is presented, and the two major problem 

areas of communications between remote terminals and a central processor and of 

image data dissemination after receipt from Landsat-D are introduced and 

potential solutions discusscJ. 
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SECTION 7. COST ANALYSIS 

This section introduces the cost drivers for different system designs, and shows 

how a cost model for candidate systems may be constructed. From the cost models 

and actual cost of hardware and estimated cost of software development cost 

tradeoff s may be developed for both the initial system cost comparison, and for 

life cycle cost of candidate systems. 

SECTION 8. CORPS OF ENGINEERS SYSTEM 

This section brings together the requirements and hardware and software 

capabilities described in earlier chapters, and suggests an approach to 

satisfying the Corps' system requirements based on the implementation of 

independent image analysis systems, each tailored to the regional geographic 

requirements of the various COE districts and laboratories. 
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SECTION l 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS ACQUISITION OF LAND&A.T-J) DA.TA1RODUCTS 

l.t INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY . 

This report was written during a period {January 1980) of confusion with regard 

to the finalization of plans concerning the availability of Landsat-D data 

products to the user community. In November of 1979, the President designated 

the Department of Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) to manage all operational civilian remote sensing ac~ivities from space. 

The 

D. 

first spacecraft that may be affected by the t.ransition to NOAA is Landsat

Although officially designated as an experimental satellite, the Landsat-D 

spacecraft's payload includes a multispectral scanner (MSS) which represents a 

continuation of Landsat data that has been utilized for eight years and is 

thought of as operational by much of the user community. Landsat-D and D-prime 

also carry a thematic mapper (TM) instrument which is exp.erimental and is 

intended to act as a transition sensor for operational satellites to be 

developed in the future.· 

Two key issues for Landsat data users are future data costs and availability. 

NOAA has a special committee studying data costs and already has indicated that 

costs will increase significantly for both foreign and domestic users of Landsat 

data in an effort to make the remote sensing program self-supporting. NOAA is 

also studying whether or not it should assume control of USGS's EROS Data Center 

(EDC), the current national dissemination center for Landsat data in Sioux 

Falls, South Dakota. No other facility is currently equipped to provide this 

service and EDC has made some plans to be able to handle Landsat-D MSS and TM 

data in preparation for a 1981 launch. To date, however, EDC has not initiated 

the procurement of equipment to be able to handle thematic mapper 28-track high 
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density digital tapes within their facility. NASA has specified that th 

Landsat-D Ground Segment be able to provide the high density tapes for EDC bu 

has not provided for a Domsat link of TM data. 

Although the handling of MSS data from Landsat-D should represent an improvemeo 

in turnaround time from the current Landsat system, the availability of themati 
' ' . . 
mapper data represents a revision to the film-only system utilized eight yeat 

ago with the advent of Landsat l. The planned NASA Landsat-0 ground system i 

designed to provide only ten equivalent full scenes of TM ~ta per day in a CC 

format that users order through EDC from those TM scenes that are entered int 

the EDC data base from the film products produced (less than or equal to 

scenes per ~y). NASA has also indicated that it will not provide Landsl 

digital data products directly to other agencies as it has in the past althouE 

the capability has been designed into the NASA Ground Segment. These grout 

rules would suggest a serious lack of digital TM data availability for the Cori 

of Engineers. 

In addition, the improved performance requirements for TM data result in veJ 

complex and costly geometric correction processing, and will most likely res~ 

in making the use of ungeometrically corrected TM data totally impracticle fc 

the user- community. 

In this section, it is our intent to provide additional detail on the ~A! 

Landsat-0 processing system and on the complexities foreseen in processi~ 

ungeometrically corrected TM data. Although the final design of the 1 

processing necessary to overcome recently discovered geometry problems has nt 

been completed, some impacts to the data products will be described. For tl 

sake of brevity, it has been assumed that the reader i I 
s familiar with Landsat 

2, and 3 data processing and distribution systems and further, that the read• 
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ia aware of the major characteristics of the 11Ultispectral scanner and thematic .. 

mapper sensors. 

1.2 LANDSAT-D GROUND SEGMENT OVERVIEW 

The NASA portiou of the Landsat-D ground system is comprised of five major 

elements (see Fi.aura 1-1). The Mission Management Facility is the ~ontrolling 

element of the entire ground system. It schedulaa all data acquisition and 

transmission activities for the Flight Se~nt and controls all production 

throughout the rest of the NASA portion of the gTound syste~· It maintains the 

data base of what has been requested, what is to be acquired, and what has been 

acquired. 

The Control and Simulation Facility provides online evaluation of Flight Segment. 

telemeery data, generates ana transm:rts commandS to tne Fllgnt Segment and

includes a Flight Segment simulator for use in test and operator training. The 

Image Generation Facility includes all the equipment necessary for receipt and 

recordina of wide band iaaaae data and performs radiometric and geometric 

corrections on this data. The Transportable Ground Station receives direct 

3 
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broadcast TM and MSS data. This system will be usad for engineering evaluation 

tests of the direct broadcast downlinks. The Landsat Assessment System is a 

NASA research facility that provides image processing and analysis capabilities 

for the continued investigation and development of Earth resources management 

techniques using data from both the TM and MSS sensors. 

The NASA Ground Segment is a totally new undertaking by NASA. It will be housed 

in a separate building currently llllder construction at the Goddard Space Flight 

Center. Since Landsat-D incorporates a new sensor, an en~irely new spacecraft 

design, a multi-satellite real-time communication link, and new processing 

requirements, the Landsat-D system is being developed totally independent from 

the existing Landsat system. Subsequent paragraphs will briefly summarize the 

requirements, configuration, and capabilities of only the Mission Management 

Facility and the Image Generation Facility as being pertinent to the scenario of 

data acquisition by the Corps of Engineers. 

1.3 MISSION MANAGEMENT FACILITY (MMF) 

The MMF includes four subsystems: Request Support, Flight Segment Management, 

Ground Segment Management and Data Base Administration. These subsystems and 

their major interfaces are shown in Figure 1-2. 

Request Support and Flight Segment Management interact with elements external to 

the Landsat-D system that support the scheduling of Flight Segment activities. 

User requests for coverage and products directly determine the imaging of 

particular areas of the world. Cloud cover predictions from NOAA influence when 

high quality imagery can be acquired. The Space Tracking and Data Network 
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Figure 1-2. Mission Management Facility 
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provides both TDRS and Domsat support for relay of data to GSFC. The Orbit 

Computation Group supplies the orbital characteristics of both Landsat and TDRS 

for both geographic cQverage pl•nning and Fli&ht Seglll!nt antenna pointing. All 

of this information is stored in the data base, operated on by the Flight 

Segment Management Subsystem and converted into specific plans for Flight 

Segment payload operations. The payload operations plans are then transferred 

to the Control and Simulation Facility for conversion into command sequences for 

transmission to the Flight Segment. 

The Ground Segment Management Subsystem controls the flow of data to and from 

the Image Generation Facility (IGF) and controls the process flow in the IGF. 

It also controls the transfer of latent film imagery to the photographic 

laboratory and the shipment of processed film and tape products to users. Since 

the Ground Segment will mainta-±n- only a- six-month tape- a~chive-, Gr~ .. md Segmen-t

management also controls the transfer of tapes to and from a long-term tape 

storage facility. Control functions are implemented via both hard copy and CRT 

displays of work orders or by process requests where computer-to-computer 

communications are employed. 

The MMF also generates computer compatible tapes consistent with the output 

products that are shipped to the the EROS Data Center. These tapes contain the 

collateral processing data necessary to be able to generate a data base at Sioux 

Falls of what d~ta they have available. These tapes also have ancillary 

processing data to allow EROS Data Center to apply the correction factors to the 

semi-processed MSS high density digital tapes that they receive from NASA. This 

information will be transmitted directly to Sioux Falls via telephone network. 

The collateral data also include information concerning the TM film and MSS HOT 

products that are provided by NASA to EROS Data Center. However, the EROS Data 
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Center data base will not contain coverage information for those TM scenes that 

have not been converted to film. The NASA portion of the Landsat-D Ground 

Segment will schedule approximately 100 TM scenes per day, process 50 of those 

scenes through full corrections, and then provide 50 or fewer TM scenes to the 

EROS Data Center as a film product. It is only these final 50 scenes or less 

that are known within the EROS Data Center data bank. It is from this latter 

group that users may request that CCTs of TM data be provided to them. These 

requests are then retransmitted back to NASA through the Mission Management 

Facility and scheduled to be generated within the Image· Generation Facility. 

Approximately ten equivalent full scene CCTs will be generated per day and 

shipped directly to the original requestor. 

1.4 IMAGE GENERATION FACILITY (IGF) 

The IGF receives and records all wideband image data, radiometrically and 

geometrically corrects the image data and generates output products for users. 

The key requirements on the IGF are shown in Table 1-1. Taken together, these 

requirements define a high volume, high accuracy, short turnaround productio~ 

system capable of sustaining operation with single point failures. This is the 

major challenge in the Ground Segment. 
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Table 1-1. IGF Requirements 

• RECEIVE/RECORD SENSOR DATA 

• RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION 
- THROUGHPUT (SCENES PER DAY) 

• 10 TM TO HDT-ARCHIVE 
• 200 MSS TO HDT-ARCliIVE 

- ACCURACY 
• _:!: 1 QUANTUM LEVEL 

• GEOMETRIC CORRECTION 
- THROUGHPUT (SCENES PER DAY) 

e 50 TM TO HDT-PRODUCT 
• 50 TM TO 241 MM FILM 
• 10 TM TO CCT 

- A.CCURA.CY-
• REGISTRATION: 0.3 PIXEL (90%) 
• GEODETIC: 0.5 PIXEL (90%) 

• MAX TURNAROUND TIME - 48 HOURS 
- RAW DATA TO ANY PRODUCT 
- WITH ANY SINGLE FAILURE 

• MAX UTILIZATION - 85% OF 16 HOURS 
- WITH ANY SINGLE FAILURE 
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1.4.1 IMAGE GENERATION REQUIREMENTS 

The IGF consists of three subsystems (Figure 1-3): Data Receive, Record and 

Transmit Subsystem; Image Processing Subsystem, and Product ·Generation 
I 

Subsystem. The Data Receive, Record and Transmit Subsystem receives raw Tif and 

MSS data from both the Domsat terminal and the Transportable Ground Station and 

routes the data to a bank of high density digital recorders (HDDRs). ·Routing of 

the data both into the recorders and later to and from the processing strings is 

controlled by a computer acting under the direction of the Image Generation 

Facility. The bank of recorders supports all processing functions. 

The raw data are then played back into one of the two processing strings of the 

Image Processing Subsystem where information is extracted to allow the 

calculation of _geometric correction matrices, radiometric correction functions, 

cloud cover percentage and various forms of annotation data to allow 

identification of the image (Figure 1-4) • Computations are performed on the 

extracted information while the tape is being rewound; it is then applied during 

a second playback of the tape. The resulting tape, at this point, is called a 

high density tape - archival (HDT-A); it has radiometric corrections applied, 

and geometric correction matrices appended (but not applied). For XSS data, the 

data on this tape are then relayed via Domsat to the EROS Data Center for 

distribution to users. For TM data, the tape can be further processed at NASA 

to have the geomet~ic correction matrices applied, which results in a fully 

corrected tape called a high density tape product (HDT-P). 

The product tape can then be switched to the Product Generation Subsystem and 

used either to generate 24lmm film on a laser beam recorder or to transfer image 

data to 1600 or 6250 bits per inch computer compatible tapes. Copies of the 

10 
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Figure l-3-. Image- Gene-ra-ti-On Facility-

high density tapes are generated directly in the Data Receive, Record and 

Transmit Subsystem. Copies of the CCTs are generated within the Mission 

Management Facility. 

All TM and MSS scenes are radiometrically corrected to .± 1 quantum level on the 

archival tape; a combination of instrument calibration data and information 

extracted from the content of the scene is used to generate the radiometric 

calibration functions. Image striping, which was prevalent in earlier Landsat 

imagery, will be avoided by the processes used on Landsat-D. 

Geometric accuracies are achieved by control and modeling of over 80 different 

error sources. These error sources include Flight Segment vibration and thermal 

bending as well as instrument scan nonlinearities and altitude effects that were 
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both relative and absolute geometric correction knowledge is required to the 

sub-pixel level to allow radiometric corrections not to be in excess of + l 

quantum level. The syste~tic geometric corrections necessary are all 

relatively well known and are contained within a time invariant correction 

matrix that is referred to as the alpha matrix for each scene. The alpha matrix 

includes known ephemeris, Earth rotation, Sarth geoid effects, perfect geodetic 

pointing of the TM optical axis, perfect scan mirror motion, and selected map 

projection values. The matrix is CO!llPrised of two words (X and Y locations) at 

each of 12 cross scan locations for each of 22 forward and back scan locations 

per scene. These 528 words per scene represent the time invariant alpha matrix 

that is based upon perfect performance of spacecraft pointing and TM operation. 

Thus, knowledge of the location of a relatively small number of pixels in scans 

spaced throughout the image is sufficient to describe the location of any other 

pixels in the scene. For thematic mapper data, however, it is necessary to 

superimpose upon this matrix the effects of high frequency spacecraft jitter, 

attitude errors, motion of the TM scan mirror and scan line corrector, band-to~ 

band effects, and individual band misaligrunents in order to determine the true 

location of all pixels on the ground within the specified Landsat-D accuracies. 

Figure 1-5 is a summary of the geometric matrices that must be folded together 

to provide the necessary geometric corrections to each TI1 scene. This 100 KB of 

ancillary data is included in the header of the semi-processed high density tape 

within the NASA ground processing system. It is easy to see the convenience of 

the multiple matrix form, since various combinations of the matrices must be 

folded together to apply the corrections to the TM data on a per band basis. 

The additional matrices shown in Figure 1-5 represent corrections necessary to 

optical misalignments and dynamic nonlinearities of the TM and the reflect the 
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Landsat-D spacecraft pitch, roll and yaw attitude errors and high frequency 

jitter. Appendix A includes a description of the nominal TM scene, identifies 

the effect of taking data during both forward and reverse scan and the effects 

of the nominal layout of the detector array within the instrument-a focal plane. 

The Landsat-D spacecraft has been designated by NASA as a Multi-Mission 

satellite (MMS) and has been configured with a large cantilevered· antenna that 

tracks the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) to allow real-time 

communications between the spacecraft and the ground processing system. The TM, 

although aerived from the MSS, represents a significant inc~ease both in size 

and in the accuracies required to meet-the overall Landsat-D performance. The 

oscillating scan mirror generates high frequency jitter in both the instrument 

and the spacecraft itself. 

There are six matrices, which as a group are called the geometric correction 

matrices. They are shown in Figure 1-5 and are summarized as follows: 

1. High Frequency Along Scan Matrix 

Corrects for high frequency S/C roll jitter and TM scan mirror 

nonlinearity. Corrects the S/C attitude roll errors. 

2. High Frequency Cross Scan Matrix 

Corrects for high frequency S/C pitch and yaw jitter and S/C pitch and 

yaw attitude error. Corrects for TM scan line corrector nonlinearity. 

3. Band-to-Band Along~ Array 

Provides ·angular separation between bands 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 relative 

to band 4 along scan direction. Also corrects for individual band 

displacements at the focal plane. 

4. Band-to-Band Cross Scan Matrix 

Corrects for angular separation between bands 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 

band 4 along Y direction. 
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displacements at the focal plane. Accounts for differing slant range 

across the scan. 

5. Detector-to-Detector Along ~Matrix 

Relates: 

o Detector spacing along scan direction 

o Individual band rotations and skew between scan line ·and a map 

grid 

o Differing slant ranges along the scan. 

6. Detector-to-Detector Cross Scan Matrix 

Relates: 

o Detector spacing in cross scan direction 

o Individual band rotations 

o Differing slant range across the scan. 

~ a consequence of the current lack of knowledge of the availability of 

Lngeometrically corrected TM data as discussed earlie~, and the complexity and 

ience cost in terms of hardware and time involved in making the geometric 

:orrections as indicated in the previous three paragraphs, it is recommended 

~hat the Corps of Engineers plan only to utilize fully radiometrically and 

geometrically corrected data for all subsequent processing. If there are 
' i 
rxperimenters within the Corps of Engineers who wish to utilize uncorrected TM 

~ata, they should endeavor to utilize NASA's Landsat Assessment System, which 
l 
~ill have the capability to ingest and process ungeometrically corrected TM 
<i 

data. NASA will sponsor an Image Science Group who will identify and experiment 
l 
j 

Jon unprocessed TM data to develop new algorithms ~or TM data processing and 

janalysis. Information concerning this facility and its availability for 

jprojects can be pursued through NASA Code 900 or the Landsat-D Project 

]Scientist. 
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2. 1 £Q! PROJECTS 

SECTION 2 

REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

COE efforts can be conveniently divided into ten "activities," which are an 

aggregation of a broad ranaa of technical disciplines and organizational 

functions. A survey of COE Divisions and Districts on the use of remote sensing 

technology identified 41 specific applications or extractive processing 

techniques. Table 2-1 shows which of these applications/techniques are 

applicable to each of the ten activities. Table 2-2 orders the 

applications/techniques based on the nuaber of activities that utilize each one. 

It -should be not-ed that the impc-rt-aac-e -0f &ti application/technique for any 

activity is not indicated in Table 2-1. In addition, the various 

applications/techniques are not all comparable; some are very specific, such as 

Aquatic Weed Studies, others are general, such as Vegetation Identification, 

some are generic, such as Mapping/Mosaicking, and some are functions, such as 

Reservoir Management. 

The entries in Table 2-2 appear to have five principal components: General 

Overviews, Mapping, Surface Classifications, Change Detection/Monitoring, and 

Mensuration. For example, Damage Studies look at changes, Habitat Studies are 

land type classifications, and Stream Parameters are mensuration. Most of the 

top ranked applications/techniques are covered explicitly by this new 

categorization. Other COE remote sensing applications also fall into these 

categories, indicating their general utility. The following paragraphs define 
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Table 2-2. Ranking of Specific Applications/Extraction Processit11 Tach~iquas 

NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES 

8 
6 
5 
4 

3 

2 

1 

APPLICATION/TECHNIQUE 

Land Use Mapping 
Mapping/Mosaicking 
Changes/Change Detection 
Dauge Studies 
Drainage Basin Maps 
Permits & Enforcement 
Vegetation Identification 
Flood Delineation & Assessment 
Site Reconnaissance Studies 
Historical Studies 
Uazard Assessment 
Synoptics & Overview 
Water Quality/Pollution Studies 
Erosion/Nourishment studies 
Identification - Soils, Rock, Sand 
Ground Water & Seepage 
Wetlands Identification 
Snvironmental Assessment 
Bank -Er-OS-ion 
Ice Studies 
Dredging Studies/Project 
Water Resources Plans 
Coastal Studies 
Drift Pattern/Wave Analysis 
Water Penetration/Shoaling 
Inlet Studies 
Structural Mapping 
Geomorphic Mapping 
Reservoir Management 
Acquatic Weed Studies 
Waste Water Studies 
Stream Parameters (Lengths, etc.) 
Sediment/Deposition Studies 
Valley Cross Sections 
Environmental Impact Studies 
Habitat Studies 
Water Detection (Inventory) 
Heat Loss Studies 
Snow Cover/Runoff Prediction 
Construe tion Monitoring (clearing, excavating) 
Transportation/Route Plans 
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each category briefly and give some examples of the types of projects to which 

they are applicable. 

General Overviews - To obtain a broad, comprehensive view of an area, including 

both the specific site and the relevant neighborhood, which coula be quite 

large, such as a dredging operation in a major river or coastal region. 

Mapping - To identify basic surface features such as roads, cities, shorelines, 

swamps, mountains, and snow cover. 

Surface Classification 

subsurface) properties. 

To differentiate between various surf ace (and 

This includes basic differences like grassland vs. 

forest vs. rock, and differences within a t')'~e,_ like oak forest vs. p_ine forest 

vs. mixed hardwood forest or sand vs. soil vs. rock. Such differences can be 

used as the basis for secondary distinctions such as delineation of erosion 

prone areas, wildlife habitats, and ground water locations. (The term "Land Use 

Classification/Mapping" could be used for this category; however, it usually 

implies a more restrictive defintion.) 

Change Detection/Monitoring - To discern the occurrence of changes, both rapid 

and slow, as the result of natural processes and human activity, such as river 

course changes, forest maturation, flood damage, and pollution. Also included 

are the changes 'in the rate of change, such as harbor siltation and shoreline 

migration. Another facet is looking for expected or potential changes, such as 

from construction activities. 
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Mentvrttion to determine the si1e or lensth of map properties and surf ace 

classifications, and the magnitude of chan1••· An example ia the area covered 

by snow, and also the extent of snow melt in a oae-week period. 

Because some of the 41 applicatio~a/techuiq..-a are not covered by these five 

categorie1, or a combination of them, especially IMlltifaceted effortf such as 

water resources, historical studies, Enviromuental Impact Statement (EIS) 

preparation, and route planning, a f:Spal ca.teaory, other, is necessary. This 

category would also include ~&D studies that •ttempt to develop new techniques 

or aew applications. 

These six categories are much more manage.ab4e and more inclusive than the list 

of 41 applications/techniques, and present a clearer picture of COE endeavors. 

2.2 GENERAL APPLICATIONS £!'.. JtAMDSA; W! 

There are many areas where Landsat data are useful to the COE, as demonstrated 

by current usage. Because of its 1lobal, repetitive coverage Landsat can 

provide information not readily available ,1sawhere. In addition, the digital 

form of the data lends itself to direct couiputer processing, so that iQformation 

can be extracted that could be very difficult and expensive to obtain manually, 

or by digitizing aircraft photograpbs. This means that analysis previously not 

attempted may beco~e routine. The cose, ti~, and ~npower required to gather · 

required information are often reduced sig~ificantly, which clearly is a 

substantial benefit to be considered by the COE in deciding to expand the use of 

Landsat data. 
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Landsat data are useful in all phases of COE projects: 

a. Project planning - During the planning stage it is often necessary to 

have a general, but fairly detailed, view of the project site. This 

is helpful to determine where problems may arise and to estimate the 

resources required 

more useful than 

to perform the project. Landsat data are often 

a map because they contain a combination of 

information about vegetation, geology, land use patterns, etc. Scenes 

from different times of the year show seasonal variations and the 

typical sequence of natural events in a particular area. In addition, 

historical Landsat data (MSS from 1972, RBV from 1978, TM from 1981) 

can be very valuable as a baseline from which the effects of previous 

!}roj~ets or natural phenomena can- bl: determined-. 

b. Project execution - In the course of a project a wide variety of 

information about the area of interest will be required. Because of 

its multispectral character Landsat data are particularly useful in 

differentiating between various surface characteristics, as diverse as 

vegetation types and urban land uses. For projects covering large 

areas or many sites the global view offered by Landsat often permits 

rapid accumulation of information in usable form, such as delination 

of flood areas. 

c. Post-project analysis - After a project has been completed it is often 

desirable or necessary to examine the effects of the project, to see 

if they are what was expected. Comparisons of Landsat images taken 

before, during, and after can be used to see obvious results such as 
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sand bar movement, siltation, and reservior filling, or more subtle 

results such as decreases in river pollution, habitat changes, and 

reduced erosion. 

2.3 LANDSAT DATA CHARACTERISTICS 

The basic characteristics of the Earth's surface that can be determined from 

Landsat TM data are: 

a. Spatial characteristics - Due to the properties of the TM instrument 

and the spacecraft orbit, the ground size of one detector's 

instantaneous field of view (IFOV), which is represented by one 

picture element (pixel) in the data, is a square 30m on a side (except 

for Band 6, in the thermal IR, for which it is 120m on a side). This 

determines the best possible resolution available from TM data. With 

on-ground processing the data can be converted to. any map projection 

or registered to a previously processed image. Table 2-3 gives the 

geometric accuracies available with various types of processing. By 

comparison, the ground size of one detector's IFOV for the MSS is 80m 

square. 

b. Spectral characteristics - The TM collects data in seven spectral 

bands from the blue to the thermal IR, as shown in Table 2-4. The 

major di,fference from the MSS is the inclusion of the bands in the 

near IR and the thermal IR. These bands are expected to be especially 

useful for geologic investigations and thermal studies. Data will be 

collected by Band 6 during both daylight and nighttime passes. 

c. Temporal characteristics - Tile spacecraft orbit is selected so that it 
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Table 2-3. Geometric Accuracy of Processed TM Data 

• Registration to Previous Image: 0.3 Pixel* (90%) 

• Representation of Geodetic S~rface, Using Ground Control Poin~s: 

o.s Pixel (90%) 

• Internal Distortions, No Ground Control Points or Registration Used: 

0.2 Pixel (90%) 

• Band to Band Registration: Q.2 Pixel (90%) 

*For Bands 1-5 and 7, one pixel (picture element) is 30m square, for Band 6 one 

pixel is 120m square. 
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Table 2-4. 'lli and MSS Spectral Responses 

TM & MSS Spectral Responses 

THEMATIC MAPPER MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER 

Spectral Band Bandwidth Spectral Band Bandwidth 

Number (Micrometers) Number (Micrometers) 
.• 

1 0.45 - 0.52 1 o.s - 0.6 

2 o.52 - 0.60 2 o.6 - 0.1 

3 o.63 - o.69 3 0.1 - o.a 

4 0.76 - o. 90 4 o.a - 1.1 

5 1.55 - 1.75 

6 10.40 - 12.50 

7 2.oa - 2.35 
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has a fixed repeat cycle. For example, Landsats 1, 2, and 3 had 

orbits that resulted in their retracing the same ground track everf 18 

days. For Landsat-D (with the TM) the repeat cycle has not been 

finalized, but it probably will be either 16 or 20 days. Each ground 

track is 185km wide. Many ground areas are covered by more than one 

185km wide ground trace. The higher the latitude of an area the more 

likely it is to be covered more often than once per cycle. For 

instance, some areas in Alaska are covered every several days. In 

addition, each pass over the same area occurs at the same local time; 

for the lower 48 states it was chosen to be about 9:30 am. 

Comparing these characteristics of Landsat data with COE remote sensing 

requirements, as outlined in Section 2.1, a strong correlation is evident. In 

particular there is essentially a one-to-one correspondence between the three 

basic characteristics and four of the five categories: 

a. General Overviews - Satisfied by a combination of the spatial and 

spectral characteristics. Can use Landsat photographic products, 

either black and white images of one band or a color image composed 

from several bands. Enlargements of parts of a scene or 100saics of 

several scenes may be necessary depending on the area of interest. 

b. Mapping - Satisfied by the spatial characteristics. The geometric 

accuracy of TM products is sufficient to permit detailed maps of 

surface features to be prepared. 

c. Surface Classification - Satisfied by the spectral characteristics. 

Multispectral analysis can be used to identify many different surf ace 
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d. 

properties (often ref erred to as themes when determined in this 

manner). Ground truth information is usually required to aid in the 

identification process. 

Change Detection/Monitoring Satisfied by a combination of the 
·' 

temporal characteristics with either the spatial or the spectral 

characteristics. By comparing information extracted from data 

acquired on different dates, changes become evident. The comparison 

may require first performing multispectral analysis of the areas of 

interest and generating thematic maps. 

e. Mensuration - Satisfied by performing simple operations, often with 

hardwar_e assistance_, on the results of any of the previous three 

categories. Since Landsat data are computer compatible, they can be 

used to generate ~he required values in a straightforward manner. 

All of the 41. specific applications/techniques given in the Murphy 

memo are not suited to the use of Landsat data, although Landsat can 

often provide related information. The 30m TM resolution obviously 

restricts its use in some cases, and the TM spectral bands may not 

always be sufficient for a particular situation. As an example, with 

MSS data it has proven very difficult to distinguish various forest 

componen~s in some regions of South Carolina. 

2.4 APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

To utilize the information contained in the TM data most effectively requires a 

variety of techniques from fairly simple radiometric enhancements, which permit 
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an observer to identify geologic structures, to sophistic~ted data processing 

algorithcs to differentiate between similar agricultural crops. To illustrate 

the utility of TM data, and to give an i~dication of the data processing 

requirements, several typical project scenarios are given. In each case a 

complete scenario is presented, to help indicate the role Landsat data can fill 

in overall COE activities. 

2.4.1 DATA PROCESSING SCENARIOS 

Processing scenarios were generated for a typical activity/application for the 

following categories: 

a. Hydrology/hydraulics (drainage basin taapping) 

b. Geologic studies (structural ma21>ing_) 

c. Land use mapping (changes/change detection) 

d. Coastal studies/water penetration and shoaling). 

Th . 
e synoptics/overviews and other categories were not described via a processing 

scenario because of their gtl',eater i~ternal divt!rsity and the li:nited use of 

coinputer processing for performing many of their activities /applications. 

Table 2-5 sutnma rizes several of the processing character is tics of the 

activity/application scenarios. The individual scenario processing flows will be 

discussed below£ 

Land Use Change :1apping 

Figure 2-1 depicts a typical data processing flow for land use change detection 

and ~pping utilizing TM data. Thematic mapper data is initially preprocessed 
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Table 2-5. Overview of Data Processing aaquirements for Four COE 
Activities/Applications 

~ 
Ill 
M 

~ = QJ 

""' r:I CIO CJ r:I c: = ~ M 0 
«I M Ill QJ~ 

.c: ""' Ill ""'""' CIO 
U C10 ti) 00 = CIO ai as c:: 

r:I r:I = :J: ... ~ 
QJ~ CJ~ QJ -1"1 ""'~ Ill 0.. -1"1 0.. 00 0.. ~ QJ as 

::::> 0.. 00 0.. ~ 0.. as c: o 
]~ ~~ -1"1 ~ I.I QJ .c:: 

Ill c:i. ti) 
0 co co 

cu QJ ... 0 
...:I c.:> Q u 

Number of Dates 2 1 2 1 
(per area of 
interest) 

Number of TM 4 7 4 4 
Bands 

Portion of TM 1/4 1 1/4 1/4 (3X)* 
Scene Analyzed 

Input Frequency/ 10 10 8 10 
Session 

Bulk Runs/ 3 3 l 1/4 
Session 

Total Number of 5 7 8 12 
Sessions (per 
area of interest) 

Total Number of 15 21 8 3 
Bulk Runs 
(per area of 
interest) 

*Although not more than 1/4 of a scene would need to be analyzed from 
each scene, this activity/application area of interest is likely to 
extend across three scenes. 
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for radiometric and geometric corrections because of the need to register 

results to existing maps and produce products attaining national map accuracy 

standards. Following preprocessing, a 512 x 512 pixel display overview of the 

scene is used to identify and locate the area of interest. Its coordinates are 

extracted, entered into the system, and the area of interest displayed as a full 

512 by 512 pixel image. (Note: In a few cases, the area of interest may be the 

full Landsat scene thus making this step unnecessary.) The next step, 

registration of the data for which change is to be assessed, is central to the 

land use change scenario. The exact same area needs to be classified for both . 
dates before class differences (visual and or area statistics) between the dates 

can be determined. 

Sites representative of total area of interest are then selected and used to 

develop signatures (individual band upper and lower bound values) for each land 

use class for each date. After signature extraction is complete, screen level 

(512 x 512 pixels; approx 6 x 6 mi. areas) outputs such as alpham.imeric 

printouts and theme prints are generated for verification of classification 

results against existing maps, photos, etc. Classification results of one date 

are then compared with those of the other date or a class by class basis and 

degree of change assessed. Training site(s) results are used for bulk 

classification of any area of interest greater than 512 x 512 Landsat pixels. 

Final output products include scaled thematic maps, binary prints of individual 

themes, photographic products, and tape files containing all scenes and the 

final classification and change detection results. 
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It should further be noted that the change detection concept is one that is 

applicable to other activities/applications. In fact, many types of 

lllUltitemporal examination of the same area are oriented toward comparing the 

results of analysis of one date versus those of another even though the two sets 

of results are not generated simultaneously as described in this scenario. 

2.4.l.2 Geologic Structural Mapping 

Figure 2-2 presents a typical data processing flow for geologic structural 

lllapping. In addition to geometric and rad~ometric correction, debanding is a 

necessary preprocessing function for geologic structure analysis. This is 

because the Landsat data analysis process for this activity/application is 

strictly visual interpretation dependent and data quality impediments such as 

drop out lines could result in interpretation errors. Photographic products, 

both black and white and color, will be output by the processing system for 

additional non-processing system associated analysis. These products will be 

generated both as preprocessing and interactive analysis (enhancement) outputs. 

No classification will be performed. Digital enhancement techniques to be used 

for photographic product generation will be: 

a. Edge enhancement 

b. Ratio-stretch 

c. Contrast-stretch 

d. Principle components. 

Selected enhanced products generated via these techniques together with the 

unenbanced products selected will be output at one or more scales and used for 
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preparation of handdrawn overlays. Photogeologic interpretation results will be 

comapred with any available ground truth and selected field checks made (as 

required) to verify the findings. 

2.4.l.3 Drainage Basin Mapping 

Figure 2-3 outlines a typical data processing flow for hydrology/hydraulics 

the specific activity/application illustrated being drainage basin mapping. 

From an overview perspective, it should be noted that this scenario is more 

si1nilar to land use change mapping than it is to geologic structured mapping in 

that classification rather than enhancement preparation is involved. floweve r, 

it is different from land use change mapping in that different dates of Landsat 

data are not registered to each and change detection analysis is not performed. 

Preprocessing consists of radiometric and geometric corrections since 

intermediate products will be used as overlays for existing USGS 7 1/2 minute 

topographic maps for drainage basin boundary delineation and classification 

class accuracy assessment. Initially the subsampled full scene will be exar.iined 

to locate the area of interest. This area will be input into the system so that 

the drainage basis boundary and any grid data can be registered to the scene via 

an auxillary scanner or digitizer. Once correct registration has been achieved, 

training sites are selected to be used for classification. The classification 

results are then cC1r.ipared to existing ground truth for verification and the1:iatic 

r:iaps generated to overlay the classes to aerial photogr<lphs or existing maps for 

final classification verification. This is an iterative process and new 

trainin3 sites ;nay need to be selected or signature limits l!X>dified. The 
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signature limits and the drainage basic outline information are then input for 

bulk classification of the entire area of interest.· Bulk run outputs consist of 

photographic products, area of classes, and thematic maps. 

It should be noted that although a single date may be sufficient to satisfy 

drainage basin information requirements, there is likely to be a need for 

conducting a two date analysis - one during the moist, high water level portion 

of the year and one during the drier, lower water level portion of the year. 

Data for each of the selected dates would be analyzed separately as per the 

above discussion, change detection analysis per se would not normally be 

performed. 

2.4.1.4 Coastal Penetration and Shoaling 

Figure 2-4 delineates a typical data processing flow for coastal studies the 

specific activity/application illustrated being water p~netration and shoaling. 

The major analysis technique again involves classification, however, the basic 

facet that makes this scenario different from land use change mapping and 

drainage basin mapping is the fact that wall to wall (rather than training site 

selected) interactive classification needs to be perfor:ned. This requirement ls 

necessitated by the fact that ln a coastal studies environment signatures are at 

best limitedly extendible and thus no training site(s) representative of the 

entire area of interest can be readily selected. 

The only preprocessing function noted in the processing flow, is geor.ietric 

correct ion although radior.ietric correction '7oul.1 also frequently be advantageous 

even though single date analysis is perfonned. .\gain the area of interest is 
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selected from examination of the subsampled overview. Ancillary data (depth 

data, etc.) is input via an auxillary scanner and registered. Then the 

individual 1:1 subscenes are selected and classified. Following sufficient 

individual subscene analysis, iterations as dictated by whatever ground truth 

might be available, results are input into the bulk processor and products 

generated for the total area of interest. Final output products include 

photographic products, area of classes, and thematic maps. 

2.1.1.s Processing Function~ Requirements 

A breakdown of the estimated time requirements for each of the processing 

functions appears in Table 2-6. Total interactive time for most functions 

performed during a pr0ces-s-in% se-ss-ion equa-ls- 1.-5 hours-.- This- does- not account 

for iterations for scene inputs, misregistration of ancillary data, and 

misclassification and subsequent need to reclassify a single or multiple 

class(es). This, coupled with the fact that an operator can only remain 

productive for about two continuous hours has led to the assumption that a 

typical processing session will be approximately two hours in duration, and will 

result in processing of a single 512 x 512 pixel request. 
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Table 2-6. Functional Time Requirements 

For Interactive Analysis of a 512 x 512 pixel Image Segment. 

INTERACTIVE PROCESSING 
Full Scene 
Test Site Location 
Scaled Cursor 
1/4 Scene 
Training Site Location (512 x 512) 
Scaled Cursor 
Auxillary Data Registration* 
File Save to tape 
Training Site Input 
Scene to Scene Registration 
Classification 
I-D training 
Trim Histograms 

--2--D _Er_oj ec tion 
Data Space Partitioning 
Theme Synthesis 

Output 
Thematic Maps/Mensuration 
Binary Theme Prints 
File Save 

Enhancements 
Contrast Stretch 
Edge Enhancement 
Band Ratio 

Full Scene Film Production 

TIME REQUIRED 
15.0 
5.0 
0.3 
5.0 
2.0 

10.0 
2.0 
3.0 

20.0 

0.15 
s.o 
5.0 

30.0 
10.0 

(MINUTES) 

4.0 
0.5/theme 
2.0 

20.0 
40.0 
15.0/Ratio 

30.0 

* The auxillary data registration referred to here details the time for 
registration via auxillary scanner. A second method to input boundaries is 
to digitize vertices from baseline maps. The process is manual and required 
3-5 minutes/topographic map. 
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2 ,5 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

To integrate T}t usage into COE activities requires, at the minimum, a data 

acquisition system. This could be as primitive as individual orders to the EDC 

in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, or it could be a complete COE interface with the 

Landsat-D data distribution system. In this study it is assumed that some 

version of the latter method will be used. In that case the COE will require 

its own archiving and retrieving system for T~ data. 

Froi:i the scenarios presented in the previous section, it is evident that Landsat 

data ls normally used in conjunction with other information. It would be very 

useful for the CO~ to have an information management system that contained 

references to all available information (both within and external to the COE), 

such as its type, the geographic area covered, its age and accuracy, projects on 

Which it was used, etc. So~e of the types of data that are clearly relevant for 

COE projects are: 

a. ~taps - basic USGS, with locations and elevations 

• 
b. Special Maps - geologic structure, floo~ plains, vegetation, etc. 

c. Ground Truth - water flow rates, results of on-site inspections, 

plant types and vigor, survey points, etc. 

d. Aircraft - various instruments with a variety of spectral bands, 

high/low altitude flights, etc. 

e. Other Satellites - HOU!, TIROS, etc. 

f, Cli~atic - avera3e rainfall, temperatures, etc. 

g. Documents. 
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One obvious way to catalog these entries would be by data type, with various 

descriptions as indicated above. Another useful entry into a complete 

information management system would be information about previous projects, 

including those performed by other government departments and agencie~. 

If such a data base were developed it would be essential to provide easy access 

to the desired information. One way 

geographic area. A typi~al inquiry 

to extract the contents would be by 

might start by querying the system for 

similar projects, perhaps restricting the search to recently completed projects, 

of a certain aerial extent, with a similar physical location (large river 

valley, mountainous region, etc.). Hopefully, several relevant projects would 

be located. The approach used and the input information utilized for each 

project would be extracted for future reference. Next the geographic 

coordinates of the current project area would be entered. Finally, the data 

base would be queried to ascertain whether or nor the desired information 

existed. Beyond this point there are many alternatives that could be examined 

depending on the details of the project. 

2.6 ~PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 

In the predecessor to this study an estimate was made of the potential yearly 

COE TM seen; requirements in the 1981-82 time frame. Table 2-7 shows the result 

after comments from each district were incorporated. Most of the changes in the 

original estimates were minor. 

scenes/year. 

The numbers represent equivalent full TM 
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Two types of requirements are found in Table 2-8, one for near real-time, 

perishable data (flood prediction program, regulatory permit program and damage 

assessment) and another for non-real-time efforts with non-perishable products. 

Table 2-8 shows the yearly and average daily scene requirements fo~ these two 

categories for each COE division. These numbers will be used later to size data 

processing systems and communications links. The totals should be considered 

Only as a first approximation to the actual TM data r~quirements in a fully 

operational environment. 

The scene processing requirements discussed above are all project related. An 

additional requirement exists to process data for an archive of TM scenes that 

Will be available when nee~ed- fo-r indiv±dua~ projects-. It- a-p-p-e--a-r-s- t-h-a--t- a-n--

archive containing five to six acquisitions/year for each ground area would be 

adequate. This would normally include seasonal coverage and also allow any 

special coverage requirements for particular scenes to be satisfied. For areas 

in Alaska only two acquisitions/year should be adequate for archive purposes. 

Table 2-9 indicates the total yearly processing requirements to maintain an 

archive of this size. (Cloud cover considerations will be addressed later.) On 

a division basis (Alaska and South Pacific excluded) a more detailed breakdown 

is given in Table 2-10. The number of coverage cycles/year for each division 

Was based on an.analysis of the peculiar requirements for this division. The 

number of scenes in a division is based on Landsat 1, 2, 3 coverage patterns and 

sums to more than 450 because of the large number of scenes that are on the 

boundary between several divisions. However, the yearly totals in Table 2-9 and 

Table 2-10 are in good agreement. 
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Table 2-8. Estimated TM Scene Processing Requirements 

DIVISION NON-PERISHABLE DATA PERISHABLE DATA+ 

New England 53 (0.2)* 54 (0.6)** 

North Atlantic 186 (0.6) 36 

South Atlantic 228 (0.9) 51 

Lower Mississippi Valley 231 (0.9) 36 

Southwestern 205 (0. 8) so 

Missouri River 84 co. 3) 198 (2.3) 

Ohio River 166 (O. 7) 36 

North Central 224 (0.9) 360 (3.9) 

South Pacific 143 (0.6) 162 (1. 7) 

North Pacific 237 (O. 9) 401 (4. 5) 

Pac if 1c Ocean 59 (0.2) 22 

TOTAL 1,816 (7.3) 1,406 (12.9) 

+ For flood prediction program; regulatory permit program, and damage 

assessment 

* Yearly total followed by daily average in parenthesis (based on 250 

** 

working days/year) 

' Yearly total followed by daily average for flood prediction only. The 

flood prediction data is assumed to be acquired in 16 weeks (80 

working days). 

Note: Numbers may not be 100% accurate; they must be checked. 
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Table 2-9. Estimated TM Scene Archive Requirements 

48 States & Hawaii 

(450 scenes * 6 acquisitions) 

Alaska 

(250 scenes * 2 acquisitions) 

TOTAL 

*Assuming 250 working days/year 
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YEARLY 

2,700 

500 

3,200 

DAILY AVERAGE* 

10.8 

2.0 

12. 8 



Table 2-10. Scene Archive Requirements by Division 

NUMBER OF 

COVERAGE . SCENES IN SCENES 

CYCLES/YEAR DIVISION PER YEAR 

New England 6 15 9'0 

North Atlantic 7 23 161 

South Atlantic 6 47 282 

Lower Mississippi 7 23 161 

Southwestern 4 84 336 

Missouri River 5 84 420 

Ohio River 5 33 165 

North Central 6 72 432 

South Pacific 5 85 425 

North Pacific* 6 54 324 

TOTAL 2,796 

*Excluding Alaska . 
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SECTION 3 

IMAGE ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section discusses the capabilities of an Image Analysis System (IAS) in 

terms of analysis and data and display manipulations. Distinctions are made 

between input/output, display, and spectral, and spatial analysis requirements, 

and indications of the practicality of batch vs. interactive operation are 

discussed. 

These capabilities, implemented in hardware components vs. hardware/software 

subsystems, are the key to the utility of the system for image analysis 

Purposes. It should be recognized that the objective in design of such a system 

is the provision of a capability that aids an operator in interpreting data by 

enhancing radiometric, spectral and spatial characteristics so that they are 

readily identifiable by the human eye. In relatively few areas is it possible to 

Provide completely automatic 

degree of manual supervision. 

of the capabilities required 

analysis and mensuration capability without some 

As a consequence of this, a significant portion 

in an Image Analysis System are related to data 

tnanipulations for display purposes, and should be implemented in a manner that 

Provides rapid response to operator actions. 

Another large portion of the capabilities required is in the area of data 

input/output. Data provided to the system may be in many forms (film, high 

density tape, CCT tabular listings, maps, etc.) and output data may be required 

in a similarly diverse set of products. In addition, internal data transfers 
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between mass storage devices and core resident or display refresh storage will 

be required. A further complication of the data input process is the Landsat-D 

scenario, discussed in Section l, which results in data packing on tape that is 

highly efficient from a production tape generation aspect. 'nle format used 

creates significant difficulties in analysis since it requires that the user 

Image Analysis System search through the HDT to identify regions of interest for 

analysis purposes. 

It should be noted that the capabilities listing that follows is presented as a 

design guide only so that a number of capabilities, oriented to specific COE 

requirements, can be selected. 

3.2 ~INPUT/OUTPUT 

Data I/O functions provide for the capability of the system to ingest data from 

a variety of sources, such as high density tapes, computer compatible tapes, 

hardcopy (maps or film) products or by input of tabular descriptors. Similarly, 

a wide range of output products may have to be generated for different user 

applications. 'nle options available for data I/O processing are discussed 

below. 

HDT ~ - Provides the ability to search for specific image data from a 

Landsat-D high den~ity tape, in either HDT-A or HDT-P form, and in BIL or BSQ 

format, and input to the !AS for processing. This operation will normally be 

conducted in batch mode after manual initiation. 

££!.~ - Provides the ability to read image data from CCT into the IAS. This 

operation will normally be conducted in batch mode. 
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Film Input - Provides a capability to input data as monochrome or color film 

images, and to digitize and process as digital scene data. 

Analog Tape Input - Many airborne sensors generate data on analog tapes. This 

capability will permit the input of such data in digital form for processing. 

Map !ligitization - The X-Y coordination of features identif1ed from maps can be 

input using this process. 

Tabular Data Input - This function provides the capability for input of tabular 

and descriptive data that may be required for correlation to image data for 

analysis. 

!.!.!!. Product Generation - Many output products use a photographic process as a 

base. Film product generation uses image recording systems to generate both 

color separation and full color negatives. These can then be used to generate 

color prints for display purposes, or for the generation of color lithographic 

products. Map overlays may also be generated photographically, especially in 

cases where color overlays are required. 

~Generation - Precision maps at standard scales may be required, both for 

overlays and as single end items. 

~ Products Major programs that use Landsat and other image data analysis 

methods as a part of an overall analytical process may require results to be 

generated as CCTs in a form suitable for entry into an independent data base or 

information management system. 
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Hardcopy Products - Many interim products or preliminary results may be 

generated as prints or plotter outputs, using standard line printer or 

electrostatic or drum plotter peripherals. 

3.3 DATA PREPARATION AND DISPLAY CONTROL 

Data preparation functions are those that permit an operator to review data 

memory contents, load or change memory contents, edit data, correlate ancillary 

data, and change data formats. These functions are described below. 

Refresh Memory Load - Most functions that are performed on a single spectral 

channel, or that are display-oriented, are driven by spectral data from a 

refresh memory. This function provides the ability to load the refresh memory 

from a mass storage device. 

Reduced Resolution Review - In order to facilitate data editing, a review of a 

larger area containing the site of interest is often desirable. This function 

provides an averaging of pixels to permit large area images to fit on the 

limited size display. 

Scroll Image - An alternative review method is the use of scrolling, where the 

displayed area is selected variably throughout the larger area. 

Image Zoom - In some cases it is required that a small image be expanded in size 

to fit the full display area (or some specific portion of the full display). 

The zoom function provides this magnification. 
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~ Lapse - For soce purposes it is desirable to show changes taking place 

through analysis of images taken at successive ti~es. 

permits such a display. 

A time lapse sequence 

Flicker Mode Display - The ability to alternate i:ua3es of the sa1ne scene on the 

display screen can be useful for the detection of changes from some baseline. 

This inode is particularly useful for band-to-band registration of images. 

Cursor Control Provides the operator with a means of selecting specific 

regions of the displayed image for further analysis or for use as spectral 

control data or training sites. Cursors can be provided as square, rectangular 

or polygonal in shape, and may be re-entrant. 

~ta Edit - The data edit function permits the operator to define scan lines and 

Pixel designators that describe the borders of the image · of the area of 

interest. This iraa3e area, which may be greater or le.ss than a single Landsat 

scene, will then be stored in a local mass storage device (such as a disk 

system). A second editing function permits selection of the specific image area 

to be displayed. 

Q_a~ ~erge - ProviJes the ability to correlate ancillary data to Landsat 

it:1a 3e r:y • 

£.eoreference Data Correlation - Pro11ides a special case of data merging where a 

specific georeference coordinate syste1:1. is used as the basis for merging data. 

~e.!.!:_t;_ Sc~ Display - Pro11ides the ability to display multiple sub-foa3es of 

the same or different scenes on the display screen. 
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3.4 DATA CORRECTION 

Data correction requirements can be classified into two categories, radiometric 

and geometric. Special cases of geometric correction are such items as image-

to-image registration (for both multitemporal images and for multisensor images) 

and image registration to a map reference grid. 

Radiometric Correction - Provides the capability for correcting raw image data 

for radiometric distortions caused by the imaging sensor, by the use of internal 

calibration sources or by the use of scene dependent features. 

Geometric Correction Provides the capability to correct radiometrically 

~~rected_imaie data for _geometric distortions due to internal sensor effect and 

the effect of platform motion. Geometric corrections are typically processed in 

two stages, first by computing the magnitude of the correction to be applied and 

then by actually applying the corrections. These processes do not necessarily 

need to be performed in successive operations, thus geometric corrections can be 

computed prior to a processing stage, and the correction applied following the 

processing. The corrections applied may be used to generate images based on 

different map projections. 

Image Registration Provides the ability to register, on a pixel-by-pixel 

basis, images taken of the same scene by the same sensors at different times, or 

by different sensors at the same time. 

3.5 SINGLE BAND IMAGE ANALYSIS --- -- --- ----
Single band image analysis techniques provide procedures for analysis and 
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enhancement of monochrome data, such as would be provided by a single spectral 

band of a Landsat sensor. The single band designation does not preclude 

application of enhancements or analyses identically to all bands, but rather 

indicates the independence of the techniques from spectral characteristics. 

Contrast Stretch - Contrast stretching is the application of a predictable 

transformation to signal amplitude so that the effective contrast between scene 

elements is change. Many transfer functions can be provided, based on linear 

(gain and offset), histogram equalization, piecewise linear fit transformations, 

and other analytic functions such as square root. Figure 3-1 shows the effects 

of these typical contrast stretch transformations on an input signal histogram. 

Contrast stretching may be used as a standalone analytical technique, possibl~ 

enhanced by various display options described below, or it may be used as a 

Precursor to more complex spectral analysis methods, as described in paragraph 

3.6. 

~nsity Slicing - The use of grey scale enhancement to emphasize the brightness 

differences between scene elements. In this technique, a limited set of 

discrete grey levels (usually 16) is used as an output, and the input data 

Pixels are assigned a specific grey scale value according to their amplitude. 

This technique can be combined with contrast stretching to provide nonlinear 

enhancements • 

.£2ntour Generation Provides the capability of generating !so-amplitude 

contours, either as an image overlay or as a standalone display. 
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~atial Filtering - An important attribute of an image is the difference in 

amplitude between adjacent pixels, which designates the "texture" of the scene 

from a radiometric point of view. In some cases, the identification of textural 

Parameters is an aid to analysis, in others it is a hindrance. Spatial 

filtering techniques can be used to either enhance textural effects or suppress 

them, as required. 

Ed~ Enhancement - Edge enhancement is a special case or spatial filtering 

designed to provide an improved definition of the edges of spatially distinct 

features. 

3.6 SPECTRAL SIGNATURE ANALYSIS 

As shown in Figure 3-2, a multispectral signature is simply the response of a 

&iven material at different wave lengths of electromagnetic radiation. Note 

that Landsat 3 provides the reflectance of light at two visible wavelengths 

(green and red) and three nonvisible wavelengths (reflective and thermal 

infrared). The reflectance curves are idealized representations of the real 

"1orld; in actuality, materials are not "pure." The curves actually occupy some 

range of reflectance values of each wavelength. 

The two-dimensional cluster plots of Figure 3-3 represent the data more 

realistically. Each of the clusters would be shown as a single point in an 

idealized representation. The problem then is to associate feature space 

regions with categories of interest. Signature analysis techniques exist to 

Properly understand and characterize graphically and statistically the 

distribution of data clusters within feature space, as do classification 
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techniques to actually perform the feature space partitioning and assignment of 

categories. 

Figure 3-3. Two-Dimensional Cluster Plots 

Spectral signature analysis techniques can be categorized into two classes. 

First, preprocessing functions may be performed on the data to correct for known 

spectral distortions, such as large removal, variable illumination effects, 

etc., or to enhance spectral differentiation by a rotation of the axes in 

feature (spectral) space. 
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The record class of techniques are those that use spectral signature 

characteristics as a means of grouping and identifying discrete pixels or areas 

of the image. 

3.6.l PREPROCESSING FUNCTIONS 

The primary purpose of preprocessing functions is to transform the image 

observation space into a new feature space, more suitable for signature analysis 

and classification. The imagery is often visually enhanced in the process, 

helping the analyst to better understand the data, as well as supporting the 

analysis and classification processes themselves. 

Two categories of radiometric functions can be provided: 

a. Mathematical combination of spectral amplitude 

b. Spectral rotations. 

These affect the intensity levels of the pixels within a given scene or frame of 

data, but do not affect the geometry (i.e., pixel location). 

Mathematical Combination of Ampl!_tude_ - The most common mathematical process is 

ratioing, although summation of bands to create a new (wider) spectral band is 

sometimes used. Typical of ratioing functions are: 

a. Ratio of two channels 

b. Ratio of difference over sum of two channels 

c. Ratio of each channel to sum of all channels (normalization)
1
, 
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Mathematically: 

a. Ri 

Rj 

b. Ri Rj 

Ri + Rj 

c. Ri 

&i 

Where Ri • Response from channel i 

The primary motivation for ratioing is to transform the raw image data (the 

observation space) into a feature space in which new signatures, less dependent 

on environmental, observational, and sensor conditions, can be extracted. 

Changes in the above conditions cause both multiplicative and additive factors 

to be introduced into the data. Table 3-1 tabulates the types and causes of 

various multiplicative and additive factors. 

The ratioing of adjacent channels (a) tends to eliminate the co11111Dn 

llllltiplicative factors (in the absence of signficant additive factors). The 

0 ther two ratioing techniques offer the additional capabilities of reducing 

additive effects (b), and of being computationally bounded (b) and (c). 

A geometrical interpretation of ratio (c), normalization, is offered in Figure 

3-4. A hypothetical material with good correlation between channels R1 and R2 

is shown to be defined by three di~ferent clusters due to the variability of 

illumination conditions (sunlit through shadowed). Normalization would 

transform the signature to a straight line with slope -1 as shown. Note that 

lllagnitude, or intensity, has been eliminated. It could be said that a range of 

hues has been defined with common brightness. 
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Table 3-1. General Factors that Produce Signal Variations 

Variable Causes and Type of F~ctor 

Factor Dependencies Multiplicative Additive 

Illumination Shadows, time of day, clouds, x 
etc. 

Transmittance Altitude, haze, aerosols, scan x 
angle 

Reflectance Scan angie, sun angle, species, x 
maturity, vigor 

Atmospher1c A.Lt1tude, haze, aerosols, sun x 
Back.scatter angles 

Sensor Gain Different setups, different ·x 
days 

No1se ~ystem components x 
(primarily) 

The advantage to the user is that he need not identify training sets for each 

illumination condition; he need only locate one representative site of the 

correct hue. Also, dimensionality is reduced by one; a four-channel image such 

as Landsat is reduced to three, leaving room for additional imagery and/or 

reducing subsequent processing time. 

/ 
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Figure 3-4. ~ormalization 
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Spectral Rotations - The rotation technique that is most often used has several 

characterizations in the literature: factor analysis, Karhunen-Loeve, and 

eigenvector analysis. Basically, these all refer to the same process. The 

covariance matrix is computed for a given training site, from which the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed. (The geometrical interpretation of 

eigenvectors is shown in Figure 3-17.) The eigenvectors define the direction of 

the raajor and minor axes, and the eigenvalues are a measure of the spread, or 

variance, of the data in each axis. The matrix of eigenvectors, properly scaled, 

is the rotation matrix. 

:·lathema tically: 

Where 

:1R + T 

R • Response vector 

T • Translation vector 

:·I • Rotation r:iatrix 

There are several ~otivations to provide this transformation capability: 

a. Dimensionality reduction 

b. Visual enhancement 

c. ImproveJ fit of the signa~ure clusters by the single cell 

approximation. 

A spectral rotation can result in a reduction in the nuraber of channels required 

to describe a si5nature. The follo1Jit1g geo1:ie tric example is offered to 
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illustrate reduction from three channels to two: a round disk can be situated 

inside a cube such that regardless of which face of the cube the disk is viewed 

from, the disk appears to be elliptical in shape. Furthermore, the viewer i3 

not able to determine whether the disk is a flat object or a solid object. 

However, by rotating the disk such that one edge is visible to the viewer on two 

faces, it becomes apparent that only two dimensions are required to describe it, 

as shown in Figure 3-5. 

The analyst may manually specify any rotation matrix and/or translation vector, 

as well as the eigenvector rotation de.scribed earlier. For example, a matrix of 

_positive and negative one's (along with an appropriate translation vector) may 

be defined to perform channel subtraction. The different image, when used with 

multitemporal imagery, is a useful change detection tool. 

Since spectral rotation causes a color shift in the displayed image, the analyst 

may experiment with arbitrary routines until such time as features that are of 

interest are enhanced on the color CRT. 

3.6.2 SIGNATURE ANALYSIS 

A variety of signature analysis techniques are provided to support statistics 

acquisition, display and modification. Most require ground truth knowledge 

(i.e., known training sites) and are therefore supervised techniques; however, 

one nonsupervised approach - clustering is also provided. Feature space 

regions may be analyzed in any of four ways (reference Figure 3-6): 

a. Nonparametric - single cell analysis 

b. Nonparametric - multicell analysis 

c. Parametric - Gaussian 

d. Parametric - Cluster 
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Figure 3-5. Spectral Rotation - Dimensionality Reduction 
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Figure 3-6. Signature Analysis Techniques 
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The nonparametric techniques are completely unbiased, in that distributions are 

measured. The single cell mode is a gross first approximation·; however, 

eXperience has shown it to be quite useful in most applications. The multicell 
• 

mode does a much better job of properly representing the actual distribution, 

but suffers from the penalty of requiring a large train~ng sample to avoid a 

"sparse population" condition. Both nonparametric methods are 'limited to four 

dimensions. 

The parametric techniques, on the other hand, introduce a bias in that the 

distribution shapes are predetermined. However, they have the advantages of 

requiring fewer training samples, and of extending to six dimensions. In 

addition, the clustering technique requires no a priori. knowledge of training 

Sites. 

3.6.2.l Nonparametric - Single Cell Analysis 

Single cell signature analysis is diagrammed in Figure 3-7. The major steps are 

discussed below. 

!!ainins Site Sele~tion 

A training sample must be carefully selected; the analysis is only as good as 

the data processed. The cursor, previous classification results, a theme track 

containing artificially created data, or any Boolean combination of the above 

may be used to define the training site. 
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Figure 3-7 . Single Cell Signature Analysis 

Single Cell Signature Acquisition 

A three dimensional single cell signature acquisition process is shown in Figure 

3-8. Following identification of the training area, the system generates the 

three histograms independently for each of three wavelengths. Based on these 

distributions, an~ other user input parameters, the minimum and maximum 

reflectance values are determined. These limits one pair per wavelength, 

define a single cell, or parallelepiped, in spectral space; this is the first 

approximation to the true signature. 
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For some types of data, this approximation may suffice; for others, it may not. 

To illustrate, refer to Figure 3-9; this illustrates how signatures can overlap 

and cause misclassification when single cell approximations are applied. ThP. 

overlap can be eliminated in several ways, assuming that the classes are 

separable (as shown in the illustration). They include the following: 

a. One dimensional histogram display/modification 

b. Interactive signature modification 

c. Spectral rotation 

d. Multicell analysis. 

~ Dimensional Histogram Display/Modification 

The one dimensional histogram limits may be modified either before or after 

Single cell signature acquisition (pre- or post-processing). In the former 

case, the limits are assigned such that the enclosed area of the 1-D histogram 

(i.e., cumulative distribution) meets an operator input percentage. For example, 

the user may initialize the acquisition process at ten percent above the minimum 

reflectance and ten percent below the maximum reflectance for a given channel, 

leaving 80 percent included within the limits. 

In the post-processing mode, the user is able to manually position the upper 

and/or lower limits using a histogram display for reference. The alarmed pixels 

~ill respond to the changes, allowing the user to observe the effects of the 

spectral limit changes in the spatial domain (see Figure 3-10). Note that 

correctly classified areas can be deleted along with the undesirable areas. 
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Figure 3-a Single Cell Signature Acquisition 
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Figure3-9. Single Cell Signature Overlap 
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Figure 3-10. Histogram Limit Modification 
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Spectral Rotation* .... 
The single cell approximation to signature clusters of ten contains much "empty 

space." This poor fit often causes signature overlap and thus 

misclassifications. One approach to resolving this overlap problem is to 

spectrally rotate the signature space axes such that the new axes are 

approximately orthogonal to the major and minor axes of the signature cluster. 

This is illustrated in Figure 3-11. 

This improved fit takes advantage of the of ten noted phenomenon that signature 

clusters tend to be radially distributed (i.e., along straight lines drawn from 

the origin) and elliptically shaped (i.e., Gaussian statistics). For cases in 

-which this -is -not _a _characteristic of the data, an improved fit will not 

necessarily result from spectral rotation. 

MDIQll .Am 

r~---
1 ' I 
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-·· -----·---

SDfGLZ CZLl. SJCN.\TUR& 
APPKOXDoC.\Tml'I IN 
llOTA'l'EJ) SHCTMJ. 
SPACZ 

Fi.gure 3-11 • Spectral Rotation 

Ki 

*A preprocessing function included here for completeness. See paragraph 3.6.l 
for more information. 
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tnteractive Signature Modification 

In this mode of operation, the user creates an alarm representing the 

llli.sclassif ied area, either by re-executing single cell signature acquisition 

With a different training site, or by modifying the histogram limits with the 

original training site. The user, if satisfied that the displayed alarm is 

adequate, would then subtract the alarm from the results of the initial training 

operation that contained both correctly and incorrectly classified pixels. The 

subtraction occurs in the spatial domain but has the effect of modifying the 

Original signature. 

The process may be continued (adding errors of omission and subtracting errors 

of commission) until the user is satisfied with his results. 

3.6.2.2 Nonparametric - Multicell Analysis 

~lulticell Signature Analysis is diagrammed in Figure 3-12. The ma.1or steps are 

discussed below. 
INTERACTIVE 

SIGNATURE -
MODIFICATION 

(THEME 
SYNTHESIS) 

~ 

r 

TWO 
TRAINING MULTICELL DIMENSIONAL -SITE SIGNATURE HISTOGRAM 
SELECTION ACQUISITION DISPLAY/ 

MODIFICATION 

• 

SMOOTHING MAIN CELL THRESHOLDING 
(LOW PASS CROSS REFER. (ELIMINATE -

FILTER (PRINT OUT SPARSE CELLS) 
tt°RAINING SITE STATISTICS) 

Figure 3-12. Multicell Signature Acquisition 
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Training Site Selection 

As described in paragraph 3.6.2.l, with the additional caution that care lllllSt be 

taken to select a sufficiently larae training site, such that the llllllticell 

signature will be statistically well represented. 

Multicell Signature Acquisition 

The single cell approximation is subdivided into many smaller cells. Each of 

the smaller cells is tested to determine the number of pixels within the 

training area that have the spectral value (or color) defined by each cell. 

This defines the multidimensional histogram of the training area. This "N-0" 

_histogrmzt. then, is simply a collection of cells, where each cell occupies a 

discrete, known region in spectral space and where each cell has some measured 

frequency of occurrence (i.e., a pixel count) associated with it. 

If all "empty" cells are discarded, the retained (nonempty) cells comprise the 

signature (reference Figure 3-13). The resultant collection of cells is not a 

perfect fit to the true signature; however, the overlap has been eliminated. 

Thresholding 

The process of eliminating empty or low count cells is referred to as 

"Thresholding" and is analogous to the limit modifications discussed previously· 

Thresholding results in a theme track representing all pixels coinciding with 

the retained cells. Figure 3-14 illustrates the effect of thresholding on the 

signature. 
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Figure 3-13. Multicell Signature Acquisition 
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(a) S~all Threshold (b) Lar~er Threnhold 

Figure 3-14. Thresholding 
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~ Cell Cross Reference 

The analyst is aided in the selection of proper threshold values by a tabulation 

of an N dimensional histogram via a Main Cell Cross Reference printout. Cells 

are listed in descending order based on pixel population. 

~ Dimensional Histogram Display/Modification 

The analyst is provided a two dimensional projection display of the histogram 

., 
• . ·-·-·. ·- .. .. ·----. ··- ·---. . . - .. . ... .... ·--· . .. ... ... .. ... -

Figure 3-15· Two-Dimensional Histogram Display 

acquired earlier. This graphical representation, as shown in Figure 3-15, 

provides insight into the distribution of the data in feature space. Also, the 

analyst may select rectangular regions of the scattergram via a terminal cursor, 

and then alarm the corresponding pixels on the CRT display. 
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Interactive Signature Modification 

This mode operates as described in paragraph 3.6.2.1, except that the 

alarm/theme results from two dimensional histogram display/modification and/or 

thresholding. The operator stays in the loop, in both the spatial a?d spectral 

domains. 

Smoothing (Low Pass Filter)* 

The multicell signature may be further processed via a technique known as 

smoothing. Unless the ratio of pixels within the training site to spectral 

cells is sufficiently large, the multidimensional histogram will not be 

statistically meaningful. The histogram is said to be "sparsely populated." 

Smoothing eliminates the sparseness; in effect, the voids in the histogram are 

filled. The smoothing actually occurs in the spatial domain; the training 

samples from which the signature was originally derived are spatially filtered 

using a sinx/x interpolator. The multicell signature acquisition process is then 

repeated for the filtered sampled. Figure 3-15 demonstrates the effect via two 

scattergrams; one before smoothing and the other after smoothing. 

3.6.2.3 Parametric.::. Gaussian Analysis 

Parametric analysis provides the facility to characterize signatures via 

Gaussian or normal distributions. Gaussian analysis is diagrammed in Figure 

3-16; the major steps are discussed below. 

* A preprocessing function included here for completeness. See paragraph 3.5 
for more information. 
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MODIFICATION 

Figure 3-16 • Gaussian Signature Analysis 

Training ~ Selection 

As described in paragraph 3.6.2.l. 

Gaussian Statistics Acquisition 

The training sample is processed to yield a mean vector, covariance matrix and 

its inverse, and correleation matrix and its inverse. Graphically speaking, the 

training sample is fit to an elliptical distribution. The eigenvectors derived 

from the covariance matrix of the training sample correspond to the direction of 

the major and minor axes, and the eigenvalues are equal to the length of the 
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Figure 3-17. Geometrical Interpretation of Eigenvectors 

diameters (refer to Figure 3-17). 

Gaussian Statistics Display/Modification 

The analyst may display the acquired statistics in tabular form, and modify the 

mean vector and/or covariance matrix terms. Note that an interactive signature 

modification path is not provided; the presumption is that the analyst has 

preceded parametric analysis with a period of interactive nonparametric 

analysis, and thus already has a good feel for the data. 

3.6.2.4 Parametric:. Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis .is diagrammed in Figure 3-18. The major steps are discussed 

below. 

Training Site Selection 

Training site selection for this method differs from all other signature 
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Figure 3-18. Cluster Analysis 

analysis techniques, in that a multiplicity of unlabeled categories may exist in 

the training site (the training site can be the entire screen). For example, 

the analyst may know that three crop types exist within a given image area, but 

does not have sufficient a priori knowledge to identify them. Cluster analysis 

is one method to extract this information. 

Clustering 

The process of clustering means simply to find natural groupings of data in 

feature space. A migrating means technique is used to iteratively process all 

training data through the clustering algorithm until the centroids converge. 

Figure 3-19 illustrates a two-cluster case. 
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Xi •Starting Centroid ("Seed"), Cluster i 

Oi • Ending Centroid, Cluster i 

Figure 3-19. Cluster Analysis (Two Cluster Case} 

Cluster Display/Modification 

The analyst may display the cluster centroids in tabular form. and modify them. 

As in Gaussian analysis, an interactive path is not provided; visual feedback is 

provided by executing the corresponding classifier. 

3.6.3 CLASSIFICATION 

Following signature analysis the analyst would perform classification. The 

relationship between the analysis technique and classifiers is as follows: 

Multicell analysis - nonparametric maximum likelihood classifier 

Gaussian analysis - parametric maximum likelihood classifier 

Cluster analysis - minimum distance classifier 

Figure 3-20 illustrates graphically the three classifiers. 
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:1onparametric Maximum Likelihood Classifier 

This classifier ·compares the H-D histograms acquired during .uultlcell signature 

analysis to create a new composite multicell signature, with every cell assigned 

a unique category. The illl83ery to be classified is then tested, pixel by pixel, 

against the signature, resulting in a theme map. 

The ~-o histogram comparison process resolves conflicts by J1Sximum likelihood 

probabilities. That Ls, overlapping cells are assigned to the signature with 

higher pixel counts {norulized to their respective training sample 

populations), since cell popu~atlon is a mea~T~ of probability. Fi3ure 3-21 

illustrates a three di:nensional view of two clusters {probability is the third 

axis) and the graphical resolation of conflicting cells in favor of the class 

with higher probability. 

Parametric (Gaussian) Maximum Likelihood Classifier 

This classifier operates in similar fashion to the nonparametric classifier, 

except that Gaussian signatures, and therefore norinally shaped distributions, 

are input. The imagery t.o be classified is then compared to each distribution, 

pixel by pixel, to determine which is "closest." Closeness to a signature ts 

r.ieasured in ter1ns of ellipsoidal units of equidistant contours: 

N 
Closeness • ~ 

n • l 
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Figure 3-21· Nonparametric Maximum Likelihood 
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Where: 

Yn • Coordinate of y in the direction of the nth eigenvector 

µn • Mean value in same direction 

ln • Eigenvalue in same direction. 

The final step is a comparison of the minimum distance with the user input 

threshold; if greater, the pixel in question is discarded (i.e., assigned to the 

"null" class). 

If Figure 3-21 utilized normally shaped unimodal distributions, it would be a 

valid graphical representation of parametric maximum likelihood. A two 

dimensional illustration is offered in Figure 3-22. 

Minimum Distance Classifier 

This classifier utilizes the cluster centroids determined during cluster 

analysis. The imagery to be classified is then compared to each centroid, pixel 

by pixel, to determine which is closest. Closeness in this case is a simple 

Euclidean distance (squared) measure; no second order statistics are utilized. 

As in the previous classifier, the final step is a comparison of the minimum 

distance with the user input distance threshold; if greater, the pixel in 

question is discarded (i.e., assigned to the "null" category). Figure 3-23 

illustrates a two-cluster case, with various thresholds. 
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Figure 3-22. Parametric Maximum Likelihood Classification 
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Figure 3-23. Minimum Distance Classification 
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3.7 POST-PROCESSING PROCEDURES 

Following the detailed spectral (or spatial/monochrome) analysis, a set of 

"cleaning up" procedures may be required. These procedures are designed to 

correct the final product for the effects of noise spikes, missing data or other 

anocalies in the final product, including the fact that the system operator may 

have terminated processing at a point at which he is satisf.ied with the accuracy 

of a numerical result, but which stops short of generating an aesthetically 

pleasin3 product. 

Theme Area Fill A procedure which assumes that any stray pixels in a large 

homogeneous area are probably misclassified, and arbitrarily defines such pixels 

to be of the same class as the surrounding area. 

Stray Point Rejection - An inverse case of theme ar~a fill, where pixels outside 

the main theme area(s) are classified to be the same as the raain theme. ThiS 

technique assumes such pixels are misclassified and eliminates them from theme 

statistics. 

Edge Smoothing The use of spatial filtering to correct for obvious 

discrepancies in the boundary between theme areas. 

3 .S t·1ENSURATION 

Following 

described, 

distances 

analysis 

it is 

between 

of i:nage ry while using one or several of the techniques 

frequently necessary to provide 1neasure1nents of areas, 

features and perimeters of discrete areas. ~lensuratiotl 

packages can provide these capabilities. 
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... 
!heme ~Statistics - This capability is, in essence, a count of the number of 

Pixels to which specific theme characteristics have been assigned. Subsequent 

scaling to pixel area will then provide theme population statist.ics for the 

scene of interest as an area measurement. 

!!._rimeter Measurement - For some purposes it is necessary to determine the 

Perimeters of a theme area, or the length of a boundary between themes. A 

Perimeter measurement package will provide this capability. 

~tance and Direetior~ - It ma¥ be desJ.-rahle- to_ datermine the distance and 

direction of features relative to each other, or based on specific geographic 

location. This can be determined from the pixel count from line numbers 

corresponding to the feature of interest. 
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SECTION 4 

HARDWARE CAPABILITIES 

This section reviews available technology in the major area of Data I/O, Data 

Storage and D~splay, and Data Processing, and includes a discussion, of human 

factors considerations in the design of an image analysis system. 

The review of available technology includes both off-the-shelf product types as 

well as those which are known to be under development and may realistically be 

expected to be available as off-the-shelf products within the 1981-82 time fra111e 

(i.e., prior to the anticipated launch of the Landsat-D spacecraft). 

4.1 DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES 

In this discussion of data I/O consideration will be given primarily to the 

ingest and output of image as graphic overlay data. It is anticipated that 

normal methods of tabular data input (such as cards, CCT, data entry terminals, 

etc.) and output (line printers, xerographic or other plotters, etc.) will be 

available and will normally be incorporated as part of the "standard" computer 

system used as a host as primary processor for the Image Analysis System. 

Image data will be available, in general, as high density tape (HDT), CCT or 

film products, although alternative methods such as optical disk systems may be 

used for data dissemination. A similar range of output products will be 

required, with perhaps greater emphasis on film images and map (graphic) 

overlays. 
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4.1.1 MAGNETIC TAPE I/0 DEVICES 

Magnetic tape I/O devices are, predominately, one of two types - high density 

digital tapes (HOT) or computer compatible tapes (CCT). Recent additions to the 

lllarketplace are the so-called "streaming" tape systems, which are a variant of 

the CCT. Additionally, the prospect for the use of video cassette recording 

technology combined with high density analog recording techniques could provide 

an attractive alternative to HOT type systems. 

Typically, the input to the Image Analysis System will be in CCT or HOT format; 

any magnetic tape output will be CCT only. 

4.1.1.1 High Density Digital Tapes 

Righ density digital tape systems will be used extensively in the Landsat-D 

Ground System, as described in Section 1, for bulk data recording of all data 

types, from raw data from the spacecraft to corrected data for archival and 

dissemination purposes. It is anticipated that large volume data users (such as 

the Corps of Engineers) may be expected to receive much of this routinely 

requested data as HDT products. 

Righ density digital tape systems use standard 1-inch wide instrumentation tape 

as the recording medium, and the tape drive mechanism is similar to that used in 

instrumentation recorders. 

The key feature of importance to the users of an HDT product is that the data 

output is a single serial bitstream. Although data is recorded on tape in a 

Parallel, multi-track format, this is to take advantage of high tape packing 
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densities (28 tracks, up to 33 kbpi per track) and is transparent to the users• 
. 

HDT systems are also continuous recording/playback systems. In other words datl 

is read out as a continuous bitstream without blocking and pauses characteristic 

of CCT systems. A sophisticated electronic interface is thus required t0 

convert data output from an HDT to a form compatible with an image analysV 

computer system. 

In spite of these restrictions and limitations, for ~ulk data storage a~ 

archive purposes an HDT based system is currently the optimum type system, and 

extraction of scenes form an HDT to CCT products may be performed as an offli~ 

_fuaction, independant of image analysis activity, or disk files may be loaded 

direct from the HDT. 

As an alternative to the bulk of HDT systems, it is possible for video cassett1 

tapes (using the tape drive and rotating head recording technology of video 

recorders) to be used to store single TM scenes. It should be emphasized th•1 

this is somewhat speculative, and the Landsat program has no plans, at present• 

to disseminate image data in this form. However, the convenience of the vide0 

cassette as a mechanism for storage and dissemination of a single scene 

this an attractive possibility. The serial to parallel interface required b1 

the HDT would still be required for such a system. 

4.1.l.2 Computer Compatible Tapes 

CCT input and output devices have been standardized and used extensively in t~ 

computer industry for many years. Current technology is based on 800, 1600 °1 

6250 bpi, seven- or nine-track formats. Typically for image data a nine-era~ 
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format is used, and this is directly compatible with the eight-bit byte 

structure of the data. Figure 4-1 shows the comparative capacity of different 

CCT densitites for MSS and TM scenes. 

These systems do not offer the high packing density/storage capacity of HDT 

systems, but do offer the advantage of standardization, low cost, and direct 

compatibility with computer system I/O parts. 

New technology is being developed.for CCT products which would quadruple the 

Storage capacity by doubling both data density (to 12500 bpi) and number of 

tracks (to 18) while retaining the inherent blocked format and capacity for 

block data transfers to/from the tape medium. 

4.1.1,3 Optical Disk Device 

Optical disks are a permanent storage media consisting of · a plastic plate 

covered with a thin layer of recording material. Digital data is recorded by 

Using a laser to melt small holes (typically one micron) in the recording 

lllaterial. A laser is also needed to read the permanently recorded data. 

Although such a system is not currently available, several manufacturers expect 

to market units by 1981. Preliminary specifications for one system indicate a 

capacity of 2.5 GB per plate (two sides), an average data transfer rate of about 

700 kBps, and an average access time of about 300 milliseconds. 

The nature of the interface requirements are not fully known at this time, and 

it is uncertain as to whether or not the computer interface will be a continuous 

serial (HDT-like) stream, or blocked parallel (CCT-like) transfers. 
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NRZI 800 BPI PE 1600 BPI GCR 6250 BPI 
W/8 KBite Block Size W/8 KBzte Block Size W/8 KBite Block Size 

143 TM reels per 73 TM reels per 21 TM reels per 
10 scenes 10 scenes 10 scenes 

15 MSS reels per 8 MSS reels per 3 MSS reels per 
10 scenes 10 scenes 10 scenes 

PER 10 SCENES 

143 
TM REELS 

73 
TM REELS 

21 
TM REELS 

800 BPI 1600 BPI 6250 BPI 

15 PER 10 SCENE s 
MSS REELS 

8 
MSS REELS 

3 MSS REELS I 
800 BPI 1600 BPI 6250 BPI 

Figure 4-1. Comparative Storage Capacity of Different CCT Formats 
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4.1.2 PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM I/O DEVICES 

Photographic film I/O devices, unlike tape systems, require separate units for 

data ingest (film scanning) and data output (film recording), although there are 

combination devices available. The purpose of the film scanner is the 

generation of digital data for processing by the image analysis system, using 

black and white or color photographic products as input. The film scanner can 

also be used to generate, in digital form, images of maps for overlay purposes 

Within the digital system. 

The principle of film scanning/digitizers is 

spot of light is focused on the film 

quite 

to be 

straightforward: a small 

input to the system and the 

transmitted amplitude is recorded as a digital value. The spot is scanned, 

raster fashion, over the image area of interest (which may be the full film 

image or some subscene). The scanning mechanism may be mechanical (through 

lllirror movement) or electronic (by using a CRT as the light source with a fixed 

detector, or by using a uniform large area light source with an image dissector 

tube such as a vidicon or orthicon, as the detector). The different dye layers 

in c~lor and color IR film are scanned separately using narrow band spectral 

filters matched to the particular color of interest. 

Film recording is the inverse of the scanning process. A spot of light is 

focused on the unexposed film in the recorder and is modulated in intensity (as 

if pulsed) the pulse deviation to provide appropriate exposure of the film. 

Color products may be generated by recording on color film using white light and 

narrow band filters to expose the different dye layers in the film (color 
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recording), or by recording separate images on different pieces of film using a 

monochromatic light source (typically a laser) and combining the images 

optically during a photographic reproduction process (color separation). 

4.2 .Qill STORAGE .ill_ DISPLAY 

This section presents a discussion of the technology available for data storaa• 

and display devices. 

Data storage requirements are categorized as two types: short-term. storage of 

an image or subscene, directly accessible by the computer system, and long-tetlll 

(possibly indefinite) archival storage of bulk data. 

Display devices are likewise put in two classes - the primary image display on 

which a TV-type presentation of the image data is presented, and the interacti~• 

graphics terminal device, which is typically a monochrome unit designed simpl1 

for the display of alphanumeric and graphic information, and not imagery. 

4.2.1 ONLINE DATA STORAGE 

Online (or working) data storage for the image analysis system is typically a 

magnetic disk system. Typical systems may have storage capacities ranging frod 

a few megabytes up to several hundred megabytes if multiple disk spindles ar• 

used with a single controller. Data transfer rates are usually compatible with 

computer bus rates·- from 100 kilobytes per second up to approximately on• 

megabyte per second. 

The primary considerations for working storage are rapid access and high dat• 

transfer rates for a reasonable cost. However, transfer rates should match tb• 
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tate at which the receiving device operates; anything faster is excess 

capability that increases costs. Working storage includes all data storage that 

lllUst be rapidly available for use by the central processor, by any of the 

terminals, or by any of the input or output devices. This includes permanent 

storage of commonly used information, and temporary storage of input data, and 

intermediate and final results of calculations. For example, in performing a 

lllUltispectral classification, among the many items that would need to be stored 

for some period are: the classification algorithm, the TM scene data, the 

numerical characteristics of the selected training sites, and the final 

classified image. 

Normally tape is not considered suitable for working storage; however in those 

cases where the data can be put on the tape in the same order that it will later 

be required, and where a high data transfer rate is not essential, tape may be 

the best choice. A good example is the temporary storage of processed image 

data until a film product is generated, since film recorders that will satisfy . 
COE requirements normally do not have very high input data rates, and sequential 

data transfer is required rather than random access. 

A single TM scene (seven bands) contains about 300 MB of data. Often only a 

Part of a scene is of interest for a particular project. Since terminals 

typically display about 512 x 512 pixels (1.6 MB for all seven bands), this 

atllount of data is often intensively analyzed. Disk storage is well suited to 

data volumes in this range, at a reasonable cost and with good data transfer 

rates. Usually scene data is read mostly sequentially so the access time (or 

search time) of moving head disks does not present any major difficulty. 
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Storage of applications programs, image processing algorithms, the data base 

management system, the data base, system programs and the compiler are normally 

partitioned into semiconductor memory, disk, and tape depending on 'how often 

they are used and haw llDlch storage volume they require. 

For a program to be executed it must first be loaded into the computer main 

memory, which is usually semiconductor memory but in some cases is still 

magnetic core memory. This memory can be expanded up to a certain maximum value 

for each type of computer. Some system software routines are always resident ill 

main memory and other commonly used programs are also resident if room i9 

available. Larger programs are on high speed disk (moving or fixed head)· 

Enough main memory should be available to load the largest programs and execute 

them, although super large programs can be loaded and executed in parts. Ill 

some cases this could require unloading normally resident programs to tempora~ 

storage on a disk. To save space and media costs, very large or seldom used 

programs could be on tape instead of on a disk pack. 

The data base normally would be on magnetic disk to allow quick access to all 

information. Since the data base is usually accessed from a terminal,a response 

back to the terminal operator in less than several seconds should be 

satisfactory. This means that high access and transfer rates are not essentiali 

a fairly slow disk should be adequate. 
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It is very difficult to size working storage requirements because they depend on 

lllany variables. The use of removable media is very useful in providing 

flexibility; if several 14-inch rigid disk units are part of a system this would 

Permit different disk packs to be mounted depending on the circumstances. Disk 

storage can also be used to store temporary results until needed in later 

Calculations. 

The major categories of disk storage systems are floppy disk and various 

diameter rigid disks. 

Floppy disks were introduced a few years ago to provide inexpensive storage for 

lllinicomputers. The disks are also removable for use as a long-term storage 

~edia. The largest current capacity of one of these units is 6 MB utilizing two 

eight-inch disks. Typical data transfer rates are 60 kBps with an average data 

access time of 100-200 milliseconds. Typical units cost $300-500. 

Eight-inch rigid disks are newly marketed devices using new (Winchester) 

technology to provide low cost storage. The disks are generally not removable. 

A tyPical inexpensive unit will store 10 MB, have an average access time of 70 

lllilliseconds, an average data transfer rate of 540 kBps, and cost about $1,200. 

l'he largest capacity system currently available stores 64.5 MB in a multiple 

disk arrangement, ~as an average data transfer rate of 1.03 MBps, an average 

access time of about 50 milliseconds, and costs about $12,000. 

Eleven-inch rigid disks are an outgrowth of the eight-inch rigid disks, 

Providing higher storage capacities. A unit currently advertised to be available 
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in late 1980 offers 120 MB of storage, an average data transfer rate of 920 

KBps, an average access time of 65 milliseconds, and costs about $4,700. one 

manufacturer is advertising that by 1981 a capacity of around 300 MB will be 

available in this format, using both removable and fixed media. 

Fourteen-inch rigid disks are the traditional size of rigid disks. Depending o~ 

the number of individual platters packaged as a unit (up to ten or more) and th• 

number of spindles used to drive the sets of platters (u.sually one or two), • 

wide variety of capabilities is available. Some disk units have many heads (on• 

for each track) to improve data access time (3-10 milliseconds), while others 

have only one head per platter which moves from track to track, increasin& 

access time but reducing cost and increasing capacity. Many 14-inch syste!llS 

have performance capabilities similar to the new eight- and ll-inch systems• 

However, the sets of 14-inch platters (called disk packs) are ·usually removable 

for offline storage. The mos·t advanced moving head systems have total dat• 

capacities of l.2 GB using two spindles, eac;h with eight nonremovable platters, 

an average access time of 22 milliseconds, an average data transfer rate of i.2 

MBps, and cost about $50,000, which includes some of the controller and 

interface electronics. Units with nearly one GB capacity per spindle are 

expected shortly. 

A more standard single spindle unit, with 176 MB capacity, an average dat• 

transfer rate of 806 kBps, and an average access time of 38.8 millisecondSi 1 

costs about $35,000, including the controller and computer interface. A di 5~ 

pack for this unit costs about $750. 
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4.2.2 ARCHIVAL STORAGE 

The primary consideration for archival storage is the ability to conveniently 

remove the storage medium from the system and keep it for long periods without 

degradation (in a rack, in another room or building, etc.). Thus, only tapes and 

removable disks need to be examined for this use. Secondary considerations 

include keeping the physical volume occupied by the archive to a minimum, 

ability to access the information in a resonable time period, and keeping the 

cost of the storage medium down. For the application being considered here, 

there are several archives that must be considered, each of which could use a 

different media dep€nding on speeific t"equirements-.-

a. Archival .TI!~ Storage 

A single TM scene (7 bands) contains about 300 MB of data. Since a large 

number of scenes will be archived, the cost and size of 14-inch removable 

magnetic disk packs are prohibitive. The only tape formats that can handle 

more than one scene per reel are HDTs and video cassettes. If the TM data 

are received on HDTs which already contain only requested scenes, then 

there is no reason to c·onvert these to another format. If the received 

data must be edited to remove cloud cover, redundant coverage, extraneous 

data, etc., then either type of tape could be used for archival storage. 

The video cassettes are considerably smaller and cheaper then HDTs; 

however, the HDTs permit faster data transfer rates. One scene can be read 

from a 28-track HDT in about 100 seconds (at the slowest tape speed, which 

still means a data transfer rate of 3.2 MBps) while it would take about 25 

minutes from a video cassette. 
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Two other possible media for this type of storage are CCTs and the optical 

disks expected to be marketed in the near future. If the newest heads are 

used (12,500 bpi, 18 tracks), a single CCT could hold one T!i scene. AbOllt 

three scenes could be put on one optical disk (30 cm. dia.). It would 

take about five minutes to read a scene from the CCT and about 50 minutes 

from an optical disk. 

b. Ancillary Data Archive 

A large amount of ancillary data will have to be stored either near th' 

interactive terminals or near the central data processor. Most of thi5 

data will not originally be in computer compatible forln, such as tn8P1
' 

water runoff statistics, etc. Items such as :naps should be stored in thei' 

original form and only converted to a computer compatible f or:aa t 

required. 

c. Other Sensor Data - -
,et 

Data from aircraft and spacecraft sensors will often already be in co~pu 

compatible forms, usually on CCTs. Data that are used regularly, such~ 

climatic and ground truth infor.nation, should probably be 
elf routirt 

converted to a computer compatible form. Depending on the volume of :;llch 

data, sooe of it could become part of working storage (described 

next section) or it could all be maintained in offline storage, tO i,e 

loaded as needed. The ~referred storage media for the offline case 

be 
of 

removable disks, which provide rapid access to the many s:nall pieces 

information. With the high speed of current computer systems, tape 
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times usually are too long to be practical for retrieval of required 

ancillary data. 

REFRESH MEMORY 

When TV type tubes are used for display purposes, a complete image must be 

Presented on the screen 30 times each second. To accomplish this the image is 

Stored in what is called "refresh memory" and read out and transferred to the 

screen 30 times each second. In most configurations the display consists of 

about 512 image elements across and 512 image elements down or about 262,000 

elements, requiring a data rate of 7.9 MBps. If a color display is desired then 

each of the three color generators require input at 7.9 MBps. For a 1024 x 1024 

element display a data rate of over 30 MBps (for each color) is required. Only 

the fastest solid state devices can supply such high data transfer rates. 

a color display the minimum storage volume needed is about 512 x 512 x 3 • 

786kB. A full TM scene (7 bands) requires about 300 MB; the cost of this much 

80 lid state memory would be very high. One advantage that results from using 

solid state devices is that the fast access times and high data transfer rates 

any part of refresh memory to be displayed within 1/30 second. This 

Perinits new images to be displayed essentially instantaneously. 

ln &eneral, the refresh memory is sized according to the display requirement and 

the number of spectral channels expected to be operated upon or displayed. 

Refresh memory is often used as a fast online working storage medium for both 

th 
e host proce~sor and for special purpose hardware in addition to its function 

Of 
Providing the data source for the image display. 
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A wide variety of solid state devices based on differing technologies are 

available, each with advantages for specific applications. Access times as lo~ 

as 5 ns, with corresponding data transfer rates up to 200 ~Bps, are provided bY 

some devices. A more typical access time is 200 nanoseconds with an average 

data transfer rate up to 5 !1Bps. A 2 kB capacity integrated circuit chip of 

this type costs about $10. A faster device, with 30 ns access time and an 

average data rate of up to 30 :1Bps, costs about $60 for a 512 byte capacitY 

chip. Obviously, large volumes of storage of this type can become extremelY 

expensive. In addition, all the associated electronics required to interface 

these chips to the host system also add significantly to the price. For example, 

a channel of 512 x 512 pixels x 8 bits/pixel for a commercially available im&38 

analysis system currently costs approximately $6000. 

A new development, expected to be available in early 1981, is the concept of 

"Virtual Refresh Memory" where image blocks are swapped between a large diSk 

storage device and solid state rue~ory. This provides the capability, at lOI' 

cost, for interactive online access to large image areas, although at a some1i1hllt 

slower rate than for solid state refresh. 

4.2.4 I:1AGE DISPLAY 

C 1 l 1 i bl f r T~ urrent Y t1e on Y v a e available image display method that is usable o 

data is a TV type raster scan on a precision CRT (cathode ray tube)· 

explained in the next section, other display methods cannot quickly handle 1 

solid field image. :\s part of the CRT display, a refresh :nemory will be required 
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to provide ·a continuous data source explained in the previous section. Host 

raster scan systems display about 512 x 512 or 1024 x 1024 element images. For 

displaying T:l data each i:nage element would normally be used to represent one 

Pixel, although pixels could be repeated for a "zoom" ef feet, or averaged 

together to display large areas. Color will be almost mandatory, to fo~ "false 

Color" images, to display several land use classes at one tiitie, for highlighting 

certain features, etc. As part of an image display system it will be necessary 

to have the capability to draw boundaries around areas of interest and to select 

lndi vidual pixels • This requires an external device that controls a cursor or 

cross-hair that can move across the display screen. Three commonly used 

0
i>erator controlled devices that permit this are a track ball, a joy stick, and 

a light pen. ~fast commercially available raster scan systems include at least 

one of these devices as standard or optional equipment. 

I:lTERACT IVE ALPHA:rn:1ERIC/GRAPtiICS DISPLAYS 

user to enter and receive information in a ti:nely rnanner, soiJe sort of 

interactive unit is necessary. It is also needed to control the i:nai;e display 

(unless it has its own interactive unit). Interactive units consists of 

a k b ey Oard for user inputs and a screen that displays the inputs and information 

fro 
11\ the central ;>rocessor dnd tne i;:iage display device. 

?h 
ere are two types of display devices: raster scan and directad beam. 

scan or rv type system operates by varying the intensity of a beam t°f1at 

Per1 0dically scans across the screen along a fixed number of scan lines from the 

tap 
to the bottom of t:1e C!lT screen, thus filling the whole screen. To prt!vent 
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flicker, refresh memory is used to redraw the image 30 ti~es each second· 

Directed beam systems do not scan in a fixed pattern; rather, the beam moves 

from point to point on the CRT screen to draw the desired image. I.nages are 

composed of straight lines, circles arcs, etc. Currently the maxi~um number of 

colors available with directed beam systems is four. Directed beam systems come 

in two varieties: refresh and storage tube. The refresh variety requires the 

image to be completely redrawn periodically (usually 30 or 60 times each second) 

to prevent flicker, and consequently also need a refresh memory i~ which the 

image is stored. !he stora3e tube variety utilizes a CRT which does not fade, so 

that once a figure is drawn it remains displayed until erased. The refresh type 

can only store and display a limited number of lines, while with storage •tubes 

lines can be acicieli unt-U the sc-reen ls Hll-ed~ '!he :oaJor problems with storage 

tube systems are that minor changes cannot be made, and once erased the ne~t 

ii.118.ge must be created from scratch. A me1nory could be provided to store parts 

of an image so it could be quickly re-created, but this is not part of 

commerical systems. The directed beam systems are less expensive for displayil'IZ 

graphs, words, and other line figures because of the large ar.10unt of storage 

needed for a raster scan system. Most commercial interactive displays use che 

directed beam storage tube system. Raster scan devices provi :le the ;nost 

flexibility and if a color system is needed, large number of colors can be a 

generated (compared to a :naximu:n of four colors for directed beam systems). 

the The actual choice of the type of interactive terminal display will :iepenrl on 

specific applications desired. f a.ti 
For example, a particularly valuable use 0 

1J1 interactive unit is to show histograms of the data displayed on an i-n..'lge disP 
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device, and then to use a moving indicator on the ter:ninal's screen to select 

regions of the h!stograin and request enhancement of the corresponding i.:iat;e 

Pixels. The moving indicator would be difficult to implement on a storage tube 

system, but would present no problems for a raster scan or directed beam refresh 

system. 

4.3 DATA PROCESSING SYSTE~S 

In discussing the data processing element requireinents ·of the i.nage analysis 

system, it ls necessary to distinguish between the processing functions that 

Provide lraage analysis through mathematical algorith1:is (the "nu1:iber crunc!iin~" 

Uctivities) and the processin2 required for system control, data transfer, and 

related purposes (the "process control" activities). 

Classically, a computer is considered as a self-contained system, consisting of 

a central processing unit (CPU), a block of memory, and various I/O parts that 

Permit the connection of sundry peripheral rlevices (disk, tape units, line 

Printers, etc.). 

For image analysis purposes, however, it is necessary to separate all functions 

Of the system including those classically considered as computer processin3, and 

<lllocate them to specific devices. Thus, we cons lder the CPU as one element of 

t' 
ne system, solid state memory another, and so on as shown in Fi0ure 4-2. Thus, 

althoutih memory is supplied as part of the "comput~r" it :";lust be siz~d 

Separately, based on overall system requirements, .:ind computer selection 

crtc.~ria will be a function of nernory availability, bus speed, operntinG 

~fficlency and other factors that will be discussed here· 
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When considering the overall image 

possible to distinquish between 

analysis system in these terms, it is 

the host processor, . special high speed 

processors for arithmetic operations (such 

purpose hardware to perform simple 

lllanipula tions. 

as array processors) and special 

arithmetic and displar oriented 

The use of special purpose hardware and array processors provide a means of 

overcoming the speed limitation of a host computer. In addition, special 

Purpose hardware may be interposed between refresh memory and the display, thus 

lllinimizing refresh memory requirements and reducing data transfers when special 

display oriented algorithms are invoked. (It is obviously possible to allocate 

arithmetic function& to the- host proce-s-sot'--the- degree- to which this- is- dor~e-at 

the expense of other system capabilities, such as throughput, processing 

response time, etc., is a tradeoff to be performed during a system design 

Phase.) 

4.3.1 HOST PROCESSOR 

The host processor in an image analysis system is a general purpose computer, 

Sized and selected according to the requirements for both process control and 

applications analysis functions. With regard to the process control function, 

however, a distinction must be made between control functions within a console 

0 r interactive display terminal, and those required at a system level. Thus, 

although some terminal designs incorporate microprocessors for internal control, 

these cannot be considered "host processors" since the terminal itself cannot 

function as a standalone device. 
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The process control functions to be performed by the host processors can be 

characterized as: 

a. Control of ingest of data from external sources (tape, fillll 

scanner/digitizer, etc.) 

b. Control of output to external devices (tape, film recorders, hardcopY 

devices) 

c. Control of data transfers between disk, core memory and display refresh 

:nemory 

d. Execution of operations directed by an operator from a ~eyboard. 

These functions may be performed by a dedicated microprocessor or s11l8ll 

minicomputer, depending on overall requirement for data transfer speeds, block 

trans-fer requ-irements, e~c., -with -appH-catii»'tS analysis pet'fortned in a separate 

general purpose machine. Generally, however, a larger i:lachine is used and the 

process control functions are combined with sooe or ail of the · ns applicano 

analysis functions provided in the system. As a third alternative, very tarse 

applications tasks may be transferred to a central, large mainframe computer fo! 

processing on a batch basis while the ima3e analysis system is used for other 

tasks. 

In Glaking a selection of a machine for use as the host processor, a carefll
1 

analysis of its functions :nust be performed, in the content of the 

system require::ients, and then Jlatched to the functional char:icteristics of the 

processor. Table 4-1 shows the factors to be considered and the relationshi? 

ces· 
~etween the iillage analysis systein requirements and the host processor attribtl 
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Tab1e 4-1. Re1ationship Between CPU Functiona1 Capabi1ities and Image 
Analysis System Functional Requirements 

CPU FUNCTIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

MEMORY 

CACHE MEMORY 

PERIPHERAL DEVICE SUPPORT 

DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS 

APPLICATION TO IMAGE ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM 

Required for: 
• Program storage 
• Data storage and bufferin& dur

ing peripheral devices 
• Data storage during appliqa

tions analysis operatio~s 

Provides a means for more rapi4 re
trieval of data from main memox;·y by 
adding a small amount of memor:y di
rectly associated with CPU, an4 
retrieving data from main memot·y in 
larger blocks each time an acc~ss is 
made. 

An image analysis system will re
quire several standard peripherals 
together with non standard devices 
such as film digitizers and re~ord
ers, display devices, etc. 

Provides an essential ability to in
put data directly from a perip~eral 
to memory (or from memory to a peri
pheral) without the need for CPU 
involvement. Thu~ data transfers 
can take place without disturbfng 
a process continuing in the CPU. 

IMPACT ON DESIGN METHODOLOGY, TRADEOFFS 
REQUIRED, ETC 

An analysis of minimum memory requirements for 
operating system, I/0 buffers and applications 
software must be made. If the physical address 
space of a candidate machine cannot satisfy the 
requirement then consideration must be given to 
more complex software methods, such as the use 
of overlay structures where software packages 
are retrieved from disk storage as needed. The 
tradeoff to be made is one of software complexi
ty and processing speed penalty versus hardware 
cost and availability. 

Cache memory is provided in more sophisticated 
minicomputers. Its operation is transparent to 
the system user, so the system design criteria 
is one of cost vs processing speed for large 
programs. 

The CPU must be compatible with the desired 
complement of peripherals in terms of physical 
1/0 post availability as well as I/O speed. It 
is highly desirable to implement a system using 
standard peripherals, supported by the CPU manu
facturer where possible so that all software re
quired for peripherals is available as standard 
packages. 

Lack of DMA capability will result in slower 
I/O rates and in a reduction in overall system 
processing throughput. 
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Table 4-1. Relationship Between CPU Functional Capabilities and Image 
Analysis System Functional Requirements (Continued) 

CPU FUNCTIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

INPUT/OUTPUT BUS 
BANDWIDTH 

MEMORY SPEED 

INSTRUCTION EXECUTION TIME 

HARDWARE MULTIPLY/DIVIDE, 
FLOATING POINT ACCELE
RATOR 

WORD LENGTH 

APPLICATION TO IMAGE ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM 

The I/O Bos is the "main highway" 
connecting all peripherals and the 
CPU and memory. Since (assuming the 
use of DMA channels) data transfers 
between peripherals require two pass
es along the bus {peripheral A to 
memory, then memory to peripheral B'.) 
and large quantities of data must be 
transferred, e.g., image data from 
tape to disk, etc., a high bus band~ 
width is indicated. 

Relates directly to system through
put. 

Provides a measure of the speed with 
which image analysis tasks are per
formed. 

Special purpose circuitry within the 
CPU provides a significant reduction 
in the execution time of multiply/ 
divide and floating point arithmetic 
operations. 

The word length used by the CPU has 
direct bearing on speed and efficien
cy of operation. In general, the 
longer the word length, the greater 
the speed and efficiency of the ma
chine. 

IMPACT ON DESIGN METHODOLOGY, TRADEOFFS 
REQUIRED, ETC. 

Some processors use a bus structure which per
mits the use of several buses simultaneously, 
or with a very high I/O bus bandwidth. The 
bus bandwidth directly affects system through
put, and must be matched to the full complement 
of peripherals. Note that the bus bandwidth 
and the peripheral.data transfer rate are only 
loosely related--clearly the bus bandwidth must 
be higher than the data transfer rate, but buf
fering at the peripheral interface can be used 
to advantage to make effective use of a much 
higher rate. Also, if bandwidth is sufficient, 
several I/O processes may be performed simul
taneously. 

The use of cache memory can increase the effec
tive speed of memory access in the event a 
slower memory type is used. Generally, the 
highest available speed should be selected. 

Generally the highest available speed {lowest 
execution time) will be selected, consistent 
with cost considerations. 

The incorporation of hardware for these funct
ions is a low cost method of improving overall 
system throughput. 

Use of a longer word length is highly desirable. 
In addition, since Landsat image data is stan
dardized on an 8-bit byte format, it is desir
able that the•word length be a multiple of 8 
bits. Thus, 16 or 32 bits are preferred. A 
24 bit machine would also be acceptable, though 
""..~t.h_e_-.::_~o_-c_e _u~ ... ~~\.d."'11'. and. _the \.osa of effi.ci.ency 



Table 4-1. Relationship Between CPU Functional Capabilities and Image 
Analysis System Functional Requirements (Continued) 

CPU FUNCTIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS 

SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY 

APPLICATION TO IMAGE ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM 

The nature of image analysis proces
ing with its requirement for large 
volumes of data transfer and the re
quirement for operator interaction. 
with the system dictates that the CPU 
must have a good external interrupt 
structure with several priority 
levels. 

A full software capability is re
quired, with one or ~ore high level 
languages (FORTRAN, PASCAL, etc.) 
available for generation of applic,a
tions software. System software 
should include device drivers for the 
peripheral devices as far as possiple 

A language and/or operating system im 
plemented in firmware frees up mor~ 
memory space for the user's progra~s 
and data. Also, the microcode is ps
ually inaccessible to the user (gep
erally contained in read-only memory), 
eliminating any possible tampering 
with the language processor or opera
ting system and reducing chances fpr 
error. A third advantage derived 
from firmware implementation is the 
ability to create more sophisticated 
and complex system functions at the 
hardware level. Microcode routines 
can be substituted for often-used ~ub
routines, thereby increasing systeri~ 

I 
performance. 

IMPACT ON DESIGN METHODOLOGY, TRADEOFFS 
REQUIRED, ETC. 

Lack of an adequate interrupt priority structure 
will mean that each time an interrupt is re
ceived the CPU must halt all processes to serv
ice the interrupt. An adequate priority struc
ture will halt the processor only for urgent 
tasks, such as initiating a OMA transfer, and 
allow processing to continue to a convenient 
break point for lower levels of priority. 

A discussion of software requirements is pre
sented in section 6. 



4.3.2 SPECIAL PURPOSE HARDWARE 

In order to speed up certain aspects of display or applications processing, 

special purpose hardware may be used. (The hardware floating point accelerator 

incorporated in many minicomputers is one form of special purpose hardware, 

although usually considered part of the CPU.) 

Generally, special purpose hardware devices are interposed between the refresh 

memory and the display device, and may perform their function repetitively, each 

refresh cycle, or the output from the process, may be returned to a separate 

block of refresh memor_y, depending on the availability of refresh memory and the 

tradeoff of processing speed (and cost) versus memory cost. 

Typically, special purpose hardware consists of a set of lookup tables that can 

be programmed to provide a transfer function (linear, nonlinear or segmented) or 

in some cases a thresholding function. More complex algorithms can be 

implemented using table lookup combined with logic elements, or by using 

register arithmetic to provide high speed addition, subtraction, multiplication 

or division. One form of hardware used for more complex functions is the 

pipeline processor, where a number of stages are combined in sequence, and each 

stage performs the.same operation on successive data elements or groups of 

elements. 

Special purpose hardware may be preprogrammed, controlled by operator input, or, 

more usually, controlled by the host processor. In this case the host processor 
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will compute the desired transfer function of output pixel value as a function 

or input value, and will load the lookup table. Incoming data will then be used 

to address the table, and the contents of that storage location used as the 

output. This technique is eminently suited to image data analysis, since the 

word length is generally eight bits, and the lookup table then requires a total 

of 256 entries. 

A more complex example of the use of special purpose hardware is the combination 

of a set of lookup tables with a set of logic elements to perform a 

classification task. If we assume that a particular class is represented by 

pixel values 

Xl to Y1 in spectral band l 

X2 to Yz in spectral band 2 

Xn to Yn in spectral band n 

transfer functions can be set up in table l to n so that the output is .TRUE 

for the desired range, and • FALSE. for all other input values. If these 

outputs are then combined logically through an n-input AND circuit the final 

output will be • TRUE. if the pixel belongs to the class, and FALSE. if it 

does not. Then outputs can then be stored as a single bit representation in 

another section of refresh memory, for readout as an overlay if desired. 

4.3.3 ARRAY PROCESSORS 

An array processor is a particular case of special purpose hardware in that it 

is a programmable device. An array processor (AP) is a peripheral device, 

requiring connection to the control and data lines of the host processor in an 
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iraa3e analysis system. The host processor sends instructions to the AP, which 

then retrieves the required data from the appropriate storage location and 

performs the desired calculations. 

Array-processor calculations are as 1nuch as 10 to 1,000 times faster. than those 

of host, CPU. APs use high-speed logic circuits extensively and use 32 or 

64-bit numbers in calculations to give greater accuracy than that attained with 

standard 16-bit minicomputers, and also contain special calculating circuits to 

process floatin~ point numbers. 

Conventional computers operate from a single computer program and carry out one 

operation at a t1me. /\-nay p17ocessot's~ -0n the other hand, can perform several 

operations simultaneously. AP circuits that carry out such task as calculations 

and input/output operations are separate processors, each following its own 

program. Thus, an AP doing calculations need not stop while the input/output 

processor accepts or outputs data. In contrast, a computer's calculating 

circuits 3enerally halt while the machine performs an input or output task. 

The next ef feet of using the array processor as a peripheral device in a 

computer system .is to provide an expansion of system capabilities by increasing 

the number of arithmetic operations and at the same time significantly reducing 

:nemory activity in the host computer. This allows the host computer to respond 

more efficiently to the realtime operating system environment and also increases 

the processing throughput rate by one to two orders of :na.Jnitude. Since ~ost of 

the array processing software resides within the peripheral, it ls only the 

driver software and the interface hardware that r.iust be made specific for the 
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host computer. Everything else is independent of the particular cor.iputer system 

upon which it is installed. 

Fort ran subroutine calls 

~tore significantly, 

and the user often 

the software responds to 

cannot distinguish between 

operations perfor:ned within the host and those perfor:ned in the array processor. 

This feature alone results in substantial economic benefit by retaining the bulk 

of the operational user software. 

"4 • 4 HUMAti FACTORS ELE:lENTS 

When 3enerating a system design for an image analysis system, it is necessary to 

relate the system capabilities to consideration of huuian factors elements, so 

that the system is as easy to use as possible, thereby reducing operator fatigue 

and the possibility of operator error. 

Hui;ian factor considerations can be categorized into three broad groupings: 

a. Operator input devices 

b. Display characteristics 

c. System responses to operator inputs. 

Considerations to be applied to each of these categories are discussed briefly 

below. 

4 ,4 .1 OPERATOR V:PUT 1JEVICES 

Operator input devices used in ima6e analysis systems are: 

a. ,\lphanumeric keyboard 

b. Special function keyboard 

c. Selector switches 
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d. Moraentary switches 

e. Light pen 

f. Trackball 

g. Joystick. 

Each type of device will be defined and its salient characteristics 

An alphanumeric keyboard is essentially a typewriter keyboard, 

additional control keys to perform text control functions. 

described. 

with soce 

Since all 

communications with the system are performed using upper case characters, only 

certain combinations of SHIFT plus other alphanumeric keys or CONTROL plus other 

alphanumeric keys may be assigned as system control or text editing functions, 

such as EXECUTE, EXIT, DELETE, INSERT, etc. The alphanumeric keyboard is used 

as the primary "conversational" input device to the system. 

Special function keys are keys that invoke a specific software package at the 

press of a single key. The initiation of :nuch software action :nay require 

additional inputs from an alphanumeric keyboard. 

Selector switches are used to define hardware configurations or !tarJware 

assignments. In some cases a "Digidial" switch or a rotary switch may be used 

to input fixed identifiers into the system. 

:lomentary switches 'provide a sitt1ple means of controlli n8, via hardware, a 

Ji3crete stepping function, for example moving a cursor by a fixed amount 

(usually one pixel) in a direction dictated by a switch closure. 
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A light pen is used to interact directly with a display to provide some form of 

electronic masking in the system. For example, using an alphanumeric display to 

provide a "menu" of alternate actions, the desired alternative may be selected 

by pointing at an identifier with the light pen. Another application of a light 

pen is in the identification of a polygonal region on the image display, where 

the light pen is "pointed" at each vertex of the desired polygon. 

A trackball may be a one- or two-dimensional devfce. It provides a 

potentiometric (analog) input to the system that may be used to move a cursor, 

control the size of an enclosed area by shrinking/zooming along orthogonal axes, 

or scroll an entire image in X or Y. In its one-dimensional form, a trackball 

provides adjustments in X and Y independently, in its two dimensional form it 

creates simultaneous variable X and Y outputs, and thus allows for control in 

diagonal directions. 

A joystick is another form of two-dimensional analog input device, and may 

respond either to position of the stick or to force applied to the stick The 

basic difference between the trackball and the joystick in application is that 

the amplitude of the control signal is directly tied to position in the case of 

a trackball; however, for a joystick the rate of change of control signal 

a~plitude is proportional to displacement from a zero position, or to force 

applied. Thus, for example, cursor position will be directly tied to trackball 

Position, whereas cursor movement is controlled by a joystick. 

4.4.2 DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS 

System requirements for display devices can be categorized as image, graphics, 

or alphanumeric types. 
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Image displays are those in which color or monochrome images are displayed with 

intensity variations representing the actual intensity of each pixel, and with a 

high degree of geometric fidelity. 

Graphics 

display 

displays are those in which color or monochrome images are used to 

line or bar graphics, or multi-color overlay_s without intensity 

variation. 

Alphanumeric displays provide the capability for display of textual or numerical 

information. 

_In _general, _gr_aphics dbp-1ay devices (whether monochrome or multi color) will 

have an alphanumeric capability; the reverse is not true however. 

In an image analysis system the primary display is an image display. Text and 

graphics may be overlaid on this display to provide enhancements, annotation of 

the image or features within the image, or for graphical representation of image 

characteristics, such as a histogram or a one-dimensional plot of amplitude ~s· 

linear position. The use of such a combined system has some advantages, 

however, it is generally more useful to provide a separate alphanumeric/graphic 

display that proyides the complete capability for both interaction with the 

system (display of menus, processing options, etc.) and for graphical 

representation of data characteristics, such as one- and two-dimensional 

histograms, nonlinear transfer functions, and other information related to but 

not registered with the image data. 
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SECTION 5 

SOFTWARE 

This section describes typical software requirements for an Image Analysis 

System. The structure described is based on that of a currently' available 

system; however, it is representative of the structure and typical modules that 

would be required for any system. It should be recognized that, because of the 

use of an existing system as the basis for this description, some functions are 

described as being performed by an array processor, others by the host CPU. In 

practice, a specific system functional allocation would be made in developing a 

new design, and the mix of array processor and CPU functions, and indeed 

functions performed in special purpose hardware, would differ somewhat_fro11Lthat

shown here. 

5.t SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

The system software consists of the following major components that provide the 

operating environment for both hardware functions and applications software: 

a. Session (interactive) executive 

b. Batch executive 

c. Subroutine libraries 

d. Pre-operations 

e. }ionitor c'onsole Routines (MCR) 

f. Standard host processor utilities 

g. Array processor utilities 

h. Non-standard device handlers 

i. Spoolers 
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Following a brief introduction to the key tertninology, the system software 

components are discussed. 

software. 

Emphasis is on operational aspects of the system 

5.1.l I:'IT30DUCTION 

The followins key concepts or features are discussed briefly: 

a. Activity 

b. Session 

c. Environment (batch/interactive/null) 

d. Job. 

-An-ACti'liLy is _a _task or collection of tasks that performs a 

processine function (such as si~nature acquisition, etc.'). 

specific lnia~e 

Typically each 

activity corresponds to a single menu selection (in the interactive case) 3nd 

vice versa. A multitask activity always has a single controlling task. The 

task name and activity naone are identical. Activities are sensitive to the 

environ1Uent (batch vs. interactive). 

A session is a period of interactive ima3e processing to process/display i:;iaJe 

data stored on disk, tape, or the Image Analysis Console (IAC). The session exec 

task is the primary interface between the analyst and the computer. Tasks (and 

therefore activities) execute in one of three environments: batch, if executed 

during a job; interactive, if executed during an interactive session; othcn .. rse, 

a null environment. A null environment is the standard environ;nent. 
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A job is the sequence of one or more tasks invoked between a JOB card and an EOJ 

card. The JOB card sets up a batch environment for these tasks, and EOJ 

restores the null environment. Activities executing in batch mode retrieve 

their parameters fro1n disk files. Batch is typically used for: 

a. Long, nonvisible image processing 

b. Development and testing 

c. Card entry. 

5 .1.2 SESSIOU (INTERACTIVE) EXECUTIVE 

A session is a period 

alphanumeric/ graphics 

of interactive image processing, typically using an 

terUlinal, AP and I:na3e Analysis Console (L\C) to process 

and display video data stored on disk, tape, or the IAC. A successful 

interactive system requires rapid response and a simple roan-machine interface. 

Thus, interactive users are given priority for allocation of i:nage processing 

resources. Also, the design of the man-machine interface shields the analyst 

from all but ima3e processing related details, yet allows a sophisticated user 

to easily invoke all available system features during an interactive session. 

5. l.3 SUJrn.ourrnE LIBRARIES 

These standard subroutines support interactive and batch activities as 1•ell as 

system software programs. 

5. l.4 PRE-OPEilATIONS 

This is a high level system exerciser to verify system operability on a daily 

basis. The host processor and peripherals, an array µrocessor, and the console 

<"ire exercised. 
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S.1.5 STA1lDARD UTILITIES 

These CPU vendor-supplied tasks are used primarily to support program 

development. Typically these include: 

a. Fortran compiler 

b. Assembler 

c. Task builder 

d. Line text editor 

e. Peripheral interchange program. 

5.1.6 ARRAY PROCZSSOR UTILITIES 

An array processor must be well supported to aid program development. The AP 

utilities will be compiled on the host processor and include: 

a. Cross-assembler 

b. Linker 

c. Debugger 

d. Si:nulator. 

The si:nulator is a convenient tool in bringing up new AP programs offline 

without interfering with operations. 

A comprehensive math library is usually included with the AP; this contains 

subroutines written in AP assembly language that are callable from host computer 

programs using the AP handler. 

5 .1. 7 ~mu-STANDARD DEVICE fiANDLERS 

These are non-standard only in the sense that they are not nor!llally supplied h}' 
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the host processor vendor; however, peripheral device handlers, or device 

drivers, must all interface with the host operating system using vendor 

conventions. 

5 .1.8 SPOOLERS 

Spoolers are required to support all activities requiring double-buffered data 

transfers between devices; for example, disk to AP to refresh, or IAC to AP to 

!AC. 

5.2 APPLICATIO~ SOFTiiARE 

Application software cons is ts of the interact! ve and batch act! vi ties (tasks) 

that perform the various image processing functions. Figure 5-1 shows the 

structure of the application software. To assist in deterrnining_the mode_and

resources used, the 'I' (interactive), 'B' (batch), and 'A' (AP) utilization 

codes accocpany each function. 

5.2.l DATA LOADING 

Data loading involves the transfer of imagery from tape to disk. The input 

ima3ery is full frame Landsat data, and is stored on disk in a band sequential 

(3SQ) for:nat. Li~ited radiocetric and geometric preprocessing functions are 

supported; skcY correction, scaling, spatial formatting (.:iapping), and mirror 

image correction. 

Batch processing tasks utilize the AP to perform the selected preprocessing 

functions. That is, the data flow is from tape to core to AP to disk. 
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Figure 5-1. Application Software Overview 
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The preprocessing functions required are: 

a. Amplitude Scaling - Integer multipliers shall be allowed for each 

channel. 

b. Skew Correction - As described by paragraph 5.2.6.l.l. 

c. Hirror Image Correction - Each scan line is reversed, right to left. 

Optionally, the image may be reversed top to bottom. 

d. L-tapping - As described by paragraph 5.2.6.1.2 except 1:1 nearest 

neighbor resampling only. 

S.2.2 DATA SCREE~ING 

Data screening tasks read data from disk or tape, perfor:;i limited preprocessing, 

and output the data to the refresh memory, either in "paint" or "scroll" mode. 

A support task is also included, called scaled cursor, to assist the analyst in 

the selection of :napping coordinates. All of the tasks are interactive tasks. 

The user interaction prior to initation of the actual data screening process 

requires the analyst to input identification ;>arameters. 

Once the screening process begins, the analyst has the option of stoppi~g the 

Process at any time. He r.iay then modify any or all of the inp11t parameters, and 

continue. 

The processing functions include: 

a. Ar.iplitude Scalin,12. - Integer iilUltlpliers shall be allowed for each 

channe 1. 

b. Skew Correction - As described by ;>araeraph 5.2.6.l.l. 
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c. ~irror Image Correction - As described by para3raph 5.2.1. 

d. Mapping - As described in paragraph 5.2.6.1.2. 

e. Scroll/Paint - The display shall be operable in either scroll or paint 

(static) mode. Scroll is supported in both vertical directions. 

Scroll speed is selectable. The scroll is stoppable, and the current 

line then returned to the analyst. 

f. Channel Assignments - The selected disk/tape channels are assignable 

to any of the available refresh memory channels. 

The frame to scene mapping procedure is illustrated in Figure 5-2. Landsat MSS 

A, B frame coordinates are used for illustrative purposes only; the frame size 

is dependent on the image type. The following three examples illustrate the 

types of :na~ping that are commonly employed: 

a. Overview (sampled) - The full frame of data is sampred such that an 

overview of the entire frame is displayed. For Landsat, this 1neans 

that every Nth pixel in x and every Hth pixel in y is retrieved and 

stored in the refresh memory. 

b. Full Resolution/Split Screen - Every pixel in a selected 256 by 256 

portion of the frame is mapped to the first quadrant of the refresh 

:nerno ry. 

c. Full Resolution/~ioving Window - The above exaioples operate in "paint" 

mocie. This example utilizes the :novinp, window feature such that each 

line of data (512 pixels long) is written to the botton line of the 

display and a scroll up command issued. A reverse r.iode is also 

available, in which data is written to the top line of the displ.iy and 

a scroll down command issued. 
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These tasks utilize the AP to perform the required radiometric and geooetric 

processing. 

5.2.2.l Scaled Cursor 

Scaled cursor is used to assist the analyst in the identification and retrieval 

of test scenes from full frame data bases. 

5.2.3 DISPLAY PROCESSING 

The tasks described below perform nondestructive radiometric processing on the 

image data. That is, the i;nageey stored in the refresh memory is manipulated in 

near real-ti.:ne for display purposes but without affecting the refresh memory 

contents. All tasks are interactive. 

5.2.3.l Density Slicing 

This task slices the minimum-to-maximum brightness range of any single video 

channel into one-to-sixteen slices. The pixels whose amplitudes fall within a 

given slice are assigned a unique code for that slice and subsequently displayed 

in the color assigned to that code. 

5.2.3.2 Gain and Bias Control ----
Near real-time digital gain and bias adjustment is provided for each of the 

available refresh channels independently by this task. Two ::iodes are provided; 

manual and interactive. In both modes the function memories in the console are 

utilized to perfor.~ the radiocetric computations at display rates. 

a. '.·lanual mode 
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The analyst uses the keyboard to enter gain and/or bias values. A 

translator program converts gain and bias to function ;aemocy table 

values, then the raemories are loaded. 

b. Interactive mode 

The joystick is utilized to increase or decrease the gain and bias 

values for the selected monitor channel. 

Once initiated, the task simply coni tors the cursor counters; whenve r a change 

is detacted due to joystick movement, the bias and/or gain values are updated, 

translated, and sent to the function memories. The tables are trans:aitted 

during vertical retrace to avoid picture breakup. 

Figure 5-3 illustrates the computation of the transfer function as a function of 

bias and gain. 

5.2.3.3 Band to Channel Selector 

This task interacts with the analyst via the function :nemo ries to route any of 

the six refresh memory video channels to any combination of the three ::ionitor 

channels (red, green, blue). This task has a dynamic mode, in which a sequence 

of "time-lapse" displays may be generated. In this :node, the analyst defines 

the channels to be sequenced, the order of sequencing, color assignment for each 

channel (one of seven), and the sequencing rates. 

S.2.3.4 Contrast Stretch 

This task utilizes the function memories to perfor:n a contrast stretch of 

Selected channel(s) of refresh memory. Three ;'1Qces are provided: linear, 
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y • output signal y • ax + b, where: 
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Figure 5-3. Bias and Gain Computations 
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histogram equalization, and square root. The first two are based on ·statistics 

derived from the selected refresh memory channel. Linear stretching simply 

expands the range of brightness values to encompass the entire 256 available 

grey levels without altering the shape of the histogram. Histogram equalization 

also spans the entire range of grey levels but the histogram shape is modified 

in the process such that the cumulative distribution function is approximately 

linear. The square root stretch is not based on channel statistics; it simply 

modifies the histogram such that the low brightness information is expanded at 

the expense of the high brightness data. 

The basic mathematics for computing the transfer functions, which are in turn 

loaded into the function memories, are provided in Paragraph J.5. 

5.2.4 GRAPHIC OVERLAYS 

Graphics overlays are stored and displayed via the refresh memory theme 

channels. There are eight one-bit channels. The hardware permits the eight 

channels to be accessed and displayed as eight independent (non-encoded) 

channels, or to be encoded into a :naxirnum of 256 channels. Color codes rnay be 

assigned by the analyst in either :node of operation. 

All tasks which interact with the graphics overlays, or theine channels, are 

interactive. 

S.2.4.1 Annotation 

l'his program allows the user to type alphanumeric text via the keyboard and have 

it Written on a theme channel for display on the CRT. 
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After initialization, the user selects the destination theme track, and 

optionally erases the theme track. selected. Next, a selection of character size 

must be made. 

The cursor position indicates the location on the screen where the upper left-

hand corner of the first character will appear. 

5.2.4.2 Theme Color Selector 

This task permits the analyst to select color codes for the thec:ie channels in 

both the encoded and non-encoded modes. Via selection from a previously created 

color file, the analyst defines red, green, and blue components for each of 

eight non-encoded themes, the alarin and overlap, or each of sixteen encoded 

themes. 

5.2.4.3 Refresh to Disk =Themes 

This task reads user selected themes from refresh memory and writes ther:i on a 

disk file. Annotation may be included \lith the file. 

5.2.4.4 Disk to Refresh - Themes 

This task reads a specified disk theme file and writes the user selected themes 

to designated theme channels. The previously generated annotation is displayed 

on the alpha/graphics terminal. 

5.2.5 RADIO!IETRIC PROCESSDG 

Radiometric processing tasks include three types of ratioing, contrast stretch 

and four types of spectral transforUls. The8e tasks are executable in hath 

interactive and batch modes. The .1rray i>t'ocessor is used to perfor::i ti1e 
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repetitive processing portions of the respective tasks. Entire refresh memory 

channels, Jisk .files, or cursored areas thereof are able to be rrocessed by all 

radiometric processing tasks. All radiocetric processing tasks allow only 

positive, eight-bit values to be created; overflow and underflow conditions ~re 

detected and corrected by clamping to 255 and O, respectively. 

5.2.5.l Interactive Tasks 

All of the following interactive tasks involve a processing· dialogue with the 

analyst followed by the actual processing of the specified data. Processing 

dialogue ls an interaction of the task with the analyst via GOT pro~pts and 

analyst responses to select refresh memory channels, scale factors, etc. Data 

flo1• i:-i all cases is refresh memory t:o core to array iJrocessor to core to 

refresh ;;1e:no ry. 

5.2.5.l.l Ratio 

!his task has three modes: ratio, nor:nalize, and difference/sum, perfor.ning a 

spectral ratio of any pair of refresh memory channels. Scale factors c:iay be 

specified or defaults appli~d unifor:nly to all ratio pairs. ~!athematically: 

y + 
K. 

t~here 

i, j,lt•l,2, ..• ,6 

Xi • Input pixe 1 anpli tude for channel i 
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Yk • Output pixel amplitude for channel k 

Fk • Hultiplicl'ltive scale factor for channel 1< {default • 128) 

Bk • Bias scale factor for channel k (default • 0) 

Normalize mode normalizes channels of refresh memory. Scale factors rnay be 

specified or defaults applied unifor:nly to all normalized channels. 

~athematically: 

• 

where 

i, k - 1, 2, ••• , 6 

x. 
l. 

N 

N 

Ex 
i 

• Input pi~el -amplitude for channel i 

• Analyst specified number, N • 6 max 

• Summation over N contiguous or non-contiguous channels 

• Output pixel amplitude for channel k 

• Multiplicative scale factor for channel k (default • 255) 

• Bias scale factor for channel k (default • 0) 

Difference/sum mode ratios the difference and sum respectively of a user 

specified pair of channels. Up to six such ratios may be specified. Scale 

factors may be specified or defaults applied to all ratios. Mathematically: 

/Xi X';\_ 
J 

yk .. Fk I x :<.f Bk' \ .. + ,_ 1 J 
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where 

i, j, k• l, 2, ••. , 6 

xi • Input pixel amplitude channel i 

Bk • Bias scale factor for channel k (default • 128) 

yk • Output pixel amplitude for channel k 

Fk • Multiplicative scale factor for channel k (default - 255) 

5.2.5.l.2 Contrast Stretch 

This task performs the same computations as the contrast stretch task described 

under display processing. All three modes are provided: linear, equi-

distribution, and square root. The differences are that (1) the transfer 

function tables are stored in the array processor(s) rather than the function 

lllemory(s), and that (2) the refresh memory is overwritten with the stretched 

data. Illustrations and mathematics are provided in Figure 5-3. 

5.2.5.l.3 Radiometric Transform 

This task has four modes: manual, angle, Hadamard, and eigenvector. Manual 

transform performs (up to) a six dimensional transform of selected refresh 

lllemory channels. The rotation (multiplication) and translation (addition) 

coefficients are entered by the analyst via keyboard type-ins. Mathematically: 

RX + T Y 
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where 

! • Input pixel amplitude vector Ci 6 dimensions) 

!- Rotation matrix Ci 6 x 6) 

T • Translation vector (~dimensions) 

Y • Resultant pixel amplitude vector <i 6 dimensions) 

Angle transform performs an operation identical to the above, with the exception 

that the transform coefficients are determined as a function of analyst input 

rotation angle(s) for selected channel pair(s). 

Therefore the transform reduces to a two-dimensional rotation and translation 

for the two selected channels, p and q: 

where 

q • K [cos !P, 
-sin 

cos • cosine of input angle 

sin • sine of input angle 

K • scale factor 

si~ ~' 
co~ 

tp, tq • translation vector coefficients 

!£, q • 2 x 2 rotation matrix 

The trig functions (1:18.trix coefficients), scale factor K, and translation vector 

coefficients tp and tq are computed as a function of the analyst input angle· 

They are computed such that maximum utilitzation is made of the selected two-
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space without any overflow or underflow values (the input channels Xp and Xq are 

assumed to have values spanning the full range of 0 to 255). 

The eigenvector transform mode 

Transformation coefficients are 

performs 

derived 

a 

from 

transform on 

the contents 

the imagery. 

of a'previously 

generated training sample statistics file. The parameters of interest are the 

lllean vector, !:!_, and covariance matrix, £ of the selected training sample. The 

task computes the eigenvectors and eigenvalues from !:! and £~ The transpose of 

the matrix of eigenvectors is then scaled and a translation vector computed to 

&uarantee no underflow/overflow values. The resultant rotation matrix ! and 

translation vector.'!. are then formatted and transmitted to the array processor, 

~hich in turn executes the transformation 

!JC + T • y 

as defined earlier. 
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The Hadamard transform mode performs both two and four dimensional transforms 

(analyst choice). The two transforms are defined as: 

1 1 1 1 

~ -~ ~ 1/2 1 -1 1 -1 
~ - 1 -

V2 1 1 -1 -1 

1 -1 -1 1 

Scale factor K and translation vector ! are computed and applied to the selected 

transform such that the resultant transformation 

does not overflow or underflow. The analyst has the capability to manually set 

K and '!'.,; any resulting overflows or underflows are clamped to 255 and O, 

respectively. 

5.2.5.2 Batch Processing Tasks 

All of the batch processing tasks perform the same computations as their 

interactive processing counterparts. The main difference is that disk files 

comprise the input and output medium as opposed to refresh memory channels. 

Data flow, is therefore, disk to core to array processor to core to disk. As 

with the interactive counterparts, rectangular areas of the designated f ile(s) 

may be processed, or the entire file(s) may be processed (analyst choice). 

Also, all underfl.ow and overflow pixels are detected and clamped to zero and 

255, respectively. The tasks include the following. 

5.2.6 GEOMETRIC PROCESSING 

Geometric processing tasks include skew correction (i.e., Earth rotation 
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compensation), spatial formatting (zoom, shrink, etc.) and registration. These 

ta9ks will be executable in both interactive and batch modes. The array 

Processor is used to perform the repetitive processing portions of the 

respective tasks. Entire refresh memory channels, disk files, or cursored areas 

thereof are able to be processed by all geometric processing tasks. All 

geometric processing tasks allow only positive, eight-bit values to be created; 

overflow and underflow conditions are detected and corrected by clamping 255 and 

0 respectively. 

5.2.6.l Interactive Tasks 

All of the following interfactive tasks involve a processing dialogue with the 

analyst follo~ed by the actual processing of the specified data. Processing 

dialogue is an interaction of the task with the analyst via GOT prompts and 

analyst responses to select memory channels, scale factors, ·etc. Data flow in 

a11 cases is refresh memory or disk to core to array_ process!>r_ to- col:'e- to

tefresh r.iemory. 

5.2.6.l.l Skew Correction 

1'his function is i;nplemented within the disk to refresh task (para3raph 5.2.2). 

It corrects for skew in Landsat imagery caused by the Earth-s rotation and 

north-south satellite orbit. The analyst is able to specify the skew angle in 

~grees via type-iri, or to request the program to compute the skew factor as a 

function of the latitude. This computation is performed as follows: (See Figure 

s ... 4 >. 
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The derivation of x (start pixel number for scan line y) is as follows: 

~x • (y - Yi> (A) (tan ~) 

where 

A • aspect ratio of pixels 

0 • skew angle 

Since six scan lines are recorded simultaneously, the correction is applied to 

groups of six scan lines together. 

Therefore: 

Ax :s INT~ y~ x 6 x A x tanci> 
6 

or 

x "' XL + INT r INT Q ~. x 6 x A x tan+ 
[ 6 / 

The skew angle, 0, may be derived from the header information as follows: 

<I> "' cos - l (cos i) --- - tan 
cos 

-{(~os 2 e -

~OS i + 

or 0 may be specified in degrees by the analyst. 
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where: 

9 • i;nage center latitude 

i • orbit inclination (810) 

Vr • rotational velocity at the equator (0.46 km/sec) 

Vs • subsatelli te point velocity in orbit plane (6 .46 km/sec) 

5.2.6.1.2 Spatial Formatting 

This function is i:nplemented within the task ".video, disk t'O refresh" (paragraph 

5.2.2). It performs spatial for::iatting (scaling), and translation of channel(s) 

independently in x and y. The process is illustrated in Figure 5-5. The 

analyst, in response to task prompts, selects the source area via type-in*, then 

the destination area via type-in or the cursor. 

The option is provided to autoina tically set the mapping parameters per analyst 

instruction. In the automatic 1aode, the cursor is set to a square aspect ratio; 

-Le., the -cask ailm.rs eu-rs1>~ 1C, -y p~siti~n and x size to be user-controlled, but 

the y size is forced to the same value as the x size. Furthennore, the analyst 

may specify the zoom (shrink) factor as a value between 1 and 16. This fixes 

the output grid (cursor) size, constrained such that lt shall not exceed 512 x 

512. The position ~ust still be selected by the analyst. A final constraint is 

that the l.nput (source area) grid 1ninimum size be 4 x 4. 

In addition to capping, this function perfor:ns Nearest ~1eighbor (ilN) or Cubic 

Convolution (CC) resampling (analyst choice). That is, once the destinat ton 

*!Jorma lly, Scaled Cursor is used to deter::ii nc source area coordinate. 
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area pixel location is mapped from the source area, the pixel intensity value is 

determined per one of two resampling .oethods: trn or CC. 

NN simply assigns to the selected pixel location the radior:ie tric intensity value 

of the nearest pixel. 

For example, if points A through D in Figure 5-6 represent points in the 

original input grid, and point E is the point in the output grid to be 

resampled, the distance from point E to points A through D would be deterinined 

and the intensity of the point lying closest to E would be assigned to E. As 

the figure is drawn, the radiometric intensity value at point D would be the new 

output value. 

With CC, or sin x/x, the resampled output point Ls computed based on a weighted 

contribution of neighboring input points. The weighting fact·ors are determined 

by the cubic approxirnat ion of sin x/x, which has the for:n: 

• l-2lxl2+fxf3 
sin x/x • 4-Gjxf+ 5f xl2 -lxf3 

• 0 

0 ~lxl.S 1 

1 <jxj.S 2 

2 <jxj 

The actual application of this function to i:na3e resampling is perfor:ned as 

shown in Figure 5-7. If P is the point to be resampled, the cubic (sin x)/x is 

applied to points ~ 1 1 l• A2, AJ, A4 to obtain A • Points nl, cl, nl are obtained 

in a si.:iilar 1nanner, and these points are then used in a si.11ilar interpolation 

in the perpendicular direction to obtain point P. l!nderflow and overflow 

conditions shall be detected and corrected by clamping to zero anci 255, 
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5.2.6.1.3 Registration 

This task performs image to image and image to reference grid registration. The 

analyst specifies the refresh memory channel(s) to be registered, and'then three 

or more Ground Control Points (GCPs). 

GCPs are identified via the cursor or analyst input grid co~rdinates. Following 

input of the GCPs, the coefficients of the affine transform are determined. The 

six coefficients of the transform are determined via a least squares fit: 

Min N 

al' bl, cl' a2, b2, c2 i~l {<xi - al ui - blvi - c1)2 + (yi - a2ui - b2vi - c2)2J 

Where 

N = number of GCPs 

(u,v} = location of pixel in outp_ut_ gti.d_ 

(x, y) = location of pixel in input grid 

ai,bi,ci = affine transform coefficients 

!he residual errors are then computed and displayed on the GDT for each GCP 

(With three there are no residual errors). The analyst has the option to delete 

and/or add GCPs and to recompute the transform coefficients. When satisfied, 

the analyst initiates processing of the data in the array processor (refresh to 

Core to AP to core to refresh data flow). 
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If 
1 111.-. 

The affine transform is defined as: 

where (u,v) represents the location of a poi~t in the output grid and (x,y) 

represents the corresponding point in the input grid. The transf ol'\11 will 

translate, rotate, scale and distort; however, no curvature is introduced. 

A single channel is processed at a til!!E!, since the rotation angle could span a 

significant number of scan lines. The AP input buffer is sized to accomoda te 
• 4 •• 

the maximum number of lines at a time. Nearest neighbor resamplina is utilized 

to select the intensity value of the output grid pixel. 

5.2.6.2 Batch Processing Tasks 

All of the bat:c.h processing tasks perform the same computations as their 

interactive processing counterparts. The main difference is that disk files 

comprise the input and output medium as opposed to refresh memory channels. 

Data flow is, therefore, disk to core to array processor to core to disk. As 

with the inter.active counterparts, rectangular areas of the designated file(s) 

may be processed, or the entire file(s) may be processed (analyst choice). Also, 

all underflow and overflow pixels are detected and clamped to zero and 255, 

respecti.vely. 

5.2.7 TRAINI:-rG AREA DESIGNATION 

Two interactl.ve tasks support the designation of training areas: polygon cursor 

and theme synthesis. Together, they permit the cursor, previous classification 
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results, ploygon bounded areas, or any boolean combination of the above to 

define homogeneous but not necessarily contiguous training sites. Training site 

files may be stored on disk for later use. There is no restriction on the 

number of training files that can be stored. 

5.2.7.l Polygon Cur~ 

This program provides the capability of generating irregularly shaped themes. 

These themes may then be used to perform training, boundary definitions, etc. 

The user is allowed to clear the specified theme before proceeding with the 

construction of the polygon. 

5.2.7.2 Theme Synthesis 

This interactive task operates in conjunction with hardware in the console so 

that a theme may be synthesized by combining two binary images (consisting of 

the cursor alarm and/or themes) in logical "add", "subt.ract", "exclusive or", 

ane "and" fas-hion. 

The analyst simply types in the command, the task interprets it, formats it, and 

transmits it to the console hardware, causing the selected function to occur. 

s.2.a STATISTICS - COMPUTATION/DISPLAY/MODIFICATION 

Parametric and nonparametric statistics are derived, displayed to the analyst, 

~dified as necessiry, stored on disk, and retrieved as necessary. The files 

thus created support the Image Classification function. 

5 ·2.8.1 Single Cell Signature Acquisition 

This program operates in conjunction with the console and controls to generate 
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the sinnle cell (1-C) signature. Upon program initiation, the training site 

must be defined via the cursor and/or a theme. The TA (training area) thus 

generated should be Jisplayed prior to program execution to verify that the 

training site is properly selected. The program will properly set the theme 

synthesizer. 

The following parameters are input: 

Channels 

Resolution 

Histogram Reject ion Levels 

• any combination of the first four (or less) channel 

(unique). 

• nurnber of grey levels per channel, 2 to 256. 

Each channel :nay have a different resolution, 

as long as it is a binary number (2N). 

• upper and lower bounds of the histogram 

c~easured in area) to be included in the 

ensuine 1-C signature acquisition. 

Five different statistics computed from the one-dimensional histograms of the 

training site are output for each of the selected channels: 

a. Spectral Dounds - The lower and upper bounds, respectively, assigned 

by the program such that the area of the histogram (cumulative 

distribution) bet~een the limits is e1ual to the percenta3e defined by 

the histogra1n rejection levels. These hounds are expressed in terr:lS 

of grey levels at the selected effective resolution. 

b. Delta - T~e inclusive difference between the lower and upper bounds 

expressed in ter:ns of effective resolution. 
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c. Peak - The maximum histogram value expressed in pixels. 

d. Mean - The mean value of the histogram expressed in terms of effective 

resolution. 

e. Variance - The variance of the histogram expressed in terms of 

effective resolution. 

three other statistics are measured and/or computed and displayed to the user. 

they are: 

a. Training Area - The number of pixels contained within the training 

site. 

b. Alarmed Area - The number of pixels in the entire scene that fall 

within the lower and upper bounds defined previously. 

c. Spectral Volume (Cells) - The total number of elemental cells, that 

are required to completely fill the single cell defined by the lower 

and upper bounds. This number is computed by multiplying the deltas. 

S,z .8 .2 Hulti-cell Signature Acquisition 

this program acquires the multidimensional histogram of the training site, 

thereby defining the multi-cell (M-C) signature. As in the 1-C signature 

acquisition, a training area is selected within the program, and the theme 

synthesizer properly set. 

During acquisition, the spectral values of the pixels in the training site are 

tested against the cells. The acquisition process is made time effective by 

Utilization of a binary search technique, whereby large "empty" regions of 

Spectral space are quickly eliminated. The pixels corresponding to each of the 
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elemental cells are accumulated, thus defining a multidiPlfna.ional, or 

multichannel histogram. 

5.2.8.3 Gaussian Statistics Acquisition 

This task computes parameteric (Gaussian) statistics for a aiven training 

sample. The AP is utilized to generate the mean vector and covariance matrix, 

and uses these parameters to compute the inverse of the covariance matrix, the 

correlation matrix, and it.s inverse.. !hesa statistics may be given a file 

name and stored on disk for later retrieval by the Image Classification 

function. Any number of files may be created. The computations are: 

N 
\ (a) M. = l l: XiP l. N P=l 

N 
(b) cij = 

1 [ xiPxjP - MiMj N P==l 

(c) [c J-1 

(d) P. . = cij 
l.J 

1/2 (C •. C .. ) 
l.l. J J 

(e) 
[ p )-1 
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where 

N - number of training pixels 

Mi - mean value, channel i 

cij - co-factor channels i and j 

[c[l • inverse of covariance matrix 

pij • correlation coefficients, channels i and j 

[ptl - inverse of correlation matrix 

i,j • channels l, 2, ••• ' 6 

SF - scale factor • ( 255) 2 

At the completion of processing, the parameters are displayed on the GOT. 

5.2.8.4 One-Dimensional Histogram Display/Modification 

This program displays the histograms resulting from a previous single-cell 

acquisition in graphic format. As an option the operato.r may modify the single 

cell alarm by altering the individual channel upper and/or lower limits which 

are also displayed. 

The display actions consist of: 

a. An overview histogram for all channels 

b. One selected channel at a time; modify the established 

upper and/or lower limits for the displayed channel. 

The program allows the user to modify limits so that a desired portion of the 

histogram is truncated. 
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5.2.8.5 Two-Dimensional Histogram Display/Modification 

This program is an extension of the one-dimensional histogram display to a 

second dimension. Histograms are computed and displayed as cluster plots of two 

selected channels from a specified ~-C signature acquisition file. 

Upon entry, the operator must enter the two channels to be crossplotted and the 

name of the stored multicell signature to be displayed. 

The cluster plot of Figure 5-8 depicts channels 3 and 4 in the systems. As 

indicated, channel 3 corresponds to the Y axis and channel 4 corresponds to the 

X axis; the X and Y axis represent gray levels and the size of the plotted cells 

is indicative of the frequency of occurrence. The larger the cell, the :nore 

frequently it occurred within the training area. The resolution used is the 

resolution used by the referenced :t-C signature acquisition task. 

Two complete scans are performed; the first scan is made in order to identify 

the cell(s) with maximum density, the second scan locates the occupied cells and 

positions ·them in the appropriate place on the crossplot. 

The square representing the maximum <lensity cell is scaled to occupy the full 

cell area. Cells with lesser densities are drawn proportionally smaller giving 

the impression of cell population on the display. 

Uhen the projection is completed, the operator is allowed to designate bounds: 

top, bottom, left and right, by using the cursors. These bounds, defininB a 

;nonocell signature, can be drawn on the displ.iy; the limit registers in the 

console are si::nultaneously set, allowing the enclosed cells to be ;napped by the 

alarm. The alarm obtained by this method can then be loaded onto a theme. 
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5.2.8.6 tlain Cell Cross Reference 

This program retrieves a 1oulticell signature file generated during a previous 

ll1Ulticell signature acquisition, radc.s the cell• contained within the signature. 

and displays the. most populated cells on the printer/plottef and GOT. In this 

fashion the user is able to obtain hard copies of any or all of his signature 

files in a tabular form. 

5.2.8.7 Gaussian Statistics Display/~odificat!,.on ___ , .... ·~ 

This task displays and modifies a previously generat:ed Gaussian statistics file· 

Upon entry, the analyst specifies a Gaussian atatistics fil~ na~; the file is 

read from disk, formatted, and displayed on the GOT. The following parameters 

are dhplayed: 

a. Mean vector (!_!) 

-b. ·cuvarl-ance -matrt-x {£_) 

c. c-1 
:=I 

d. Correlation matrix (P) 
::. 

e. 'P-1 
~ 

together with the file name, resolution, annotation, etc. 

The analyst is theri presented with the option of :nodifyin~ the statlsticS· 

Specifically, the analyst may modify any or all of the terms in the :nean veccot 

H and covariance matrix £:· Upon completion, the new ~-1, and J.• ,!-1 ar~ computed 

and displayed on the GDT. 
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5.2.8.8 Thresholding 

This program performs classification of the video data contained in the refresh 

memory based on the signature file acquired during a previous multicell 

signature acquisition. The signature is tested, cell-by-cell, against the user's 

selected threshold (default threshold is one). This means that if the pixel 

count for a given cell is greater than or equal to the threshold value, it is 

retained; if less, it is ignored. For example, a threshold of one would cause 

all "empty cells" to be discarded. 

5.2.8.9 Semisupervised Clustering 

This task clusters imagery via a migrating means method. The analyst specifies 

the following upon entry: 

a. Area to be clustered via the cursor and/or a theme track. 

b. Channels to be utilized 

c. Cluster seeds (centroids, means) one vector per category •. 

!f seeds are not specified, the task computes the seeds by: 

a. Spanning the N-dimensional feature space with a diagonal, and 

b. Dividing the diagonal into K + 1 equal intervals, leaving the K 

nodes as the cluster seeds (K is the number of clusters). 

Processing in the AP may be summarized as follows: 

a. The pixels in the specified clustering area are assigned, pixel by 

pixel, to one of the cluster seeds, based on a minimum Euclidean 

distance test (described below). 

b. Once all pixels have been assigned to seeds, new cluster centroids are 

computed. 
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c. The process now repeats, the test area pixels are reassigned to the 

closest of the updated centroids, and centroids are once again 

recomputed (thus the term migrating means). 

d. The clustering process continues until the centroids converge (i.e.,· 

no change between successive passes), until manually stopped by the 

analyst, or until a preset number of passes have been executed. 

Eclidean distance test: 

where 

k .. Class designator (k .. 16) max 

x :Ill Pixel amplitude in n th channel n 

M Mean (centroid, seed) of n th channel n .. 
N - Number of channels (Nmax • 6) 

The analyst has the option to save the clusters in a file before exiting. 
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5.2.8.10 Cluster Display/Modification 

This task provides the facility to read, display and modify a previously created 

cluster centroid file.· 

5.2.9 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION 

Both supervised and nonsupervised classification functions are available to the 

analyst. The Maximum Likelihood Classifier accesses previously generated 

Signature statistics, and is thus a supervised classifier. · The categorization 

Of pixels into one of sixteen classes is based on the probability of occurrence 

as determined by the spectral intensity distributions acquired during signature 

Statistics acquisition (parameteric or non-parametric). 

~ minimum distance classifier may also be provided. It is nonsupervised in the 

sense that signature statistics are not a prerequisite; the process simply 

1, Partitions the spectral space of a selected section of an image into a user 

Spe_c.ified numbe-r of s-pe-ctra-lly homogeneous regi'1n80 or- ciusters~ 

Both supervised and semisupervised classifications are performed over the entire 

frame in batch mode, or selected test scenes interactively. Another interactive 

lnode utilizes the moving window to display classification results as they are 

8enerated, a line at a time, over the entire frame. 

5·2 .9. l Interactiv·e Tasks 

'l'hree interactive tasks are provided: Non-parametric Maximum Likelihood, 

Parametric (Gaussian) '.1aximum Likelihood, and Minimum Distance Classification. 

involve a processing dialogue, followed by computation to determine AP 
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parameters, and finally the execution of the processing loop; refresh to core to 

AP to core to refresh. The result of the processing is a classification map-

encoded themes-stored in channel six of the refresh memory. Color codes for each 

the categories must have been preloaded into the thense color memories. 

5. 2. 9. l. l Non-Parametric Maximum Likelihood 

This task classifies up to four channel i11agery into categories based on the 

normalized histograms for each class. The analyst specifies the following input~\'.~' 
t .. ' 

parameters upon entry: 

a. File names on the input files; all ;nust have the same dirnens ionali ty 

N. 

b. Position of the cursor around the area to be classified on the CRT (or 

specifies the entire screen). 

c. Channels to be utilized for classification (mudt tot·al N'). 

The program then ret rieve-s the ~ignature files from disk, and verifies that 

dimensionality and resolution are cor.unon. Any files that do not ~eet this 

criteria are rejected. The task then normalizes each of the files against their 

respective training sites; i.e., the pixel counts are divided by the number of 

pixels in the respective training samples. The nor:nalized files are now 

cot'l?ared, cell by cell; any cells in common with more than tlne cateP,ory are 

detected. These conflict cells are then compared on the basis of nor::ializeJ 

pixel count, and the signature files modified in favor of the hl.:;hest count. 

That is, the cell in the signature files with less than the :naximum count is 

:leleted from those files. This process continue1; for all conflict cells until 

all conflicts have been resolved. 
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At this point a cell table is created with ~ 8192 entries. Each entry in the 

cell table is a code word of eight bits that identifies the category that the 

cell belongs to (or no category). This table is then loaded into the.AP meiaory. 

The table look-up program is retrieved from disk and loaded into the AP program 

memory, and classification commences; refresh (encoded themes). The cursored 

area (or entire screen) is classified. The number of pixels assigned to each 

category is accumulated, and reported on the terminal at termination. All eight 

bits are carried from the table to the refresh memory, even though only five are 

required (16 categories or no category) to simplify and speed up operations. 

The table is accessed by subtracting the ~inirnums, stripping the ~ost-

Significant bits (~SBs) from the remainder of each of the four channel ?ixels 

and packing them into one word (13 bits maximum). The number of '.1SBs Cl , ) i c; 

from each channel byte is computed as follows: 

Mi • I~T (logz [maxi - mini]) + 1 

where 

:·tAX
1 • :1axi mum gray level found in all ~C files for channel i 

expressed in terr.is of the resolution for that channel 

~INi • :-a ni r:ium zr ;:iy level found in all '1C files for channel i 

expressed i~ ter::is of the resolution for that channel 

i • Channel index 
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EXAMPLE: 

Let 

MIN1 • 2 MIN2 - 8 MIN3 

MA.Xl • 4 MA.X.2 •13 MAX3 

Rl • 8 R2 •16 R3 

Then 

Ml - 2, Mz • 3, MJ • 4, 

The table address then becomes: 

MSB LSB 

Ix xix x xix xx xix xx xi 
M, 

"* 

5.2.9.1.2 Parametric Maximum Likelihood 

- 8 MIN4 - 35 

• 22 MAX4 • 50 

.. 32 R4 - 64 

M4 - 4 

This task classifies imagery into categories based on the parametric . (Gaussia.tll 

maximum likelihood decision rule. The analyst specifies the following i nP 11t 

parameters upon ent!y: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

File names of the Gaussian statistics files 

Assignment of categories to color codes 

f · ed Positions the cursor (rectangle mode) around the area to be classi i 

on the CRT (or specifies the entire screen) 
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d. Null class threshold. 

e. Channels to be utilized for classification; any combination of 

channels provided that the total dimensionality matches the 

dimensionality of the selected statistics files. 

The program then retrieves the specified statistic files from disk, and verifies 

that dimensionality is common. Any files not meeting this criteria are 

?ejected. 

Lower triangular rotation ma.trices R are then computed from each of the 

respective covariance matrices C via Cholesky Decomposition. Approximately half 

the number of multiples and adds is 

triangular R's where RRT • C. -

saved by decoJ'.l!.posing C into 
= the lower 

l'he program then loads the R's, µ, and null threshold into the AP table memory 

and the appropriate AP task is read from disk and loaded_ into program memory. 

Processing then commences: refresh (video) to core to AP to core to refresh 

(encoded themes). The cursored area (or entire screen) is classified, one 

etght-bit code word per pixel position. The number of pixels assigned to each 

Category is accumulated, and reported on the terminal at task termination. 

?he classification algorithm, executed in the AP, is shown below: 

~ .. x - IJ - ~ 
(Translate) (1) 

~ =~~ (Rotate) (2) 

Qk = z =k 
T z 

=k 
(Sum of Squares) (3) 

IF wkl + Qk for all 1 ~ k, then: x-+ 1 (4) 

IF T, then: X ._.null category (5) 
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Processing in the AP then commences; the Euclidean distance measure is used to 

assign pixels to centroids: 

Min 
k 

where 

k 

x 
n 

M 
n 

M 

r[ 
L?=l 

- class 

• pixel 

designator (kmax 

amplitude in n 
th 

mean (centroid) of n 
th .. 

• 16) 

channel 

channel 

N • number of channels (Nmax - 6) 

The minimum distance is then compared to the threshold value; 

pixel is assigned to the null category. 

if greater, 

The specified classification area is classified by passing the data through the 

minimum Euclidean distance operator and storing the resultant thematic maps in 

d tO the refresh memory for display and evaluation. The number of pixels assigne 

each category is accumulated, and reported on the terminal, along with steadf' 

state means at task termination. 

The analyst has the option to save the classification results on disk befote 

exiting. 
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5.2.9.2 ~ Process!ns ~ 

The batch versions of the three classification functions operate the same as 

their interactive counterparts, with the exception that disk files are used 

instead of refresh memory. Data flow is disk (video) to core to ~ to core to 

disk (encoded themes). 

5.2.10 DATA RECORDING 

These tasks permit the recording of disk files on tape or the printer/plotter. 

Two tasks comprise data recording - both are batch. Theme Print prints out 

classification maps on the printer/plotter. Session Preserve saves the contents 

of a session on tape. 

5.2.10.1 Theme Print 

This task accesses the previously generated parameter file containing the 

following information: 

a. Name of classification file. 

b. Alphanumeric or halftone symbol assignment, one per theme 

c. One line of annotation per symbol 

d. Title (one line of text) 

e. File window to be printed 

f. Matrix size (8 x 8 or 16 x 16). 

When initiated, this task accesses the specified disk classification file, 

formats it, and prints it on the printer/plotter. 

Different classes are represented by the previously defined symbols. The 

previously defined titles are printed at the top of the printout. The data is 
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bounded by a border and annotated with pixel column and line numbers. A list of 

theme/symbol assignments together with the previously entered annotation is also 

printed for reference purposes. Since a maximum of 128 pixels is printed per 

line (8 x 8 matrix case), wider areas are printed in segments. 

This task utilizes the printer/plotter in a square (nonstandard) mode such that 

class symbols are printed with 1:1 aspect ratio, thus preserving geOtDetric 

fidelity. 

5.2.10.2 Session Preserve and Session Restore 

The batch Session Preserve task saves user specified files on tape. Any or all 

files having the specified session number are preservable. The campanion 

Session Restore task is able to read the files and return them to disk. 

S.2.11 UTILITY 

Four utility tasks are provided to support the various image p~ocessing 

functions. Pseudo image file, the only batch utility, creates a disk image file 

from a disk classification file. False color study provides a means to generate 

and select colors for application to programs which later utilize color coding• 

Theme totalizer simply reads the theme counters in the console and reports the 

results to the analyst via the GOT. Finally, refresh to disk stores the refresh 

~emory contents on disk as an image file. 

S.2.11.l Interactive Tasks 

The interactive tasks include false color study, theme totalizer, and refresh to 

disk. 
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5.2.11.1.1 ~~Study 

This task provides the means to generate and select color chips, and to create a 

disk file(s) of chip codes for later access by application programs (e.g., 

pseudo image file). 

The theme color memories are loaded with the appropriate tables to convert the 

codes for each chip into RGB components thus creating uniform colors within 

each chip. 

5.2.11.1.2 Theme Totalizer 

Upon initiation this program reads the theme totalizer in the console, which are 

the digital counts of the themes, the alarm, and the alarm gate. They are 

expressed in TV element counts as well as percent of the display area and output 

to the graphics terminal. 

The percentages are determined by dividing by the total screen area _(512 by 

512), or by a user fnput are-a- va-lue-. Default is- 512 by- 512. -

5.2.11.2 Refresh to Disk 

This task reads video data from any or all refresh memory channels a_nd saves it 

on disk as an image file. 

5.2.11.3 Pseudo I~age File 

This task accesses a previously generated parameter file containi-ng the 

following information: 

a. Classification file to be read. 

b. File created by the false color study task. 

c. Output image file name. 
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5.2.12 CONSOLE DIAGNOSTICS 

These Interactive Tasks provide console diaguCM1tics. Included are: 

a. Test patterns 

b. Densito111eter 

c. Exerci1e 

d. 1-D histogram data li•t 

e. N-D histogram data list. 

5.2.12.1 Test Patterns 

Test patterns allow data to be written into the refresh memory in one of si~ 

patterns. These patterns exercise the full dynamic range of the refresh memor1 

and provide a quick look diagnostic capability. 

5.2.12.2 Densitometer 

Densitometer displays the gray level values from refresh memory scanline (~! 

column) identified by the cursor as a plot of intensity versus X position on the 

GDT. · 

5.2.12.3 Exercise 

This diagnostic program allows the operator to exercise all console functionS 

that are interfaced' to the computer. 

The following may be exercised: 

a. Video transfer to and from all six channels of the refresh memory• 

b. Theme transfer to and from all eight theme channels of the 

refresh memory 
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c. Cursor X, Y (position andAX, AY (size) read/write capability 

d. Set the spectral limit setting of any or all channels, either 

single cell or multicell modes (1-D or N-D modes) 

e. Read histogram counters (1-D or N-D modes) 

f, Read totalizers 

g. Read video, panel switches: 

1. Attention 

2. Cursor mode (rectangle, rotated rectangle, crosshair) 

h. Read/write function memory contents, controls. 

Repetitive looping is an option on all transfers to aid in troubleshooting. 

5.2.12.4 1-D Histogram Data List 

This program displays on the GOT the numerical histogram data acquired during a 

previous single-cell signature acquisition. The listing in a tabular for:n 

cons is ts or tfie numi:ler of- ptxe-ls- per gray- leval for each of_ the_ N._cbannels_. 

5.2.12.5 N-D Histogram Data List 

This task displays the contents of the specified M-C signature acquisition file. 
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SECTION 6 

SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

Previous sections of this report have discussed the analytical requirements of 

an image analysis system (Section 3), the capabilities of available hardware 

(Section 4) and a typical software structure (Section 5). The purpose of this 

section is to show how the various hardware and software elements may be 

combined into a system that will satisfy the stated requirements, both in 

analytical capability and in the application and performance needs of the Corps 

of Engineers. The manner in which this is demonstrated here is by presenting a 

discussion of three principal areas of concern. First, a discussion of 

applicable system architectures at a gross level presents alternative approaches 

to the problem of developing an image analysis capability for a large, 

widespread agency with diversified interests such as the Corps of Engineers. 

second, a discussion of the specific characteristics of a typical image analysis 

terminal provides a description of a basic hardware/software.system that can be 

used as an example of a "baseline" design concept. This discussion. also shows 

how the basic system concept is fundamental to the three architectures 

presented, and how the different approaches may be synthesized from it. 

The third portion of this section provides a discussion of (and candidate 

solutions and tradeoff parameters for) the key system problem area of inter

processor communications; reduction of terminal-to-processor data transfers; and 

the issues involved in the partitioning of functions between special purpose 

hardware, host-processor and special purpose processor (array processor) 

implementations. 

6.1 SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

Of the many possible configurations that might meet the needs of the COE for 
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access to and manipulation of TM data, three generic concepts were selected for 

detailed analysis. These are: 

a. ~!ult 1.ple indepenJent systems 

b. Collocated multiterininal system 

c. Distributed multitenninal system. 

The apparent diversity of these concepts was a primary consideration in their 

selection, although, as will be seen, they are not as different as might be 

expected from their names. 

The basic capabilities that ~ust be provi~ed by any viable system ara: 

a. Accept T>l data, on HDT and CCT 

b. House and oaintain T'.1 data archive 

c. !lousa and maintain data base(s) 

d. Perform bulk processin3 (classifications, etc.) 

t:!. ?ermi t hands-on data 1nanipula tion 

f. Generate output products. 

In the following three sections a General overview of each concept is presented, 

including basic system description, major options, system configuration, 

operational ~ode, advanta~es and disadvantages, and general cor.unents. These are 

followed by a brief comparison of the three concepts. Specific issues 

identified in these discussions are examined in detail in later sections of this 

report. 

In the followin8 sections the term "interactive terminal" refers to an ima3e 

display, a keyboard, and an alphanumeric/:;raphic display, that can be se.,ante 

or lntegrated units. Interactive terminal capabilities can v<iry from the so

Called "dumb ter:ainal" where ne:1rly .:ill infor:Jation i'r?cessin:~ is :1andled hy tile 
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CPU, including the most routine tasks, to the so-called ··intelligent terminal" 

which usually contains microprocessors and can be prograuUlled to handle cooplex 

tasks and often includes large amounts of storage. Thtt capabiliGies of the 

interactive terminals have a significant illl\)act on the storage and processing 

that tnUst be provided by the CPU. 

6 .1.1 :ruLTIPLE INDEPE:meNT SYSTEMS 

Using this concept, the Corps of EnBineers w~uld install independent ima3e 

analysis capabilities at a Laboratory, Division or District level. Each syste111 

would provide the complete capability required by the local organization. In 

this context, an image analysis system would typically consist of: 

a. One or more interactive operator terminals, each with access to all ,~r 

a portion of a large block of refresh memory 

b. A host processor (typically a minicomputer) with an appropriate amount 

of online disk storage, CCT I/O devices anJ line printer/graphic 

plotter devices 

c. An array processor under the control o.f the host processor 

d. A film scanner/recorder, possibly as a standalone unit, or attached to 

the host processor and driven directly from it. 

A block diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 6-1. 

Some advantages of this type of concept are: 

a. Basic facility commonality will permit transfer of ne•J software anJ 

techniques between facilities as required. 

b. Each facility can be customized to best satisfy the needs of tts 

region (data volume, project types, analysis methods). 

c. 

d. 

Operators "Nill become familiar with regional problems and projects. 

The ~nd 11ser of the data can remain close t1) hlsl particular problelll 

areas and be more closely involved in the data analysis procedures. 
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There are, however, disadvantages: 

a. There is a large amount of hardware duplication. Money saving efforts 

may result in reduced capabilities. 

b. A large number of personnel will be required to operate these 

independent facilities, with the implication of an extensive training 

requirement. 

c. The absence of communication links between facilities could hinder 

dissemination of new software and techniques and cooperative problem 

solving. 

d. Input data handling will be a problem area: 

need HDT recorders, or CCTs will have to be 

either each facility will 

shipped from a central 

preprocessor, with consequent delays in receipt by the local facility. 

6.1.2 COLLOCATED MULTITERMINAL SYSTEM 

This concept consists of a single large facility that.has all the capabilities 

required to generate u~~ ~~quested products from the basic input data. 

Interactive terminals, input/output devices, main data bases and central 

archives will all be collocated at a central facility. The actual architecture 

will depend on the number of terminals, the variety of output devices, the 

volume of data processed, and the sophistication of the processing algorithm• 

Typically, however, such a system would incorporate a large mainframe computer 

or one of the new generation of 32-bit minicomputers as a host processor, with 

several satellite terminals. A centralized storage capacity for a large number 

of Landsat-D scenes will be accessed by the host processor, and data ingest may 

be from high density tapes as well as CCT and film scanners. Data I/O resources 

and high speed processing devices, such as array processors, will be implemented 
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as part of the host processor and used as required by the satelite terminals. 

Figure 6-2 shows a typical configuration for a centralized system. 

Such a system has features that are advantageous to. a user like the· Corps of 

Engineers: 

a. Such a system could be used either as a central facility for all COE 

requirements or implemented as a set of regional facilities·. 

b. A centralized system would support the capabilities of a large archive 

based on HDT products. 

c. Data dissemination from NASA would be simplified ·by virtue of the fact 

that a limited number of shipping destinations would be involved and 

coverage of the areas of interest (whole US or specific region) may be 

provided routinely. 

d. The system could be used very efficiently, with a high utilization 

factor since little duplication of capability or excess capacity would 

exist in a properly sized system. 

e. Expansion of capabilities could be accomplished by the addition of 

extra termina-ls-. 

f. Upgrading of software capabilities would automatically provide an 

upgrade for all terminals. 

There are, however, significant disadvantages: 

a. The operator is not dealing with data representing "local" projects 

and thus.loses the ben-efit of familiarity with local requirements. 

b. The scheduling of requests for analysis may become a problem, with 

slow responses developing due to processing backlog or the presence of 

higher priority activities. 

c. User interaction with his data analysis will be awkward, involving 

considerable lost time and travel to and from the processing facility. 
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d. As the capabilities of the terminals are enhanced to offload the host 

processor from performing simple, straightforward tasks, the terminal 

tends to become as complex as the standalone system, with none of its 

advantages. 

6.1.3 DISTRIBUTED MULTITERMINAL SYSTEM 

This concept consists of a single central facility and many remote sites 

connected to it via communication links. Each remote site could have a different 

hardware complement and varying capabilities. As such, the configuration 

represents ~ compromise between the standalone terminal concept and the 

collocated system concept. 

A major problem area with this concept is, however, the requirement for 

communications between the host (central) facility and the remote terminals. 

If this communication link is minimized, then the capabilities of the remote 

terminals must be enhanced, particularly in the area of 1/0 capacity •. A high 

speed link, capable- of transfering_ lar:g_e_ vol nmes of_ data_ :into_ refresh memory,_ 

will be expensive and will not necessarily negate the requirement for local 

output devices such as CCT drives, film recorders, etc. (This issue will be 

discussed in more detail in paragraph 6.J.) 

6.1. 4 COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS 

The three concepts presented have considerable similarities despite the 

different configurations. Thus, the two multiterminal concepts differ primarily 

in the degree o[ tightness of communication between the host and terminal 

system. As the capabilities of the terminal are enhanced to satisfy the 

requirement fc r alleviating the load on the shared resources and/or 
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communications links, the terminal capabilities approach those of the standalone 

independent system. 

6.2 INTERACTIVE TERMINAL DESIGN 

Paragraph 6.1 discussed the architecture of multiterminal image analysis 

systems, and introduced the concept of a spectrum of designs, ranging from a 

system with little capability other than display functions at the terlninal to a 

system where each terminal functions as a standalone device for the bulk of its 

operation. 

Within this range of capabilities, however, there are certain basic requirements 

for a minimum display terminal configuration. Enhancements to the capabilities 

of this basic configuration may be provided by the addition of special purpose 

hardware, by the incorporation of local I/O devices, or by the enhancement of 

the capabilities of the local control processor and its associated applications 

software. 

In this section the basic requirements for the interactive terminal are 

described. Further discussions introduce the enhancements achievable, by 

describing the tradeoffs to be performed in selecting special purpose hardware 

vs. software implementations, and the way in which special purpose hardware may 

be implemented in the terminal system. 

6.2.1 BASIC IMAGE ANALYSIS TERMINAL CONFIGURATION 

Although the concept of a basic terminal configuration that relies entirely on 

external processor capability for all functions, including basic control, has 

been introduced (the "dumb terminal" concept) such a design is inadequate for 

any practical image analysis activities. Thus, the basic terminal concept that 

will be described here is one that provides a degree of autonomy in display 
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control, but requires attachment to a host processor for data I/O and for 

applications related processing by access to appropriate software packages. A 

shplified block diagram of such a terminal is shown in Figure 6-3. 

This configuration uses a microprocessor (or a small minicomputer) system to 

provide localized control for all elements of the terminal, and to act as an 

interface controller to permit data to flow from the host system and operator 

commands to flow to the host. This type of architecture permits a single 

(bijirectional) interface to the host. A simpler design could eliminate the 

:nicroprocessor but would involve more interrupts of the host and would require 

>everal ~ore independent interfaces. 

rhe microprocessor system consists of a microprocessor, associated memory and a 

simple storage device (floppy disk or tape cartridge) for operating system and 

lia;jnostic software loading. 

Kefresh :1emory is loaded from the host computer through the co1:iputer interface. 

~efresh ~emory is typically provided in blocks of 512 x 512 x 8 bit blocks, and 

is addressed in eight bit bytes for iwage data. Sufficient channels oC refresh 

memory are provided to handle the full number of Landsat bands (four for Landsat 

1, 2, 3, seven for Landsat-D). An additional channel is provided for use as a 

ther.ie overlay channel - this channel is addressed on a hit-by-bit basis to 

;:irovide the capacity for generating up to eight the:ne overlays. ~ote that, 

although 1:iemory is ·provided in 512 x 512 byte 1Jlocks, larger quantities can be 

supplied (up to 4096 :< 4096 bytes for so1:ie -:ianufacturers). 

ln the simple ter:ni:i.al :iescribed here a set of three channel selector bo:irds, 

controlled by the :nicroprDcessor, routes data fr0i:1 the refresh :ne1nory channel to 

each of the three (red, blue, ~rccn) channels for the display. Thus, any ~and 
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stored in refresh can be allocated dynamically to any video channel on the 

display. Note that this function could be provided by operator controlled 

selector switches in order to further simplify the system. 

As a baseline, it is highly desirable to provide a means of performing simple 

amplitude manipulation operations on the data for each channel so that the 

operator can control the display dynamically. For this purpose, three lookup 

table processors are included. These are simply programmable read only memorys, 

loaded by the microprocessor with the desired transfer function and addressed by 

the data incoming from the refresh memory. (In the case where no manipulations 

are required the default for the table will be to load each location with its 

own address, thereby establishing the output data identical to the input). 

The Digital/Analog Converters (DAG) generate the analog video signal to be 

applied to each of the three (red, green, blue) guns of the display. These 

video signals are mixed with analog video from the overlay generator which 

provides color thematic overlays in addition to any annotation and cursor 

generated graphics required. 

The image display is a 512 x 512 pixel spatial resolution device with a 

precision color CRT. A higher resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels could be used, 

but this would require a proportionately greater amount (four times) of refresh 

memory for each channel. 

The system analyst/operator interacts with the image analysis process by means 

of an alphanumeric keyboard and uses the joystick and track ball as analog input 

devices for cursor control, dynamic control of lookup tables, etc. An 

alphanumeric/graphics display is used as a conversational device for 

menu/process opcion displays, display of statistics, one- and two-dimensional 

histograms, etc. 
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6.2.2 TERMINAL CAPABILITIES ENHANCEMENT 

The capabilities of the basic interactive image analysis terminal can be 

enhanced by upgrading the components in three areas: 

a. The processor capabilities can be upgraded in the direction of 

providing autonomous operation. 

b. Local I/O peripherals can be incorporated as part of the terminal. 

c. The special purpose hardware capabilities can be increased to 

implement more complex algorithms. 

These possibilities are discussed in more detail below. 

The basic terminal design provides a microprocessor for process control 

functions only. All computations are provided by the host processor system. as 

are all I/O control tasks. By upgrading the capabilities of the processor many 

of these functions can be incorporated into the terminal itself. thereby 

reducing the need for communicatibn with a host machine. 

A typical terminal system incorporating a more sophisticated processor may also 

use local peripheral devices (such as tape units. film digitizers and film 

recorders. and disk storage capacity). for direct image data I/O and online 

storage. It must be recognized. however. that the same data is required by the 

host processor. and this imposes special requirements on the overall data I/O 

and host terminal communications. These considerations will be discussed in 

paragraph 6.3. 

When enhancing the capabilities 

desirable to provide additional 

of special 

refresh memory 

purpose hardware. 

channels. This 

it is often 

allows the 

results of a complex algorithm to be stored for display in the normal manner, 
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and also for the results to be output to a local device (such as a film 

recorder) independent of other display oriented manipulations. 

6.2.3 STANDALONE SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

In discussing standalone configurations it should be recognized that the intent 

of such a system is that all required image analysis functions can be performed 

in the local system. It does not, however, preclude the interfacing of the 

system to a major mainframe computer to take advantage of increased speed and 

processing capacity, or for seldom-needed resources that are shared with other 

systems as a facility resource. 

A basic configuration for a standalone system is shown in Figure 6-4. It will 

be seen from this figure that the primary differences between a standalone 

system and an enhanced version of the basic terminal are: 

a. The inclusion of I/O devices and local mass storage 

b. Inclusion of a larger minicomputer with significant.memory 

c. Modification of the refresh memory/special purpose hardware/display 

e-lement a-rchitectur_e_ t_o enhance s~stem flexibility 

d. Allowance for the interfacing of a special purpose processor (such as 

an array processor) 

e. Incorporation of an interface for ~ large mainframe computer as an 

optional "peripheral-like" device. 

6.3 REMOTE SYSTEM COMMUNICATIONS 

A key problem area in the implementation of a remote terminal system is 

providing image data to the local terminal for loading into refresh memory, as 

in the event that the terminal has a local I/O device such as a CCT unit 

transmitting data to the host processor for bulk processing. 
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This problem is created because of the large volume of image data involved and 

the (relative) slowness of available communications links. 

Typical telephone-based data links operate in the 2.4 - 56 kbps range; resulting 

in data transmission times as shown in Table 6-1 for a 512 x 512 pixel segment. 

The updating of a color image with data processed by a remote host computer 

requires transmission of a total of 512 x 512 x 8 x 3 • 6.3 Mbits. Even with a 

dedicated 56 kbps link, this would require almost two minutes. When operating in 

an interactive environment, this is clearly an unacceptabl~ long period of time. 

Similarly, loading a refresh memory from the host with a full Landsat-D segment 

(7 bands of 512 x 512 pixels) will take 4-1/2 minutes. Thus, any remote 

terminal system must be implemented in a manner so as to minimize the time 

penalties imposed by these transmission systems. In addition, recognition must 

be made of the operating expense of such a communications system. Lease cost of 

a 56 kbps line for a 1000 mile separation between terminals will be 

approximately $4500 per month (AT&T long line rates). 

In order to achieve a satistactory data transfer rate for a minimal- terminai

capability, communications links with data rates on the order of 1.5 Mbps are 

required. Although technically feasible using communications satellite 

technology, such links would be extremely expensive. 

An alternative approach to resolving the problem is the enhancement of local 

terminal capabilities in such a way that real-time traffic between host 

processor and terminal is minimized. Using this technique, the local terminal 

would approach the capabilities of the standalone terminal, but would rely on a 

central host processor for bulk processing of data in a batch mode. 

Transmission of processed imagery for immediate display would then be limited to 
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56 KBPS 

9600 BPS 

4800 BPS 

2400 :a.PS 

Table 6-1. Data Transmission Times in Seconds 
for 512 x 512 Pixel Image 

1 BAND 1 BIT 1 BAND 8 BITS 3 BAND 8 BITS 7 BAND 8 BITS . 

5 38 112 266 

28 219 565 1540 

55 437 1310 3080 

110 873 2610 6160 
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map overlays (theme channels) and products may be generated either at the 

central facility or at the local terminal. Distribution of raw image data may 

be by CCT loaded at the remote terminal, or by transfer of the raw data from the 

host processor in a "background" mode against a predetermined requirement, 

scheduled in advance, and recorded on an inexpensive local storage device. 

If this method is used, a local ten-Mbyte disk can be used to' store five 

segments of TM imagery. This could be downloaded over a dedicated low data rate 

link (9.6 kbps) in approximately two hours. This typically would approximate 

the time of a single analyst session at the terminal, and would also approximate 

the maximum rate at which an analyst could usefully interact with data to 

generate products or define batch processing requirements. 

In this case, no image data traffic would pass from the terminal to the host 

processor - this traffic would consist of processing instructions only. 

The disadvantage of this approach is, of course, that the advantages of the 

centralized host processor are compromised by the enhancements required_ of the 

remote terminal, and a system using relatively simple remote terminals is 

clearly impractical. 

6. 4 ~DATA DISSEMINATION 

The issue of image data dissemination has been alluded to in the previous 

section on remote terminal communications; however, it becomes of more 

significance for independent, standalone systems. 

Three basic methods of dissemination are available, assuming that all data are 

obtained by a central COE archive facility. 

a. Data may be transmitted by dedicated communications links similar to 

those discussed in paragraph 6.3. 
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b. Data may be disseminated as CCT products. 

c. Data may be disseminated using serial data recording such as video 

disk, video cassette or HDT products. 

The technique that should be used is dependent on overall system architecture, 

availability of local archive capabilities and special input devices to handle 

serially recorded data, and the timeliness requirement for data receipt and 

processing at the local facility. As a general principle, however, HDT products 

should not be disseminated at a local level because of the high cost of the tape 

recorder hardware. For this reason, it will be assumed for subsequent 

discussions that a central facility disseminates Landsat-D data as CCT products. 
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SECTION 7 

COST ANALYSIS 

The preceding sections discussed the capabilities and typical configurations of 

an image analysis system. In this section a brief description of the cost 

tradeoff process to be applied is presented, together with a delineation of the 

cost drivers inherent in the design of candidate systems 

7.1 COST TRADEOFFS 

In making a cost tradeoff for any major system two key elements must be 

included: the initial cost of developing the system, and the expected cost of 

maintenance and operations over some period of time. To generate a complete 

life cycle cost the latter must be modified to account for cost escalation due 

to inflation. 

For the purposes of this report, however, a simple comparison will be made for 

total cost of the system over a three-year period, based on the following 

criteria: 

a. All costs provided will be in basic 1979 dollars; no forward pricing 

or inflation factors will be used in these estimates. 

b. No provision will be made in the cost estimates for the physical 

facilities, land, security, or operational utilities (light, power, 

heat, et~.). 

c. An average labor rate of $60 K per year through overhead and G&A (and 

before fee and contingency) will be used for each applied man 

throughout the design, fabrication, and test phases of the program. 

This value represents a reasonable mean between the higher paid senior 

engineers/managers and the lesser paid technicians/shop personnel. 
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d. Published catalog prices will be used for estimating purchased 

hardware whenever possible; in a few cases, it may be necessary to 

rely on engineering estimates and past experience for estimates of 

purchased items. Costs will be included for contract support and 

similar support activity, in addition to the basic catalog price for 

all purchased items. 

e. Field rates will be used for estimating the cost of recurring station 

operations without regard to affiliation (contractor or Government 

personnel). These rates are through overhead and· G&A per year. 

1. Manager/Engineers/Supervisors - $48 K 

2. Lead Technicians/Operators - $37 K 

3. Clerical and Support - $27 K 

f. The cost estimates shall not preclude the use of a private (for 

profit) contractor for design, development and operation of the 

facility and provision for fee or profit at the rate of ten percent on 

total cost will be included. M & 0 training of Government personnel in 

this eventuality will not be included but should be relatively small 

(less than $100 K). 

g. A contingency factor of ten percent will be included in the final 

total cost to account for some flexibility in requirements growth and 

unanticipated cost items. The ten percent fee included may also act 

as a contingency for those portions of the work performed by 

Government personnel. 

7.2 SYSTEM COST DRIVERS 

7.2.1 HARDWARE COSTS 

Table 7-1 provides a list of cost estimates for the various hardware elements 
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Table 7-1. Hardware Cost Estimates (in Thousands of Dollars) 

HARDWARE ITEM COST ESTIMATE 

COMPUTERS DEC PDP 11/34 10 - 30 
PDP 11/70 95 - 210 
VAX 11/780 125 - 360 

STORAGE DEVICES 300 MB DISK 24 - 50 
6250 BPI CCT 30 - 60 
HIGH DENSITY TAPE 250 

FILM RECORDER LASER BEAM 62.0 
DRUM TYPE 80 - 120 

Il!AGE ANALYSIS CONSOLE 100 - 500 

ALPHANUMERIC/GRAPHIC TERMINAL 15 - 25 

PRINTER/PLOTTER 10 - 20 

ARRAY PROCESSOR 60 - 200 
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that make up an image analysis system. These costs are based on manufacturers' 

catalog prices and represent typical ranges of cost for the major components. 

When assessing overall hardware cost for a system, an additional cost of 

interface hardware, cables and other miscellaneous hardware must be added. This 

is typically ten percent of the major hardware cost. In addition, a further ten 

percent is generally added to account for spare parts required for a ·period of 

three years of operations. 

7.2.2 SOFTWARE COSTS 

Software costs for an image analysis system are highly variable, depending on 

the degree of functional sophistication required in the system. For the 

purposes of this report, however, software costs can be based on the software 

structure outlined in Section S; For the system for which this software was 

developed, this represented approximately 60,000 lines of code, mostly in 

FORTRAN. It can be assumed that a typical software production organization will 

average ten lines of code per day through code test, debug and documentation at 

a software module level. This represents some 48,000 man hours of effort, or 

approximately 25 man per years. This translates to $1.5 million taking average 

cost per man year as $60,000. 

In p~actice, of course, much software will be available from other sources, 

particularly if a system is built from off-the-shelf components or subsystems, 

and thus this figure may be reduced significantly. 

7.2.3 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND OTHER COSTS 

Systems Engineering provides for the overall design definition and integration 

of the various subsystem elements and all the tasks described as follows: 

a. Specification requirements - Provide the total system requirements and 

analysis. Included would be the appropriate requirements and 
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b. 

necessary purchasing instructions for hardware and site preparation 

requirements for the hardware. 

Interface control documents Provides interface specifications 

between the designated hardware components. Identifies the specific 

formats for the input, output and interface points. 

c. System documentation - Organize and maintain all system documentation, 

including drawings, system wire lists, system layout, etc. 

d. Test and integration procedures - Provide plan for system test and 

integration. 

e. Test and integration support Participate in system test and 

integration and provide all documentation. 

f. In-house and customer design reviews - Prepare formal customer design 

reviews and provide, as required, in-house design reviews. 

g. System integration and test - Provides for the subsystem and system 

level tests of the integrated components. This is representative of 

the final test at the contractor's facility prior to the shipping of 

equipme-nt to the- installation site-. 

Site installation and checkout Includes the actual shipment of 

equipment to the operational site as well as the performance of the 

final acceptance test on the system. 

i. Program management - Provides for the overall management and control 

of the entire systems development activity. Program management, 

administrative, and clerical support are included as well as providing 

for reports and communication with the customer. 

>r estimation purposes these elements can be assumed to be 25 percent of the 

lrdware and software cost. 
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7.2.4 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS 

The maintenance and operations cost element provides for the yearly recurring 

costs that begin following the final acceptance test. The principal ·cost here 

is that of the onsite field personnel responsible for operating and maintaining 

the system, together with any inter-system communications costs. Costs are not 

included for consumable material items; however, replacement spare parts are 

assumed to require approximately ten percent of the hardware cost over a three

year period. 
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SECTION 8 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS SYSTEM 

In this section the various requirements of the Corps of Engineers and the 

capabilities and limitations of the three system concepts defined will be 

combined to establish candidate system designs for which cost tradeoffs can be 

made. In addition to the cost estimates, assessment of current state of the art 

and other considerations will be presented which will be introduced as modifying 

'factors in establishing a suggested configuration for the COE system. 

1 
8.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

' Although Section 2 has presented a discussion of COE requirements for Landsat-D 

•data analysis the requirements are not, as yet, sufficiently firm to establish a 

detailed set of system requirements at a district or even division level. Table 

8-1 shows in summary form, however, the estimated total imagery requirements of 

each Corps division. 

pixel segment and 

Assuming a processing time of two hours per 512 x 512 

an average· of 10% of data processed from each scene a 

resulting time of 25 flours per TM scene is derived. If an analysis console is 

assumed to be operated two shifts per day for five days per week, a total of 

4000 hours per year is available, providing sufficient processing time for 160 

scenes per console per year. Thus the total Corps requirements may be estimated 

as being represented by a system with a total of 20 image analysis terminals (19 

required in the various divisions plus one at Fort Belvoir). It is assumed that 

the configurations described will provide sufficient capacity for the batch 

processing requirements of each division with no additional hardware required. 

8.2 CANDIDATE SYSTEM DESIGNS 

In order to evaluate the three design concepts presented in Section 6, candidate 

designs have been prepared and the implementation and operational requirements 
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Table 8-1. Data Requirements by Division 

COVERAGE NUMBER OF SCENES SCENES PER TERMINALS 
CYCLES SCENES PER YEAR DAY PERISHABLE REQUIRED 

NEW ENGLAND 6 15 90 3 1 

NORTH ATLANTIC 7 23 161 1 

SOUTH ATLANTIC 6 47 282 2 

LOWER MISSISSIPPI 7 23 161 1 

SOUTHWESTERN 4 84 336 2 

....... MI.SSOURI RIVER 5 84 420 5 3 
'° O> 

OHIO RIVER 5 33 165 1 

NORTH CENTRAL 6 72 432 10 3 

SOUTH PACIFIC 5 85 425 5 3 

NORTH PACIFIC 6 54 324 10 2 

TOTALS 2796 33 19 



are described here. Each candidate design has been developed against the 

requirements described in paragraph 8.1, namely a system which makes 20 

terminals available for image data processing to Corps of Engineers users. Each 

system is assumed to receive data as CCT products from a central distribution 

facility. 

8.2.l MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

For this configuration the following hardware is assumed: 

a. Minicomputer (DEC PDPll/70 or equivalent) for host processor 

b. Array processor 

c. Two CCT units for data I/O 

d. 300 Mbyte disk storage 

e. Image analysis terminal containing sufficient refresh memory for 10 

512 x 512 pixel segments, special purpose hardware for arithmetic 

transforms and simple multiband operations (such as parallelepiped 

classifier) 

f. Film image scanner/recorder. 

A full software package as described in Section 5 will be provided. 

For this configuration it is expected that input image data will be distributed 

on CCTs at nominal distribution cost. Maintenance and operations personnel 

requirements are estimated at four persons per terminal (one maintenance 

technician, two system operators and a supervisor). 

8.2.2 COLLOCATED MULTITERMINAL SYSTEM 

For this system the host processor is anticipated to be a network of three large 

minicomputers (VAX 11/780 or equivalent) hosting the twenty medium capacity 

terminals. The host processor system is assumed to include all disk storage and 
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CCT and film I/O devices and it is also assumed that an array processor is 

allocated to each VAX for bulk processing operations. The film recorder is 

assumed to be a high speed laser beam recorder~ Software is assumed to be 

approximately 50% more complex than that for the independent terminals to 

account for the increased load of multi-tasking required to support the 

terminals and for the communications between processors. 

Each terminal is a standalone unit with ten channels of refresh memory and 

special purpose hardware. 

estimated as a total of 

Maintenance and operations personnel requirements are 

48 persons (one CPU operator, two maintenance 

technicians, 20 console operators and one supervisor per shift). 

8.2.3 REMOTELY LOCATED MULTITERMINAL SYSTEM 

This configuration uses the same host system as the centrally located 

multiterminal system. Each terminal, however, is provided with a 300 Mbyte disk 

and a single CCT drive to provide autonomous data storage·and I/O capability 

using a small minicomputer (PDP 11/34) as a controller. In addition, each 

terminal location is assumed to be connected to the host processor system by a 

dedicated 56 kbps data link. Maintenance and operations personnel requirements 

for this configuration are 85 persons (one CPU operator and one maintenance 

technician per shift plus one supervisor for the host processor; two· operators, 

one maintenance technician and one supervisor for each terminal). 

8.2.4 CUSTOM CONFIGURED STANDALONE SYSTEM 

Table 8-1 shows that several of the COE divisions require more than one terminal 

to satisfy their image analysis requirements. A compromise system can be 

developed which takes advantage of the fact that a standalone system based on a 

PDP 11/70 and an array processor can support more than one analysis console• 

Thus, the custom configuration will consist of a PDPll/70 host with an A2 for 
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·each division, plus one, two or three analysis consoles, as required. each with 

1 its own disk storage and alphanumeric/graphics terminal. CCT, printer/plotter 

\and f U::i recorder resources would be common resources accessed through the host 

minicomputer. Staffing for this configuration would be 52 persons (two operators 

per console plus one r:iaintenance technician and one supervisor per location). 

3.3 SYSTEM SELECTIO~ 

System selection criteria are for the most part based on cost comparisons, 

however, other criteria which cannot be compared accurately are also important. 

Table 8-2 provides a comparison of the hardware complement for each option and 

Table 8-3 compares the total costs for implementation plus three years 

operations for each of the concepts defined. 

From these tables the most econominally attractive configuration is the 

collocated multi-terminal system. This configuration suffers from the 

disadvantages stated in Section 6, however, in that it req'uires considerable 

travel on the part of the local user at the division and district leyel_and will 

i.i~rk against: trre trrvolvement of- the individual console operators and analysts in 

becoming experienced in dealing with local problems and local data. 

!he best compromise appears to be the custociized standalone te rr:ii nal 

configuration, since this provides the advantages of a locally oriented system 

at very little additional cost. 
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Table 8-2. Hard,iare Matrix for the Candidate Configurations 

UNIT NUMBER 
CONFIGURATION OPTION EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION PRICE REQUIRED TOTAL PRICE COST INFORMATION 

STAND ALONE TERMINAL MINICOMPUTER (PDPll/70) 160K DEC CATALOG 
DISK STORAGE (300 MB) 30K VENDOR CATALOG 
CCT UNITS (2 E:A) 72K VENDOR CATALOG 
FILM RECORDER 120K . . OPTRONICS CATALOG 
ARRAY PROCESSOR SOK VENDOR QUOTE 
IMAGE ANALYSIS CONSOLE 130K COMTAL CATALOG 
ALPHA/GRAPHICS TERMINAL 18K VENDOR CATALOG 
PRINTER/PLOTIER 15K VENDOR CATALOG 

TOTAL 625K 20 12.3 KILLION 

COLLOCATED MULTI- HOST SYSTEM: 
TERMIHAL COMPUTER (VAX 11/780, lOOOK DEC CATALOG 

3 EA.) 
N DISK STORAGE (300 MB, 600K VENDOR CATALOG 
0 20 EA.) N 

CCT UNITS ( 12 EA. ) 432K VENDOR CATALOG 
LASER BEAM RECORDER 1250K GE ESTIMATE 

(2 F.A.) 
ARRAY PROCESSOR (3 EA.) 240K VENDOR QUOTE 
MISC. PERIPHERALS 

(PRtNTERS, ETC.) 150K GE ESTIMATE 
TOTAL 3672K 1 3.7 MILLION 

TERMINALS: 
IMAGE ANALYSIS CONSOLE 130K eotn'AL cATALOG 
ALPHA/GRAPHICS TERMINAL 18K VENDOR CATALOG 
PRINTER/PLOTIER 15K VENDOR CATALOG 

TOTAL 163K 20 3.3 MILLION 

TOTAL SYSTEM COST 7.0 MILLION 



Table 8-2. Hardwar~ Matrix for the Candidate Configurations (Continued) 

UNIT NUMBER 
CONFIGURATION OPTION EQUIPMENT DESCRIP'rION PRICE REQUIRED TOTAL PRICE COST INFORMATION 

REMOTE MULTITERMINAL HOST SYSTEM: 
SAME AS COLLOCATEp 3672K 1 3. 7 MILLION 
MULTITERMINAL SYSTEM 

ANALYST TERMINALS: 
IMAGE ANALYSIS CO~SOLE 130K COMTAL CATALOG 
MINICOMPUTER (PDP 11/34) 140K DEC CATALOG 
CCT UNIT 36K VENDOR CATALOG 
DISK STORAGE (300tffi) 30K VENDOR CATALOG 
ALPHA/GRAPHICS TE~NAL 18K VENDOR CATALOG 
PRINTER/PLOTTER lSK VENDOR CATALOG 

TOTAL 369K 20 7 .4 MILLION 

TOTAL SYSTEM COST 11.1 MILLION 
N 
0 
w CUSTOMIZED HOST PROCESSOR SYSTEM 

STANDALONE TERMINAL MINICOMPUTER (PDP 11/70) 160K DEC CATALOG 
CCT UNITS (2 EA.) 72K VENDOR CATALOG 
FILM RECORDER 120K OPTRONICS CATALOG 
ARRAY PROCESSOR BOK VENDOR QUOTE 
PR INTER/PLOTTER lSK VENDOR CATALOG 

TOTAL 447K 11 4 .9 MILLION 

ANALYST TERMINALS; 
IMAGE ANALYSIS co~~SOLE 130K COMTAL CATALOG 
ALPHA/GRAPHICS TEI,illINAL 18K VENDOR CATALOG 
DISK STORAGE (300 MB) 30K VENDOR CATALOG 

TOTAL 178K 20 3.6 MILLION 

TOTAL SYSTEM COST 8.5 MILLION 



Table 8-3. Cost Comparison Between Configuration Options (in Millions of Dollars) 

COLLOCATED REMOTE CUSTOMIZED 
COST ELEMENT STANDALONE TERMINAL MULTITERMINAL MULTITERMINAL STANDALONE 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

HARDWARE 12.3 7.0 11.1 8.5 
SOFTWARE 1.5 2.3 2.3 1.5 
SYSTEM ENGINEERING 3.1 1.8 2.8 2.2 

(INCLUDES PROGRAM MGMT., 
INSTALLATION & TEST, 
ETC.) 

TOTAL SYSTEM COST 16.9 11.1 16.2 12.2 
N 
0 
p.. 

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS: 

SPARES 1.2 o. 7 1.1 0.8 
MANPOWER 9.5 5.4 10.1 6.1 
COMMUNICATIONS - - 3.1 -

(ASSUMES J.9 TERMINALS, 
AVERAGING 1000 MILES 
EACH FROM CENTRAL 
FACILITY) 

TOTAL M&) COST FOR 3 YEARS 10.7 6.1 14.3 6.9 

PROGRAM COST 27.6 17.2 30.5 18.1 
. 

COST THROUGH 10% FEE, 33.4 20.8 36.9 
. 

21.9 
10% CONTINGENCY 



SECTION 9 

CO NCL US IONS 

This report has provided an analysis of requirments and capabilities based on 

the activities of the Corps of Engineers and the state of the art in i.:nage 

analysis for an advanced satellite hardware/sof t:vare system. Such a system 

would be used by the Corps of Engineers for analysis of image data from the 

Landsat-D spacecraft. 

In considerine all technical and cost issues involved, it ia concluded that an 

image analysis system of independent t~rininals configured to satisfy local needs 

at the COE division level, the "Custo1lized Stand Alone Terminal System" is the 

recommended system approach: 

o E::iployed at the division level, the custooized system would consist of 

11 host minicomputers (PUP-11/70 type) with necessary peripherals 

interfaced to 20 custor:iized analyst terminals. 

o Hardware costs for the custoraized sylitems at division are estimated to 

be 8.5 million dollars; software and systems engineering are expected 

to be 3. 7 million dollars; maintenance and operations costs for three 

years are esti::iated· to be 6.9 million dollars. 

o T~e recommended system excludes the purchase of expensive High Density 

Tape systems and the purchase of expensive laser printers; standard 

CCT data are the expected input; reasonable-cost drum film recorders 

~re the expected hardcopy output devices. 

o A good share of the software is expected to come from off-the-shelf at 

considerably less than development costs. 

o Software systems for the recornrnended system may still chan~e in t!rnt 

remote sensinu applications of Landsat data are still beinc developed, 
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demonstrated and further refined within the COE. 

o The presidential directive of ~ove•ber 1979, designating NOAA to 

;nanage operational remote sensing activities from space, ha$ made many 

issues unclear on data acquisition, abi11ty to produce products on a 

ti:nely basis, and restrictions on directly accessing raw data. All of 

the forgoing have a direct bearing on the results of this .stuciy and 

::iay invalidate soiue of these results and conclusions. 
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APPENDIX A 

THEMATIC MAPPER GEOMETRY 

The thematic mapper (TM) is a Ritchey-Chretien telescope with mechanical 

scanning of the ground scene and solid state sensors at the focal plane. The 

Ritchey-Chertien approach permits a compact package through the use of folded 

optics. These optics give very good image correction for coma, spherical 

aberration and astigmatism. All the optical elements used in the imaging train 

are shown schematically in Figure A-1. 

"ILA'I" 
'OLOINQ 
MIRROR 

Figure A-1. Thematic Mapper Optical System 
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A good representation of the TM and its relative orientation with the ground 

scene may be seen in · Figure A-2. Landsat-D is depicted as over the equator 

traveling north to south and the scan mirror is just ready to start a reverse 

scan from west to east. The scan mirror's function is to scan the ground scene 

perpendicular to the spacecraft's orbital plane in both directions. It directs 

light from the desired ground scene to the primary and secondary m:.f,rrors which 

gather and then image the rays at the primary focal plane where 64 visible band 

detectors are located (bands l, 2, 3, 4). Located just behind the primary 

mirror is the scan line corrector whose design purpose is to prevent any cross 

scan image at the focal plane due to the spacecraft's ground speed. The relay 

optics consist of the relay mirror (the one with the hole in it) and the 

spherical mirror which re-forms the ground scene image at the secondary focal 

plane where 36 IR detectors are located (bands 5, 6, 7). 

Spacecraft coordinates shown are also colinear with the TM coordinates. +X is 

in the direction of Landsat motion and +Z is in the direction of local geodetic 

vertical. 

Also shown in Figure A-2 is the ground projection of the individual detectors 

which can be visualized as sliding back and forth along the ground in the 

direction of the forward and reverse scans. 

A single Landsat-D image, nominally 170KM by 185KM, will 

successive scans of the TI1 as illustrated in Figure A-3. 

is nominally comprised of 613,040 data points or pixels. 

be formed by 362 

Each individual scan 

These pixels are 

created each time an individual detector is sampled during the scan. Figure A-4 
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Figure A-2. TM Detector Array Projection Along Scan 
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shows a scaled layout of all the detector arrays a.s they appear on the pricmry 

focal plane. !lands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 have 16 detectors each and band 6 has 4 

detectors. Separation distance between the bands, along the YFP axis" are ~iven 

in microradians. 

The sequence and timing by which each individual detector senses the 3round 

scene is as follows. Each of the 1$ detectors in bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 .inJ 7 is 

saGtpleJ 6320 ti:nes and each of the four detectors in ::iand b is sampled 1530 

tiraes durin~ one scan. Thus, one scan contains (6320 pixels/ detector) x (16 

detectors/band) x (6bands) + (lSHO pixels/detector) x (4 detectors/band) x (1 

band) = 613,040 samples or unique pixels. Table ~-1 ~ives the relationship 

between band number, detector nu:nber, pixe 1 nur,1ber, and t L::ie lncre!Jent for all 

the T'.·1 detectors during one scan. Since a ground scene i::i.:i. 0e is al'.1ays tJre::;ent 

at both focal planes, sample time is actually when the 3ensed ~round scene is 

"held" '!Jy the s;i;Jpling circuits. 

At the start of each scan, detectors 1, 3, 5 ... 15 are sa.::ipled first. Then after 

4.oOb ;Jicroseconris, detectot"s- 2, 3, 6-... lS- are sampred. This se1uence repeats 

throughout the sc'.ln. Since detectors 1, .2,. 3, 4 or band 7 have an equivalent 

linear Ji::iension of four times the other detect•)rs, t!1ey are sa:npled at 

intervals of 4 ~ 4.306 ~icrosecontls. 

IndiviJual detectors within a band are utag:;ered wic:1 respect: to one another .Js 

shown in Fi 1~ure A'-3. ~·/otice that the even nur:ibered Jetectors i:1 bands l, 2, J, 

4, 3 and 7 are separated from the odd nu:niiercd detectors by 2.5 IFOVs or 2.5 

i> ix~ ls. 
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Table A-1. Detector Sampling Scheme and Pixel Numbering 

BANDS 1 ii 2 , 3, 4 , 5, _1 BAND. 6 
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This spacing, combined with the timing sequence already described, creates a 

ground sampling pattern as shown in Figure A-6 (for a west to east scan) and by 

Figure A-7 (for an east to west scan). 
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Figure A-6. Ground Pixel Pattern for Bands l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 
West to East Scan 
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Figure A-7. Ground Pixel Pattern for Bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 
East to West Scan 
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AP 

AT&T 

b 

B 

.!3IL 

bpi 

bps 

ops 

BSQ 

CCT 

COE 

Ciil 

CPU 

CRT 

DHA 

Domsat 

EDC 

EIS 

EROS 

FFP 

G&.\ 

GB 

GCP 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

Array Processor 

American Telephone and Telegraph 

Bit 

Byte 

Band Interleaved by Line 

Bits per inch 

3its per second 

Bytes per second 

Band Sequential 

Computer Cornpdtible Tape 

Corps of Engineers 

Cent ir.ieter 

Central Processor Unit 

Cathode Ray Tube 

Direct ~1er.iory Access 

Domestic Communications Satellite 

EROS Data Center 

Environmental Impact Statement 

Earth Resources Operational Syster:i 

Federation of Functional Processors 

General and ,\dministrative Costs 

GiJa~ytcs 

GrounJ Control Point 
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GCR 

GOT 

GSFC 

HOT 

HDT-A 
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HOT-R 

HU 

IAC 

IAS 

LU 
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IGF 

I/O 

n 

K 

KB 

kbpi 

kbps 

kllps 

K:·l 

:n 

:tax 

:1B 

Group Code Recorded 

Graphics Display Terminal 

Goddard Space Flight Center 

High Density Digital Tape 

Arch 1 val HOT 

Product HOT 

Radiometrically corrected HOT 

Hardware 

Image Analysis Console 

Imaee Analysis System 

I~age Analysis Terr.iinal 

Instantaneous Field of View 

I;nage Generation Facility 

Input/Output 

Infrared 

Thousanu 

Kilobytes 

Kilobits per inch 

kilobits per second 

Kilobytes per second 

Kilometers 

Meter 

~·taxirnum 

:1ega):>ytes 
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:!bps 

:·!Bps 
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~!in 

1!MS 

:1ss 

~IASA 

~1-D 
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t!RZI 

ns 

PE 

src 

Sec 

SP 

TDRSS 

r;1 

TV 

UV 

1-D 

A 

µM 
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~1ulti-cell 
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:ullimeter 

Mission :1anagement Facility 

~!ult imission Modular Spacecraft 

~-!ult ispectral Scanner 

National Aeronautics anri Space Administration 

:I-dimensional 

:fational Oceanographic an•i At:':lospheric ,\dmini'itration 

~:on Return to Zero Inverted 

~lanosecond 
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S-pacecraft 

Seconds 

Special Purpose 

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 

Thematic !fapper 

Television 

:.r 1 t r a 111 o le t 
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~-lave length 

micro-meter 
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